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Zafar- Futehalljr-

*
' * '-'MFor the past several weeks there has been a Shikra In our garden,

and it is thrilling to watch it on every occasion, if id not an
easy bird to see, but fortunately it -Tails quite . frequently and so
indicates its presence in the neighbourhood. Its loud, sharp, double
note ti tiu ti tiu alarnB all the creatures t the hen tending its
brood, the palm squirrels on the trees, and all the birds. The crows,
of course are not alarmed, but they all flock around the hunter from
a safe distance indulge in the jeering which characterises all crea-
tures with a debased character.

Our garden has many large trees, and below the Queens Flower tree
there is a small pond. For some reason, from time to time, there is
a population explosion of frogs in the pond, and this year there are
more than ever before. It is this situation which has attracted the
shikra to our garden. A few evenings ago I saw the bird alight silently
on the Queens Flower, and stay there surveying the scene and the oppor-
tunities for a meal. For a quarter of an hour it was almost motionless.
Then it started to fidget a bit and I could sense that it had decided
to pounce on one of the frogs In the pond, It glided down from the
branch, lifted a frog from the water with its talons, and settled down
.on the ground with the victim helpless, pierced with its sharp claws.

^
h6^°8 equealod for a whlle but «*s soon silent, and the shikra
tugged; away at it with its sharp beak for quite a while. It is obvious-
ly slow work dealing with a frog and the bird then flew away with it on
a Uango tree and was lost to view. It was curious that while the shikra
was tearing the frog to bits, two other frogs looked placidly on from
the edge of the pond, and seemed ^uite ob^y.ous ft.th. dan^ef ^0 wh^
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Incidentally, a couple of years ago when there was ouch a population
explosion of frogs, a pond Heron (Ardeola grayli) came to deal with
them. lacking the sharp talons of the Shikra, the heron had great
difficulty in dealing with the frogs only by its bill, and several

'

frogs escaped after the initial lightening thrust had paralysed them.
Dealing with such a slippery customer as a frog only by a bill with
no assistance from its weak tees, made the problem difficult for the
heron, but nevertheless, it quickly reduced the frog population
drasxically. Perhaps the Shikra will do the same.

A few daya ago the Shikra pounced on a Jungle Babbler (^urdoidea
somerrelii) Bcrounging on our lawn. In the normal course the Babbler
would have Uen killed, but the ShiVra suddenly saw us in the veran-
dah and flew away. The Babbler remained stunned for several seconds
and then Joined its community, which incidentally had flown away,
without a thought for their unfortunate companion.

like all birds of prey the female Shikra is much larger than the
male. Though the usual method of hunting is to take the quarry by
surprise by lying in wait quietly in a leafy tree, the birds often
soar in circles in the air. A good description of this is given by
CM. Henry in his Birds of Ceylon.

t t t t * » * # tot t t

wiidfowl couyps

Readers will recall that last year a Wildfowl Count was organised
In January by Mr. C.W. Savage, and the process has now get to be
repeated. The letter reproduced below tells all about it, and the
form which fellows should be filled up carefully and sent to the
Editor who will forward it to Mr. Savage. Please be certain about
your identifications before entering the data on the form. When in
doubt always put a question mark after the entry. I hope many of
our readers will participate in this interesting and useful excer-

,
ciee. To put.you in the proper frame of mind, an extraot from the
Time liagazine (kindly sent by Kunvar Shri Iavkumar) ia also repro-
duced here: /M, J

GETTING THE BIRD

The name of the operation is called variously the "Kay Run", the
"Grim Grind" or the "Big Day." Its object is to identify, by sight
and song, as many species of birds as possible in a 24-hour .period.
The time is now, when, because of the late spring, the northward
migration is still going strong. Across the nation, bird watchers -
they number over 8,000,000 in all - are out in full force.

The basic equipment for birders, who operate in teams of two or
more eo that there is at least one corroborating witness, is simple:
binoculars, a copy of Roger Tory Peterson's A Field Guide to the
Blrdi, and a car to enable them to cover a greater variety of habi- .

tats quickly. Thus, beginning at dawn, 20 members of Florida's
Pelican Island Audubon. Society raced through the. boondocks south
of Cape Kennedy to cover a 15-odle-wide circle of fresh-water
marshes, piny woods and oitruB groves; whenever their care stopped,
their binoculars popped up and down like yo-yoo. They quit early
at dusk, satisfied at having spotted 129 species, including such
rarities as the upland plover and the western kingbird.

Cherry B^mbs 4 Tapes: In Delaware, Dave Cutler, who. can identify
mm than 200 birds by song alone, led hie five-man team over 500 .

miles *f rain-swept back roads. Armed with a supply of cherry bombs
(to startle sleeping birds into song) and a portable tape player
pn-gramned witth 42 different calls ^tc^trick- them. -answering),
the team identified rST-speoiee. .



For some 150 New York City birders, the oearoh centered on Long Island's
Jamaica lay, where the otealthiei- sprttere bellied through the wet marsh
grass aa if sneaking up on a LE-chine-gvn neo». Though they found a number
of rare birds, they we_-« disappointed at total counts, which were as
small as 100 species. And in Illinois, 50 members of the Champaign County
Audubon Society slogged through mud and rain, uphill and down, for views
of herons' and chimney swifts, wood ducks and Blackburnian warblers - and
a day's total of 100.

;So dogged were the birders that even ths birds frr at sea were under
surveillance. Hearly 100 members of California's Golden Gate Audubon
Society set out in a three-eh"" flotilla for the three-hour cruise to
the offshore Farallon Islands- In the process, the birders had to weather
a sickening swell, the pungent orcan of the feuano-splattered Parallons
and the even more pungent smell of verripe sue'-, thrown overboard for
bait. For their fortitude they were rowurdod with such rarities as Brandt's
cormorants, tufted puffins < pink-footed shearwaters and a couple of
black-footed albatrosses.

Backyard Beginnings: The birde- hue t bo physically fit to slog through
swamps, Intellectually alert to recognise the irmr-erable species he
might encounter, keen enc^h to thrijl at the sigat of a great blue
heron overhead. But whr.t jete him started in the first place? "We began .

watching birds in our cackycrd," ezploina Selaoologist James Ellis.
"Then we didn't re^ogr-ze a biri, jo re bought a cheap book. Then
there were more birds, so we bcoghc a cere expensive book. It grabbed
San Francisco's Raymond Hlggo BO V.crd that he bought an jTSOO Questar
telephoto lens in order to phetc^pAph Lhos better.

What keeps them birding, despite such avocaticnal aches and pains from
gazing skyward as "warbler's neck" and "Audubon back"* Partly, it is
the challenge of building en ever tagger lifetime llet. "It gets to be
a game to see how many species you nan find," says Florida's Haggle Bowman,
Chirps Sharon Lumsden, of Champaign, III-, who hae 279 birdo on her lieti
"We've seen 96 birds in our backycrd olor.e„" Adds San Francisco's Valeria
Da Costa, whose list contains 600 of the U.S.'s 700-odd birds! "There are
only two warblers I havn't seer, in the entire co-mtry,".

f # « #

ASATIC WILDFOWL WORKING. G?0UP

WILDFOWL SURVEY,

Under the auBploea-ofthe Ii. le iualivnal-WLiafowi Research Bureau

The Wildfowl Trust, SIinbridge, Gloo, Eng-and.

C/0, Poet rag 704,
11-F Gulberg,
Lahore, West Pakistan.

To all correspondents

WILDPOFL COOHTS - 1967/63

last year most of you collaborated in the January 1967 Wildfowl Census,
and if any of you have not received individual acknowledgement and
thanks please accept my apologies. Broadly speaking the results last
year were a great success in that much new information cruie to light
besides being the first step towards quanttt- Ive assessment of the
wildfowl populations of Asia and the Middle Bast, in all we had records
of over 1/4 million ducks from a hundred cifforent localities covoring
possibly about 1/250 of the total wildfowl habitat range between Iraq
and Assam/East Pakistan- Thi3 compares with European and North African
counts of nearly 2£ million in 3,400 localities. A further 3h million
were estimated in the DSSR based on aerial counts using 25 aircraft.
The European counts appear to have covered the greater part of the
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Wildfowl habitat, but in the USSR the counts still covered only a
fraction of the total.

The last census has shown the tremendous potential value of these
counts and has provided a valuable etlmulous to development of Inter-
national co-operation in wildfowl conservation. The results were
presented and discussed at a recent meeting of the TUCN Ecology
Commission in Turkey which was jointly sponsored by the International
Wildfowl Research Bureau (IWRB), As a result of these discussions
it is proposed that extra special efforts should be made this winter
•n order to provide a sound factual basis for proposals being pre-
pared for presentation at the International Wildfowl Conference to
be held in Leningrad in September, 1966.

This year it is specially important to include as many counts of
geese as possible (this was serious defect in last winters counts )t
also Flamingos should be included, and Coot- . The latter have declined
markedly in recent years and Coots have been included this year at
the request of the USSR.

I shall be writing to you again shortly with aerogramme forms for
sanding us the results of the mid-January counts. In the meantime
I enclose, copies of the new wildfowl Count forms which I should be
grateful if you could use for keeping all records of counts/estimates/
sightings. The meet useful of all will be regular monthly counts.

Yours sincerely.

C.W. Savage,

* # * # # » * * » * * # #



THE WORLD WILD LIFE FUND

Zafar Futehally.

On the 15th December, Lord Fenaoy an Associate of the Fund gave a talk

at the Bombay Natural History Society. H.H. ftrteeinrao Gaekwad of Earoda,

a Trustee of the Fund presided. The Indian Rational Appeal will be for-

mulated perhaps at the time of the IOCN General Assembly and we in India

must help this cause, for the obvious reason that we will be helping

our own country in the process. Lord Fermoy spoke of the work which the

1WF is doing on a world scale and also gave an account of hia recent

visit to Pakistan, where a team of conservationists led by Guy Mountfort

surveyed several areas with a view to their establishment as Sanctuaries

and national Parks. Conservation policies In Pakistan are of particular

interest to this country for obvious reasons.

Most of our readers are perhaps familiar with the objectives of the WWF,

but in any case this appeal from David Attenborough, of the British

National Appeal is worth pondering over: "I am asking for your help to

prevent a disaster - A disaster which could affect us all. The situation

is simply this:

There are more human beings in this country today, and indeed in the

world, than ever before. We all need places to live, factories in which

to work, roads on which to travel, fields in which to grow food. Next

year we shall need even more. We are claiming theee things, we must, but

every time we do so we do It at the cost of destroying the natural world.

Sometimes we do it carelessly, without thought, sometimes greedily, some-

times even unnecessarily, and the weapons and techniques with which we

do so are more powerful, more devastating then ever before. Because we

want oil we have hunted the whale until now it Is almost extinct. We have

invented poisons of appalling efficiency, and because we want to get rid

of some insect pests, we have thoughtlessly spread them wholesale to kill

not only those pests but also butterflies and whole populations of song-

birds. Modern technology has devised powerful detergents, and when we

have used them we empty them into our rivers and turn what was once a

stretch of water rich with fish, flowering plants and dragonflies Into

a stinking sewer. Everywhere animals and plants are being destroyed

wholesale and - and this is the point - only too often, unnecessarily.

Within three human generations man has totally exterminated one hundred

different kinds of animals, and this thoughtless slaughter, far from

coming to an end, is now rising to a crescendo. At this very moment no

less than a thousand creatures are in desperate danger of extinction -

the mountain gorilla, the birds of paradise, the Arabian oryx, the Javan

rhinoceros - these and many more are on their way to being, like the

Passenger Pigeon and the Great Auk, creatures which eurvive only as a

few faded skins in museums. Even the commonest animals are now being

forced out of the places where once they flourished.

Ironically enough, it Is not Just the animals that are paying the price

of man's rapidly increasing numbers! it is man himself j it is us. For

leaving aside all the benefits that the animals can bring us, both econo-

mically and scientifically, the natural world has always been a source

of 3oy and solace to mankind. We are after all part of it, and yet in

our headlong rush to provide for our Immediate wants we seem set on

creating a world that is not worth living in - a sterile and empty

wasteland.

Yet I repeat, much of this destruction Is unnecessary, even now at this

late stage the disaster can be averted. Wa must make sure that no more

woodlands and rivers and moorlands are destroyed simply because of lack

of planning or because of greed* that no more animals are poisoned because

they are pretty and rare. Above all we must select the really Important

wild places and keep them as refuges and sanctuaries where animals will

truly hn pnfe.
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Ctat is the long tone need, but thero are aleo urgent rescue operations
thp.t aust be mounted if we are to save the last survivors of creatures
that are on the brink of destruction.

The World Wildlife Fund is tackling both Jobs. It has provided money
to save the wilderness of Coto Donana in Spain which is a vital staging
post for tilgrant birds coming to this country. In Africa it is paying
i'or wardr-D to stop the poaching of big game.

In this country it helps the County Naturalist Trusts and the Council
for Nature to create and support Nature Heeorves.

Every day we get urgent calls for holp. There are many that we cannot
answer for lack of funds. For some of them next year will be too late.
Please help us now."

India has more mammals, more birds, and more spectacular scenery than
almost any other country* We must see that our National Appeal is
well supported, and we wish H.H. Fateeinrao Gaekwad of Biroda every
success.

**** #»#* **•*
These are the recordings of some of the birds (migrants) which I saw
first in each season (starting from the end of rainy season to the
beginning of the other). late days have been left out.

1. Common Swallows
(Hirundo rustics)

3.10.65
1.10.66

2. Common Brown Headed Sea-gull
(iarue Brunnl Cephalus)

16.10.66
15.10.67

Rufous backed shrike
(Ianius schach)

25.9.66
24.9.67

4. White Wag tail
(Motacilla alba)

3.10.65
19.10.66
6.10.67

5. Golden Oriole
(Oriolus oriolus)

9.9.67

6. Common Green Bie-eater
(Herope orlentalie)

7.10.66
1.10.67

7. Paradise Ply catcher
(Terpsiphono paradisi)

14.11.65
5.10.66

The bird seen in both the occasions was either a hen or just a pre-
mature bird, for it had no streaming tail or had it white plumes all
over the body. It was typical chest not red above and under parts
drab white and in both the years the bird ceased to be seen afterwards.

8. Pied crested cuckoo
(Clamator jacobinus)

The sound heard on 19,12.65 was followed with caw-cawing of crows,
but tho bird itself was not seen. The last 3 or 4 days sharp cry
of the bird was heard but seen it on 11.6.67 in the hands of a boy
irith primaries clipped off.

As for Cr~rvya sandpipers (Tringa hypolc-ucos), I am doubtful whether
they ever migrate far away because their presence is not misaed long.
Not only that, if there is no rain for two or three days at a stretch
uuring monsoon season they, at least a few of them, are sure to appear—



cl ua a3G aucre, piping sad. melancholy, note often and flying from

one mud GPbanic*cnt to the other in a a.suewhat restleaa mood.

T.V. Jose

Colnto.

* * * x * * * * .
# * * *

PIGHTING HABITS C7 THE KHITE WAG-TAIL (MOTACILIA ALBA)

By

T V, Jcse

In cy morning round on ".G.*2.57 "i ca-3 upon, \vto white wag-tails chirping

excitedly on the a-wwihore, «id not feeding. I noticed there was some-

thing unusual about theu
;
and I oai; down on a clod of earth facing the

birds, about 20 ft, can? — *™

Or. 3 bird would wdfc tra-.Yie tlto other for ncmstiae, while the other

continued to aw. farther awe-/ :?i*oa the advancing one; but the former

coon returns. Inadlatoly the la iter 1-jrns about "-nd approaches the

bird now retreating, Ktt jfcttor't y?~ liowever stops the same way

tthen It neara the £Ksncr. fcttn l.Tp* of restless, aeeaingly purposeleea,

and monotonous movpmr.iS 3$at.i.Pue. 3st sometimes I see, as one walks

forward to the oti?or. o':e ox' i-!- vncccinplished attacks, it flaps

;'.ta -*ings end apriory up Cloaiar: thos arfi down it cornea in a loop.

Generally this nark of pugnacity ic ignored by the other, but there are

occasions in which *fco other takoa up the challenge and meets the other

with pointed vshe^rcc in tho iair. Soto try to peck at each other face

'-o racs end at tiio netM tizs ^r? ti). avoid eech other's charges.

After 15 mnutoc aaooruvro, at.i about half ti dozen actual duels each

lasting only socende, a find their fighting mood is waning, and they

?e«« moving auey from each" otnsr«

* * * * * ***** *****

ACTING

Pratep Singh

"Anting" bj birdo is a phenomena which the ornithologists are aware

oi but which they rfiWCy vrit-wse. I hfcfl the- good luck of watching this

behavicur the o'Jh*: Gay enc wM"h miy be of Interest to the readers.

E\rly in the morning < 2nd Member, I aaw a female Magpie- Robin

(Copaychua w6.*ffir*,' aQ 3* on the r-ound near the fence, and then, in

ifo typical purpiosiul maan*r. hep; --A up ta pick up something and with

it hurriedly started rutting 0* under part of the tail and the wing

feathers. It then dropped tha plot, hopped -ipto another point and re-

peated the procedure r.'.h the other wing and the tail. My curiosity

havlnfi aroused I wotcbed closely. The bird repeated thia procedure

nearlj 12 timaa in 7 BiiMtoe With oevral ants crawling at the place.

In the majority of cases it would.drop the ant, having rubbed it, but

in thre- case^ it ate t;»im. The biro- undisturbed, continued the activi-

ty at "eisure and having drawn fall satisfaction flew up to the fence

from where it was disturbed by a Montage's Harrier. I did not notice

ray expression of entranoement on the part of the bird, though that ie

consequential. As to the ants, there vre* nothing special about themj

-boy wo^ the ordinary large bJack ants ncmaonly found everywhere.

a**** *#**
* * * * * *-* * *

'
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Review:

COMMON BIRIS by Salim All and Iaeeq Futehally, published In the
Series "India - The land & People" by the National Book Trust,
India ( pp. 118, 5*" x 8", paper back edition) available for R*9/=.

It was the desire cf the late Prime Minister, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru,
that -this Series of books on India should provide a library of know-
ledge on every aspect of this country. This is yet another book in
this Series.

It is the purpose of this book to enable the novice in bird-watching
to learn to recognize with confidence , the common birds of his loca-
lity.

To enable him to do so this book provides S'
7 clear colour plates

with descriptions of more than a hundred birds. The birds are
arranged in the present practice of starting from grebes and
finishing with the finches.

A brief description of each order is given and the relevant fami-
lies under each order is named and when required described. The
more common species have been described in detail.

In the descriptions the birds are alive. They are shown to be
moving about in their natural locality, eating their habitual
food, making their usual calla and generally behaving in their
characteristic ways.

In the old days neither good field glasses nor adequately illus-
trated bird books were available. As such, the "respectable"
naturalie- killed birds and collected their skins and eggs. Books
written by them give very minute details of the feathers on the
dead skins and a somewhat guesome and scientific sounding account
of the slcull boneB and leg tendons. Such things are completely
avoided here.

The initial chapters of this book are devoted to Introduction,
Ornithology & Birdwatching

,
Reproduction and Migration. The book

instructs the bird watcher as to to how to identify a bird in
the field and stresses the importance of placing it in the right
family. 3ven birds which are not in this book can be later on
identified by reference to a moro complicated work if the bird
can be placed in the proper family.

In every way this bock meets the requirement of the interested
common man and the beginner in birdwatching. Being copiously
illustrated, the book will mako an excellent birthday present for
children and start them off on an instructive and rewarding hobby,

******* * * * * •#***

CORRESPONDENCE :

Appearance of Brahmini Duck (Tadorna ferruginea) and Dabchick
(Podiceps ruficnllie).

Early in the morning of 12.11,1967 during my usual round I came
across three ducks apprehensively floating in the centre of the
back wutor, Vrdering Colaba Saa Shore. For the first time I saw
nuch large ducks in these waters. They wore, for added safety,
trying to align themselves with 8_patch of brown headed gulls
present there. The latter did not appear-to be unfriendly towards
the strangers, for they tolerated them in their midst. But strag-

.
gling crows _caught sight of the new-comers, and their typical

. -..reaction was one of envy. The Black fraternity hovered over, and
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,»ov made attempts to peck at the ducks in a clumsy way. Against this

pe'sterin^ pestilenco, the concerned duck raised its head and protested

"sank", "aank".

Meanwhile corvine enthusiasm had worked itself out, and the crows left

the scene. The ducks settled down to feed. They did not dive, but their

probing head went at times deep down, their horizontality turning into

perpendicularity and the black tips of
(
tail sticking up into the air

in a ridiculous fashion.

The whole day I saw them there but always they were wary and never

approached the mud-banks. Perhaps they may have had erperlonce of

what numans are like.

I also observed a solitary dabchick wrich was the first one I had

ever observed during the last 13 or 14 years.

T.V. Jose
Colaba.

THIS NEWSLETTER IS PUBLISHED EVERY MONTH.

SUBSCRIPTION RATE: Rs5/= PER YEAR.

Zafar Putehally,

Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers,

32-A, Juhu Lane,

Andheri,
BOMBAY 58-AS.

A Correction : In the October *67 issue, the article

on Poster Parents has been written by

Major J.C. Mahanti and not by Major

M. Mahanti.

-ED.
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The file reveals on inteiesting piece of correspondence from Stewart

Melluish to the editor, concerning- an unidentified cuckoo

I8th Feb. '6?.

...I have had another look at the little drawing I did of the

Karnala cuckoo and reproduce here more or less what I recorded on
the spot. Although I wrote 'grey* near the head 1 did suggest

streaks in the sketch. The tail as I sketched it is more like the

tail in Henry's Play-e 14 than that in the line drawing on page 170.

The Hawk-Cuckoe Henry says is about the size of a domestic pigeon,

while the Bay-banded is 'rather smaller than the Common Mynah'. 1

did not note down the size of our bird but have a recollection of

a fairly small bird.

W/



under bio tail,

THE riED 3USH CHAT, THE PIED CHAT. AND
r-'t STRICKLAND'S CHAT.

Drawn above are tho three pied birds
which visit Saurashtra during the winter,
and are common in open country, particularly

so in the drier parte and where there are
rocky ravines.

The Pied Busdh Chat is more frequent
in cultivation and will bo seen perched on a
stalk atop a haystack. It can be easily ident-
ified by the white belly, rump and patches on

BBS****** "ine- patches are also found in
» Ufae male Indian Robin, bur- the Robin has no

*\ /yJ>other white, and besides he is easily ident-
' ified by his cocked tail and the russet patch

The Pied ffhoatear or Chat is a handsono bard with a boldly
cons.trasting piod plumage. There are no white patches on the wings, butthe tail like the rump flashes conspicmausly in flight. The white tail
has a black band at the end. Notice the absense of any white in the tailor the Pied Bushchat.

"to Strickland's Cbot clotcly resenbles the Pied Chat, but
can be recognised by the fact that tho black on the lower parts extends
to the belly, in flight a. this Chat *oco away from the observer, it iseasily overlooked as a Pied Chat. Possibly this is one of the reasonswhy it is less recorded, though ofcourso it does not come to us in thesame numbers as the Piod.

the Shit. h..JJ
bSd

*
b
Jf°

IC

"u
d whlt0 Chat "Jhich frequently drops in isthe flhite-headed Chat Oenanthe capietrr.ta, Members of the Rajkot Grouphave recorded this and tho Strickland's Chats this season.

«*~a m 'a
DhAyal also known as the Magpie Robin is the fourth

lit J5J2 ?! 5 ha
T
e with »»• but 11 ie ™oh l«r^r than oil these, andhas white la the wings and tail. The tail is cocked and flicked open .energetically. DHayaS inhabit shad/y sardenc and irrigated -wadie'?



Extracts fron Gilbert White's THE NATURAL HISTORY AND
ANTIQUITIES OP SELBORNE

•Selborne, Aug. 7, 1778

'A gocd ornithologist should be able to distinguish birds by their air ae
well as byetteir colours and shape ; on the ground as well as on the wing,
and in the bush as well as in the hand. For, though it must not be said
that every species of birds has a manner peculiar to itself, yet there is .

sot* what in most genera at least, that at first sight discriminates them,
and enables a Judicious observer to pronounce upon them with same certainty.
Put a bird in motion Et vera incessu patult. 1

'Thus kites and buzzards anil round in circles with wings expanded and motion-
less! and it is from their gliding manner that the former are still called
in the north of England gleads, from the Saxon verb fllidan , to glide- Tho
kestrel or wind-hover, hno a peculiar mode of hanging in the air in one
place, his wings all the while boirirf briskly agitated- Hen-harriers fly low
over heaths or fields of com, and beat the ground regularly like a pointer
or setting-dog. Owls neve in a buoyant manner, as if lighter than the air;
they seem to want ballast. There is a peculiarity belonging to ravens that
must draw the attention even of the most incurious — they spend all their
leisure time in striking and cuffing each other on the wing in a kind of
playful skirmish j and when they move from one place to another, frequently
turn on their tacks with a loud croak, and seem to be falling to the ground.
When this odd gesture betides them, they are scratching themselves with one
foot, and thus lose the centre of gravity. Rooks sometimes diw and tumble
in a frolicsome mnner; crows and dews swagger in the walk; woodpeckers fly
volatu undoso. opening and closing their wingo at every stroke, and so are
always rising or falli ng in curves. All of this genus use their tails, which i
incline downward, as a support while they run up trees. Parrots, like ail
other hooked-clawed birds, walk awkwardly, and irake use of their bill as a
third foot, climbing and descending with ridiculous caution. All the
Gal?inae parade and walk gracefully, and run nimbly; but fly with difficulty*
with an impetuous whirring, and in a straight line. Magpies and Jays fluti^r
with powerless wings, and make no dispatch; herons seem encumbered with too
much sail for their light bodies; but these vast hollow wings are necessary
in carrying burthens, such as large fishes, and the like| pigeons, and
particularly the sort called smiters, have a way of clashing their wings
the one against the other over their backs with a loud snap; another
variety called tumblers turn themselves ov?r in the air. soae birds have
movements peculiar to the season of pairing: thus ring-doves, though strong
and rapid at other times, yet in tho spring hang about on the wing in a
toying and playful manner; thus the cock-snipe, while bleeding, forgetting
his former flight, fans the air like the windhover: and the greenfinch in
particular exhibits such languishing and faltering gestures as to appear
like a wounded and dying bird) the kingfisher darts along like an arrow;
fern-owls, or goat-suckers, glance In the dusk over the tops of trees like
a msteor; starlings, as it ware, swim along, while missel-thrushes use a
wild and desultory flight j swallows sweep over tho surface of the ground and
water, and distinguish themselves by rapid turns and quick evolutions;
swifts dash round in circlos; und the bunk nartin moves with frequent
vacllfltions like a butterfly. Most of the snail birds fly by jerks, rising
and falling as the;- n-lv^rce. Mo3t small birds hop; but wagtails ami lafks
walk, moving their legs eitornetely. SkylarkB rice arri fall perpendicularly
as they sing; woodlarks hang poised in the air; and titlarks rise and fall
in large curves, singing in their descent. The whltethroat uses odd Jerks
and gesticulations ever the tops of hedges and bushes. All the duck kind
waddle, divers and auks walk as if fettered, and stand erect on thoir
tails: these are the compedos of Linnaeus, geese and cranes, and most wild
fowls, move in figured flights , often changing their position. Tjj* second-
ary reEdges of Tringae

,

wild ducks, and some others, are very long, and
give their wings, when in motion, ahooked appearance. Eabehicks , moorhens,
and coots, fly erect, with their legs hanging down, and hardly make any
dispatch; the reason is plain, their wings are placed too forward out of
the true centrw of gravity; as the legs of auks ard divers are situated
too backward. 1
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NATURE'S PARADISE - Africa. By and P«s Bartlett. Collins, 5gne.,

PP. 360

Thie is q large, heavy, magnificently produced book, dealing minutely with

African Wild Life from the etarfish on the coasts to the giant hogs of the

foreete or the wildebeest on the plains* It is divided into eight sections,

devoted in turn to the natural history of the Eastern Coral Reef, tho 'dry

thornbush country', 'open bush and woodland 1
, the plains, 'the changing

scene' (dealing, onl it makes a most interesting chapter, with areas whom-
ever there has been any human encroachment — doomed lakes, or district*

where animals are professionally caught for boos — tho lakes, the tropical

forests, am* the enow-mountains at the equator,
V

The books consists of large photographs rather than anything else, and these

logically arranged, fully captioned photographs are one step forward from

written raattor in such a book, as thoy naturally bring tho layman much

closer to the wild life itself. And as there are several pictures for each

bird or animal species, showing it in various actions and situations, a

clearly-defined and substantial education in African mturel life cones

easily, while merely looking through these pictures. The photographs are in

colour as well as black and white and are outstandingly good, some of them

quite breath-taking. They include some beautiful double-?ogo ones.

However, each' chapter' has a written introduction of three or four pages,

and as the authors have obviously travelled extensively on the continent

for at least a decade, this factual background 1b consistently illustrated

by sympathetic personal experience.

The book is to be followed by similar publications on Anuriaa and Australia.

Sham Futehally

NOTES AHD COMMENTS

On behalf of the Birdwatchers Field Club of India we would like to congra-

tulate Dr SstLim All on being awarded the Gold Medal of the British Ornitho-

logical Union for 1967. We feel that this is on entirely merited honour,

and by association, consider ourselves honoured as well, since he is a

member of our Board of Editors.

WATERFOWL COUNT .

I am now doing the counting of migratory duoks and drakes in Nagp.u?

district, I remember that the information was asked for in 1966 by Bombay

Natural History Society and to contact you for any further information

regarding the same.

I may kindly be intimated as to whether the census is still being taken

at all the places. I regret that I could not do this work last year due to

ill health and for this year I will be sending you the information obtained

by m at the close of winter season. May I make a request to you to provide

me- with the plates of those migratory species, if available, *ich I feel

will be of much use to me.

I nay bo informed whether any othor person is doing the counting at

Bhandara and Chanda districts which possess good number of lakes for

counting.
T, S, Venugopalon

D.S, Murti's Eunglow, Near Post Office

Dhontoli, Hagpur. December 29, 1967.

9
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WEAVER EI RIB.

During my observation at Nagpur and Hyderabad I found one pair of Weaver
Birds building 2 to 3 nests j one of then was always incomplete. Among these
neete only one nest was containing eggs- I have read that Weaver Birds build
as many as five nests.

Another interesting observation was only one pair used fibre taken out
from date tree leaves.

I shall be pleased to know the observation cade by others with regard
to the number of nests, number of nests containing eggs, and also the
material used in the construction of the nest.

T, S. Venngopalan
D. S. Murti's Bunglow, Near Poet Office

Dhantoli, Nagpur. Decemter 29, 1967

W if K

SUGGEST IOf6 FROM READERS

.

With reference to your request for ideas for improving the Newsletter
for Birdwatchers . may I suggest that you include a section deeling with ;j.us*:\
questions from readers.? As you can gueso , I already have questions to
aski TheBe questions could be answered either by the Editor or other readers.
For instance a bird seen by a reader in one part of India may be unknown to
hin, but very oommon in another part, and easily identified by someone living
in that area.

We have recently seen two birds we are unable to identify. One of them is
the pink headed bird we described to you, and the other Is one we saw a few
times last winter, and which we have seon again. If you think It would be a
good idea to have a section devoted to readers' questions, I would be very
grateful ii you would please publish the descriptions which I enclose with
this. I do so with the hope that eoraeone will be able to identify them —
I find it tantalising not to be able to pin them downj

Sarah Jameson
Sanctorla, Disergarh P.O., Diet. Bordwan

W. Bsngnl. January 15, ^$66*

please teep sending descriptions. We shall do our best. — Ed.7

MINUTES OP THE SKV5WTH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
OF THE HRDTATCHERS 1 CLUB OF INDIA

The Seventh Annual Genoral Meeting of the Birdwatchers Club of India was held
on Saturday, the 20xh January 1968, nt 5 p.m. at the residence cf the Honorary
Secretary, 32 Juhu lane, Andhcri. The following were ^resent.

1. nr Salim All 9- Mr J. S. Serrao
2. Mr R, H, Brown 1C. Mr J. C. Daniel
3, Mr S. V. Nil .5»-nt4 1i. Mrs M. Choksi
4. Mr V. X. Chnri 12. Mrs G. Kherganrola
5. Mr T, V, Rangaranjan 13- Miss M. G. Robinson
6. Mrs L. Nilakanta Hr Mr Zafar Futehally
7. "Miss Shorn FUtehally 15. Mr T. V. Jose
8. Br Amln Tyabjl

Dr Salin All was elected Chalrcan of the meeting.

The Minutes of the last Annual General Meeting held on 17 December 1966 and
circulated with Newsletter vol. 7(1 ) of January 1967 were read and confirCE^'

With regard to the election of the office bearers of the Club it was felt that
Capt, N. S. Ty&bji and Capt. S. Bhandarkar who are obviously too busy to con-
tribute to the Newsletter in spite of thoir great interest in the Club be
relieved of their onerous duties for the time being. It was suggested that

10
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Mr K. R. Sethna and Mr S. V. Nilakonta be elected in their place.

Mrs L. Wilakanta and Mr Zafar Futehally were to continue as Honorary

and Honorary Secretary respectively.

Treasur*

The Honorary Secretary reported that the Club had to be grateful again to

Dynaoraft Machine Co. Prvt Ltd., for bearing most of the expenditure of the

flewsletter. If members will try art get additional subscribers and if all

persona paid their dues prompt it will be a great help.

future and the Newsletter should be despatched only with 'waist bands'. It

was also suggested that an attempt be made to get the newsletter registered

as a newspaper with the Postmaster General to save on postage. Dr Amin

Tyabji kindly offered to follow up this matter.

There was a suggestion that interesting places for bird watching in various

parts of the country be listed in the Newsletter so that these places could;

be visited by our members. The Honorary Secretary w*e requested to liet th*o

places from time to time Statewise in the Newsletter.

Members have been clamouring for a long tine to have a list of all the mem-

bers in the Newsletter. The Honorary Secretary promised to put this into

effect during the current year.

One of the moetl looked forward to events of the Annual General Meeting is

the telegram of good which which invariably arrives at the right time from

Mr R. S, Stewart Me 11u is h from Madras. This years telegram reads as follows:

SLACKNESS MADRAS REGIONAL EDITOR JUSTIFIES ELECTION REPLACEMENT

BUT OTHERWISE VOTE RE-ELECTION ALL OFFICERS EMPHATICALLY EXHORT

PAYMENT MUDTIPLB SUBSCRIPTIONS MY MITE FOLLOWS. MAKE NO RADICAL

CHANGE NEWSLETTER . . . MELLUISH

Cn this encouraging note the meeting terminated with a vote of thanks to

the Chair.

Zafar Futehally
Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers

32A, Juhu lane, Andheri, Bombay 58-AS
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3 LACKNECKED STORK (XENORIfYNCHUS ASIATICUS)

AND THE MAIutlAGE OF MIRSHIKARS.

By

B. Robert Grubh ft P.B.Shekar.

knre ore a group of Muslims (see Newsletter Nov.' 67: "A Week in Bbnrat-

bv S.F.) found in various ports of Bihar, whose occupation bos been

ping birds since several generations. The nbund nnce of birdlife
,
espe-

ly woterbirds, and the lack of proper enforcement of the 'ildlife Rules

BiLir ensiled the Mirshikars and certain ctberj to aake bird catching the

tion of thsir caste. Here we shall see how Loha Sarnng the Blncknecked

had been associated with the social life of Mirshikars.

a Mirshikar youth wonted to marry a girl, besides fulfilling all other

litions ".nd formalities, he would hnve to catch an nsttt Blncknecked Stork,

single-handed and unarmed, but for his glue-and-rod device, Here let

digress a little to discuss how this device works. Several canes of about

inch in diameter and ten feet length ore fittled one on top, thus making a

_[le red of considerable length which gridur.lly tapers towards one end. At

ir.t end o slightly upturned and trifurcated stick is fired, on which a kind

t strong glue is applied. The man hclds the other end of the rod and mano-

res it with manring skill towan'a birds sitting quite far amy, on the

The bird *ould not fly away becnu a e the mi-n is at a 'safe' distance,

bird would net know that the stick, approaching it stendily, is 'renoU-

)Hed'. "ben the tip of the rod reaches the right distance the hunter

Ives a quick forward jerk to the rod ond the glued stick fastens itself well

;© the feathers of the victim. The bird cannot free itself from tho stick,

it a sparrow or a bird of the size of a vulture. This method is used for

even todny, and we have witnessed it.

let us go b?ck to the story. On tho d-\y of nnrriage the bridegroom starts

his bouse with a party comprising of his people and those of the. bride,

nrrches towards the place where the Loba Sarong is known to be present,

procession stops os soon as the bird is loc-ted. The bridegroom goes

-lone to get the bird, "e may wonder why so much fuss is made for catching

just a bird. However, the Blncknecked Stork is shockingly ferocious when

cornered. The bird stands on its knees with partly open wings, faeing the

er.eny and waits for o chance to plungo its bill, which is like a dagger, into
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its opponent. .'.» it is i toll nnd huge bird with long and agile neck, it is
cot very e"ey to catch it bare-handed.

If the bridegrtom was successful in catching the lird the processionwould
novo with bin on to the bride's house and the Barrings would take pines. If
he could not succeed on thnt d?y, tho carriage wruld be postnoned. T*«n he
finally o-nages to catch the bird, perhaps after several attenpte, the narriag
d-te would be fixed and the wedding would bo solennizcd. \s it wns prevalent
nnong Uuslics, they could marry oore than ons girl, if they desired so. Hut
the hunting of the stork would h-.ve to be repeated each tiiae.

This custtw wns stoppsd sone forty yerrs ago, following o tragic incident.
A bridegrooa set out with the pecplo to catch the Blackneckod Stork for his
marriage. lie managed to fix the bird with the glue, -nd approached it. When
he tried to catch it the worst thing happened - perhaps because of sone mis-
calculation on bis pnrt. The bird gored bis side fatally, and he died on the
spot.

Tb« above episode is true to th« best of our knowledge. Vo got these facts
fron tho Uirshikars and others who liv e in their neighbourhood.

BInI*/VrC)iEtS• 7IELD CLUB CUTIKG

By

Sh-na Futebally

On Sundry 19th February, the Club met, not as it usually dnes at Tulsi, but
ot Aadheri: breakfast at our house, "nd then a walk through the 'oeadows'

behind the house to Juhu. Although the ucs is boing rapidly built up, cn
this trip we w*t enough tint vns new and interesting to rrko it n neoorable
walk.

First, Rosy Pastors: two or three of then feoding off a blossoning silk cotton
tree. I'e got a very gocd yiew of those, they did not fly off for a l Ang tiDe.

Then there were the wngt-ails, a couple of white wagtails, nnd sons "Astern
Grey. There wore plenty of European swallows. Cn tho side of tho road we were
following, I saw one or two Tree Pipits, ncrging beautifully with the brckgroun-

end a group of fiv e or six Iting i levers were strrtled into flight. There
were o-ny flocks of ordinary sparrows but one of then proved to consist in
part of Brown liunias as well, established on barbed wire fences, taking off
frequently to indulge in a short circular flight, returning to the identical
spot again and again. Another discovsry was one rather unusual bird, the DeseHfc
Vhentenr. As far as I renaiber, this was perched on a stono wrll and then on F

a boulder. There were two of then, sone distance froo erch other. A thrilling
new species, nnd if we had seen nothing else, they^ would have node the day.

Another lively bird we saw waB theCollrred Hash Cta-t on n fence, one single
aale with a brif.ht roie-or^nj e breast, black tied nnd back, and whito patches
cn the neck. *Te had a long and excellent view of this bird rumaging nnong
the dust for food.

Later we settled round n creek with a few snail islets, reputed to be covered
ever conpletely with oigront birds sonetimes; but now had only a few stray
Sandpipers, one Spotted; one Little Ecret, and a couple of Corxcn Kingfishers.

Then we walked along beside the creek on a dirt track, thick ivmgrove vogetati

at the side and there were Dlyth's Seed "nrblors by the dozen in the bushss.

Incidentally, there was n train of oa-el-wallahs cooing along and

ride -long the road. Cnce we were arrested by a leud

the nangrove, punctuated by scuffling and the sound of

*.li identified this as a large Reed Unrbler, uncecrion

bird, did not respond to our vr.rious eager claps mi
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f 'tta***M about-.bout fifteen inspiring species, a revealing total for this other-

and atony stretch of ground.

BIRD WATCHERS' FIEtD CLUB OP RCORKBE

By

Joseph George

outings were organised once n month or oftenor in 1967. The average

was six which we consider very encouraging for a snail town like

A rare bird seen was thcTerek Sandpiper.

# film shows on birds and other wildlife were arranged. V* are now find-

it difficult to get new films.

.L. Christie, visiting Professor from Canada at the Roorkee University,

>*sed the Club on his impressions of the fauna and flora of India* Shri

Taid of the Forest Research Institute, Dehra Dun, delivered n lecture on

iath and Valley of Flowers'.

_jxes installed in gardens and school precises in lioorkee were taken by

sUackho-u'ed Kyna, the Common Wyna, the Roller and the Spotted Owlet.

vrLDPOn. SUHVEY

(Reproduced below are two letters fron Christopher Savage, Honorary

Coordinator, Asiatic '/ildfowl •'crking Group).

vc-ry interested to read in the Newsletter for Birdwatchers that you have

counting ducks in Nngrjur District, We are of course moat interested.

sending you copies of our latest count forms nd should be nost grateful

could airmail to me details of any counts B*d« in January so that they

e included in the 1968 January Census Report. In due course I should be

glad to !nve details of all your counts as these will be valuable in

ising seasonal distribution and status.

nle I an putting you on our moiling list for noxt year.

•r addressed to kfr. T.S. Venugopalon).

very pleased to see this letter to which thc-bove is a'reply' . ^ are

lag r wonderful response to the Census this ye*r and by all indications of

higher quality than last year.

;uip

,
tt:ing that puzsles me is that several reliable observ er. have "ported

aiP . ! canno? really accept this withort further J™ tl,icftt;™ ^J^Ser
it would not be timely if you could put a notice » your splendid Newsletter.

,sh your readers to send in to you full details of unusurl sightings supported

re possible by observations by at least two other experienced 0^!
rv" 8 "

^re very, exciting as up till now they have been very rare *ou

dd that anyone shooting o rare duck by accident should try to Mnd U
:n for confirmed identification by the Bonbr.y Natural History Society.

fttcr addressed to Mr. Zafar Putehally).

/>ill readers kindly co-operate with Hr. Savage sad heed hie

advice about being more than usually careful in reporting

Scaups — VAj
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THE BIRDS 05 TUB GDI SANCTUARY

By

Zafar Putehftlly

8oai years ago Mr. J.K. Son of tho Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta,
nc a list of tho bin's of the Gir Forest, ^hia consisted of 06 species pins ,

three 'doubtfuls'. Lir. Sen wrs in the forest for six weeks in Jmuary-FebranrJ
This list was useful during my recent visit tc the Sanctuary (21-23 February) 7
with the group sponsored by the Fauna Preservation Society, London. There werfl

nany keen bird-watchers in this group And the tour lcder Sir £ugh Elliott was
knowlodge*ble enough even about Indian birds to be able t* identify several
nebulous forme in the distance. Durinj: tho short period devoted to bird-
wotching we s«w over 60 species, consUtiD; of mombors ^f many widely separated
families. I will refer to a few which caused great excitement among the
visiters.

Pe in India hav e got used to tbo Coppersmith ( L'egr.lp.imr. hiemncephola) and
seldom take time to r.dnire its elegant colouring, but our friends from tenperato

lands wore quite overcame by the sight of this bird 'tonkins' away fron the top
of a bare teak tree. nether delightful bird ouch appreciated «rr»s oar Godcn- I

backed codpecker (Dinopiua benghnlonac) whose goldon and scarlet colours and
merry laughter enlivened the somber setting of the dry teak forest.

Birds of prey always pose special problems of identification. If they ore high
up in the sky in bright light their colours escape even a good pair of binoculnfc
If they are sub-pdults their plunge is very different fromthat of their
parents which is the one usually illustrated in the books. I have, however,
been fairly f-oiliar with the Vhite-*yod Buz zard ( Butrsfrir toosa) and the Sbik*
(Accipiter badius ). but both the birds would hr.v e eluded identification wire
it not for the presence of Sir Hugh. This Sbikrn in the conpound of the Guest
House at the Gir, h*d s very bro^d white eyo-brow, and white and brewn markings
on the breast, very different fron the finely vemiculated front of the bird in
my garden. Apparently, Shikrao have a very wide variation in plumage markings
and t&da is a great difference between uale and fear.le, young and old.

The three teaftTda were bigh up in the air, and their bomtlful and cosy
batics was something I bad isvur witnessed before. I have always bee
the impressing th it they are a lazy species, uniting endlessly on a lamp post
for a cricket or a mole to pass beneath them and provide an easy oenl. It was
the call Pit-Teer , Pit-Teer which gave then Avar. There is a good description
of this in '.bistler's *V. Popular Handbook of Indian Birds", There were three
birds, and one seemed to be slightly ssnller than the othar two, suggesting
that the three were a family unit.

v

I will continue this account in the next issue
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rember copy of Newsletter for Birdwatchers warn of special interest

iae of the article by"^erner, "Two Visits to Nopal." ft were on liome

*.t tL« t.-e he was here so did act hive a chance to compare notes on

he sat- on the truk north of Kathmandn. I aoold like to make n few

fBtions regarding species mentioned cn -»ur observations for the

ten or twelve years.

Verner mentioned a Black Tit At about 0,000 feet. Ha gave hia identi-

ption aa a Sikl:i*s race Dl*ly fouxd in eft*,tern Nopal, Hodgson's Cole Tit

ater aemodiut. Blyth) i* tho more cenr on speciee in that area although

Eufous-belliei: Crested Tit (Porus ru" diventria ri-Mdiventris Blyth)

ao preeenv. It Kay »« the It. iter bud he siw.

it March 20th, -he nrnst caapxm LeeC arc'-.er in tba oak foreats in that

!a ia PhyJloscopLO i»olcT-£i_ j>-lcl^er Jflyth. **1 "»fo* bars, are conapicuous.

la ia several wr-cka zoo curly to oj.pt.Ci- P urore;,t>' us a': any height. The

scniah Jarb ler (P. trochi l otdo.* -iritfv.ua £Vyt\; is on migration in March,

"'erner observed.
-

?, i. ratidttfl Blytb._ ilovcf in to the hills mostly in

The Yellow-riipod Leaf Warbler j$ . prort^alua clloronotua (Gray)_7

c'.s in that area £v.* Mor-t on*<ird Hth at le*r,t twelve apecies

aub-apaciee of Leaf Varb lera moving through Katfaaandu V alley in apring

fall, it is indeed diifi-mlc to keep trick of them, .lowever, Mrt. Deairee

id has detailed rectrdo in the Journal of the Bombpy Natural History Society
,

53. No.l, IWtt, pp.OVGt, which prove extremely helpful fcr us who liv e

Katbamdn Valloy.

dita from rhododendron forests at about 3,000 feet noeda n cownent or

two. One would expect th« tree creeper at that altitude to be the Sik'-in

bird, Cert*- !': Wnccjnr discolor Blyth. al*t< in Kr.thanndu Valley in winter.

Short-billeu* miiiivot* ore confined to far kAstern Nc^nl bu the long-tailed

ivets ( I'e.-icroco -qj ethologud fnvillaoan ' Banc? and fhillips) ie to be

sctcV here. Th l"oov-pcck»r with n_"w*ma ornxf--* cchre brers t" would be

ie Eastern Rufou3-bolliod ^oodpeckur m Dendrocupas hyporythrus hyperythrus

(Vigors)_7 rathcr_thun the Fulvoua-bror.sted rpecioe. Cf course the Himalayan

Pied "oodpecker Ivndrocopua himalnyen&i .-- albescens (Baker)_/ is only in far

western Nepal but tha Cnrjeeling Pied -.ooVpccker
*

V D. gnrjeUonsis Blyth) is

here.

Oh the succeeding p<iriern:>hs I might add that the Blrck Eagle /ictinaetus

malayentfis (Teraminck)_/ which we saw at close range two weeks ago appeared

to hnvo no white either above or below. In regard to flock of thrashes, the

laat week of Karcb is too earl/ for tickell's Thrush ( Turdiis unicolor Tickell).

Both Zoo th era nol liestea moll? s f
. imp (Blyth) nad Z. dixo"! Coeehohmjbroed in

that area but I bnvc never seen them in largo flocks. The description suggests

th3 filat^-throated Thrush, *.rdjs nflevllii; .latromlari? Temninck, not all

of which hare "black" thro its.

It would hov e been ruthw :iftuitnal to have run aeroas *4rs. Gould's Sunbird

/"flothopyca gouldiM (Vigo:-a)_/. have soon it once ii eighteen years.

The Nepal, /. Bjjfllenslg L-'-jtilennis (lioj,;oja) and Firo-tailod Sunbir-'s, A.

ignicaudn (IioJgson) ire fnirly ""oor^n, however.

Finally, the identification of th- ^bits-created Laughing Thruah given is for

the far eastern Nepal rr.ee. vhilo the one hare is Garml ax loucolophne

leucolo r-rrj3 (''iT-lwicit.i).

I might add that we h ve on rnterostca g~«up odttlta in the Valley who go

on blrdwnlks together. One Ins proposed we orgr»niee a "Spiny Babbler Club"

with the only reouloite for r.dniceior that aa nua seen this species. Because

o' lro:u"nt visitors from abroad, it is also prcposeJ we get out a checklist

for the Valley r.nd surrounding hills. Such lists were invaluab le in the

United &ates nnc« Britain when I was looking for birda in thoae countnee.

Pobert L« Fleming, Sr.

1 Fabrcnry 196&. Xhrmt* Bhawan,
Kathmandu, Nepal.



I was indeed sorry tc Diss the annnai raeoting of the Field Club last
Saturday afternoon; it would have been uo at pleasurable to sit on your
lawn again, and drink your ten, and renew acquaintances there. Please
excuse me fcr net coning.

Actually I expect you will ap rove of the way I spent the day. «y activi-
ties vera in sympathy with your interests and those of our society, Halle,
you lunched, Sir, I was wading far from land in a soggy-bottomed tank
surrounded by flocks of Ruff and l<hito Ibis and Openbilled Stork. In the
early aftorncon, while you took your nap, I lay on my stomach in the mud
squinting through a telescope. .*nd when you were arranging chairs for your
meeting and welcoming the first menbors to arrive I was squatting on the
dry bed of the River Palor contentedly eating on idcUi and watching — as
always, in vain — for pratincoles. I say ccn tentedly because I had set
out that morning with a specific and liuited ob jectivo, and was now able
to feel more or less certain that I had -.chieved it.

The ob jective was to follow up n hunch '.bout Glossy Ibises. There appears
to be a conspiracy among writers on Imli-n birds to deny to the south-east
of the country the regular occurrence of many species which are in fact
quite common visitors, and to assume thnt occassional vagrants are singular
rarities. A good instance (,f the former penchant is that of the Blacktailed
Godwit; ' conron ... south to Bombay (galsette), less comnon to very rare in
the Peninsula and Ceylon* says Ripley; perhaps he got this idea from the

Vernny surveyors, w!:o put the bird firmly in square brackets and wrote,

•This species is however sc rare in Central and Southern India tbat it can-

not be included in the Presidency list until a more positive record is

forthcoming 1
. The Bartailed Godwit they ignore altogether, and Itipley

restricts it to est Pakistan, western India and Ceylon: which is precisely

the same range he allow the •fairarol. Now both the Blacktailed Godwit and

the "Vhinbrel commonly winter on the Madras const, and the Bartailed Godwit

is not imposeibly rare (i saw a single bird last Sunday, at Pulicat). These

ire merely examples of what seens *-o be a trend in the literature of the

Indian avifauna — due, probably, more to a paucity of human observers and

correspondents than to any genuine lock of birds — n tendency to underesti-

mate tlio quantity and variety of migrants which regularly or sporadically

reach the south-eastern seaboard. This is not a thing forwhichthe authorities

should be censured; the distribution of birds is not a static phenomenon,

and for want of cbservors they oust often rely on oat of date rocords, or

moke assumptions from the absenc e of any. But it means that on the question

of the range of bodc species the field is wide open for fresh discoveries.

The Glossy Ibis is prcbably, pace Ripley, a sporadic visitor to the south.

But as far as I know its only firm clait; to bon orary South Indian citizen-

ship is based on three skins in the "inc Collection at the British taseum

(JBNBS 39: 451). 'rethhed nculdoring smelly dead things! It is more than

eighty or ninety years, I suppose, since they dibbled with their nunenioue

bills in the mud and preoned their glistening black and green and purple and

russet plumage. nave none of their posterity ever followod their doomed

trail southwards since then? On the basis of reliable publishod rocords,

apparently not — though there may be some post-Vernoy record buried in the

Journal which I have nissed. I did not know this when ten days ago I saw

o distant party of twenty-one 'black' ibises feeding in the shallows of

Madurantakam Tank. Thoy were unidentifiable, anyway, being up-sun and far

away. I was only struck by their glossiness. I daresay the Black Ibis is

just ?b glossy as the Glossy Ibis, but the sheen I saw gave ne a hunch, and

when I later read abcut those exanimate husks in Kensington it became all

•the more important tc examine the Madurontakon birds again properly.

There mro twentyi-three birds there on the day of your meeting, and I got

quite near rnd vntched then for on hour or more through a good telescope

in perfect liglit. I was later -b lo to approach within a few yards of then.

They had none of the characters which are diagnostic of the Mack Ibis.
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gav e no impressic.n of nakedness, and bore do trace of rod
There was no white anywhere on the shoulders, and the legs nppear-

colour as the beaks — a del 1 greyish black. A tinge of rufous

>en on the feathered portions of the tibias of on« or two birds,
4h*re wis no sign of the Black Ibis's brick-red legs. One bird at

rat via near enough for ma to see faint. longitudinal p ale flecks on the

tich is -\ feature of the non-* breeding plumage of the Glossy Ibis

r)|

is some years since I saw a Black -Ibis at close range, nesting in Gujerat,

if I made notes I've lost them. I should therefore be most grateful if

your readers who are familiar with Black Ibis would confirm or deny
the established characters, in particular the white patch on the aboul-

and the red legs, are invariab ly easy to snot at close quarters and are

ieDt in birds in and out of the breeding season and at all fledged ages.

so e"sy to be absolutely wrong about things like this, especially when

is following a hunch.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

a.A. Stewart Helluisb.

's Cottage,

sn Mrjor Road,

a e.

19CB

lid somebody please identify these two birds? I cannot find them in Whistler

S-lim Ali's "The Book of Indian T irds", or "Indian Hill Birds".

October 17th, we snw n bird resembling a dove sitting on a bush in nn

of mutm land, comprising eroded ridges of ironstone shals near Kolti,

Bengal. */• observed the bird through binoculars from a distance of

it 70 yards, in clear afternoon sun. Its entire head and neck were a

led pinkish brick colour. The back, winpa and longish tail were brown.

eued to bo a slightly scaley effect on the wings. Eyes and bill dark,

not seen. lien it flew away to one side of us, there was a definite

ision of grey blue. It was quite silent all the time we obaerved it.

'fe heard thia bird in our garden about 8 tinea last winter, between Octo-

and early March, but only saw it once. e Unv e again hoard it several

this winter, and managed to see it on January 1st evening, sitting in

scus hedge. It appeared to be smrller than *\ rayurh, with a rattier dumpy

3sad, neck, back, wings and tail were dark brown, with the wings

Lded rather high. The wings were covered with coppery b uff spots. The

lie of the underside raa buff, with thin dark bare running from wing to wing,

the way from the dark throat tc the tail. A dark line through the eyes,

ling back to the winga. A alight creat on top of the head, with a dark

_j running through it from bill to b-^ck. The tail wna barred. The bill wr.a

iiort, straight and very sharp and tapering. Bill and logs greyish, eyes dark,

tts flight was noisy at the start like a dove's, and continued in a series of

dips. Its call sounds like "d»lee" repeated rapidly seven or eight times.

,tori a, Sirnh Jameson.

Disorgar'a

!>i9trict Burdwan,
"est Bengal.

IT*
"Unfcrtur. ftely the Editor cannot help J



Tod-y I observed n ecnll bird of tho^lze of o sparrow on the tcp of n
nong trco which seens to be a Verditer Flycatcher, but its colour w*s
much deeper h lue ibove nnd more slaty blue below thn the picture in Sr.lim
All's "The Pook of Indian Birds". Is the colour in the book incorrect, or
did I see a diffcront bird? The bird find DO patch of white anywhere on the
b ody or on the tail.

The Nilgin Verditer Flycatcher h.^s been describ ed by S-l in „li ns dullor
coloured, but the picture of tbt bird in "Indian 'lill Birds" is eneb brighter
than the picture cf the Verditer- Flycatcher in "The Sook of Indian nirds".
Can yru throw some light on this?

KADusbwar Singh.
A.N.S. College,
P.C. Borh,
Pist. Pntna (Bihar).

20.2.1968.

/"Dr. Sal in Mi will reply in the next issue — Ed.J
IHHHHMHHMHHHHHtwW

In the Fcbrunry Newsletter under the heading "Birdwatching in Andhori", you
hnv e oentioned the call of Myth's Reed "nrb lor ( /.croceph alus dupetorun ).
I could not find any description of it in Salia All's "The Book of Indian
Birds". In the Synopsis by P.ipley, only distribution in Indin during winter
is given. I would like to hrve a ehort description, so that I nay be able to
identify it ooro accurately. I hnv e heard as well as seen the bird, bnt I
an not so sure.

W/4 M. R. Ray
nirnkud.

15.2.1068.

/~You will find a description of this bird in Hugh whistler*

I

"A Popular Handbook cf Indian Birds" — Ed._7
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BDSHHTOBTJO AT HftLH0U3lE v-TTH COKMSNTS

By

A. Navarro, S.J.

Following the school tradition of organising a bird-wathcing expedi-

.on during the October holidays we chose Tnlhousie for this year.

TBlhousie is a am 11, picturesque ard peaceful hill-station at 6,OCO

feet altitude with hotels and villas scattered at different heights all

along the slopes of the mountains. On the day of o\;r arrival our most

important task was to find a guide with a knowledge of the roads and fores-

tracks, as also of the fauna of the locality, capable of understanding the

purpose of our activities. Thanks to the efforts of the hotel-owners we

found an ideal guide in the person of a certain Sitaram r.too had all the quali-

ties we looked for. Hoot of the guides and Shikaris on the hill-stoticois

know very few English names of birds, and as there is a lot of confusion in

the regional namos, we often find ;nat the obk bird has different names in

the same locality. A quick solution to the problem lay in the use of vinucl

aids. Hence we brought with us a few books with plenty of pictures, and made

the guide go through them and point out which birds were to be found in the

locality. Cur guide was so taken by the books that on our return from our

rounds he used to 3pend a good deal of time looking at the pictures; often he

used topics very Informative remarks a3 to the season of the year when come

birds could be Been cr the s^ota where other birds were frequent visitors.

ft: the firat day, early in the morning we heard the raucous calls of

the Himalayan Jungle Crows, coning from their roostinc resorts and gathering

in smell bonds around buildings and markets, full of eagerness to begin their

daily chorosjnext the Common Myna made its appearance, and at the sane time

we could hecr the PlOGnoo-headed Parakeets which were flying in small noisy
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flocks from tree to tree in search of food. These two birds, the Common Myn*

«d the Blossom-heeded Parakeets, were found ir. the neighbourhood of building

and Gardens, and we seldom net them in heavily forested areas. Yet the

Slated-headed Parakeets were often seen in forests, and occasionally in

gardens on the outskirts of villages.

With them was one of the commonest birds, the 7/hi3tling Thrush. We

observed that these Thrushes were so attached to buildings and isolated con-

structions, that the presence of "fcistling Thrushes in the more remote parts

of the forest was a guarantee of the presence of sons kind of construction

nenr et hand. Moreover, each pi ir was always seer, in the same locality.

The Western Yellow-billed Magpie was seen everywhere, in any kind of

forest or at anv altitude, often in pairs; however, on several occasions we .

came acr<ss small flocks of four or six birds hunting together. The Himalayan1

Jays were found on the Game terrain and under identical conditions as the
Yollow-billed Magpies.

The Himalayan Tree-Pie was seen only on a few occasions. Several times
at the samoeports, late in the evenings, at sunoet we observed large mixed
parties of small birds moving rather fast in an uphill direction; most of
them were Tits and Wsrblors. Pe all know how difficult it is on these occa-
sions to classify the birds correctly. In spito of this I an certain that
the Indian Grey Tit, the Crested Black Tit and the Yellow Cheek Tit were
present. Three secies cf V-orblers could be identified - the Yellow-Browed
Warbler, the Palla's Leaf Warbler end tlx Simla Itaf Warbler, though there
wore other Warblers that escaped detection. The *hite-tailed Vuthatchcs and
the Himalayan Tree-Creepers were seer, mixed with the parties of Tits and
Warblers, suggesting that the Nuthatches and Tree-Creepers were not actually
following the trail of the others, but had been accidentally caught in the
uphill direction of Tits and Warblers. The same flocks were seer, in tho morn-
ing on their my down-hill in small mixed parties, and slowly moving from treeto tree and bush to bush in search of seeds and insects. The nuthatches were
more often seen in nan11 groups and the Tree-Creepers in pairs.

Tho Black-throated Jay was very abundant, moving in small noisy parties,
for seme reasonoftcn associated with Yellow-bellied Magpies and Himalayan Jays,

but by preference in mixed vegetation, kcoping aloof from tha Rhododendron and

Pir Forest. At the tops of largo trees on a few occasions we saw small noisy

flocks of Black Bulbula; on a single occasion we sighted a IW*
bellied Chloropsis, and occasionally we observed the presence of Racket-tailed

Prongos

Prom the first day of cur rounds we met largo flocks of cheerful Short-

billed Kinivets moving gracefully from tree to tree. Fince the ^ d
fJ^

finished moulting, they were looking their host in ^^^^ ^ p

a
^n^^W

'
in

tho same forest we noticed the presence of small flocks of little Minivets.

On the fourth day of our stay at Eolhcuaie there was a sudden and abrupt

change of weather. At noon the sky became cloudy and windy; but inspits of

tho stormy weather, we decided to go for our evening rounds as usual. Wo

observed neither sound nor covertnt anywhere ;on the sane day £ te in the even-

ing a hail atom fell over Inlhoualc, followed by heavy roir. that lasted for

more than twenty-four hairs, with r. heavy snowfall around Dr.lhousic hills.

The morning of the sixth day brought some relief; the weather returned to

QOTB01 and by nocn the reins had ceased. That evening we went out again on our

rounds, and found that not only MM the sky clear, but the forest was full of

l*f*. sound and movoa-nt. We cane to the conclusion that birds ore sensitive to

weather changes, and the weather factor nay have n great influence on the "^tic

r.o/ei^nts of the bird population of an area. Two days later v/c discovered that

tho largo flocks of Short-billed ttinivets hod completely disappeared from the

for- st. ?fcv^rtholess the Little Vinivets apparently were not affected greatly

by th: storm as they could be seen moving about in snail parties as if nothing

hod hapnened.

In large pr.tches of dociduous forest with abundant undergrowth we found



Jte£-:;7r. ar-I western Variolated Laughing Thrushes. The Eastern race has
oc^rwcbs of the primaries and tail feathers of slate blue; in the

race, the colour of the outerwebs and tail feathers is yellow. It
rare that the two races meet together on the sane grounds. I have

given the chracteri stic description of the two races, based on the
ittern of the cuterwebe of the primaries and tail feathers. The

f finding the two races in the sane locality nay prove that one of the
is a migrant to the locality. They were seen associated with other
;s, Jays and Warblers. In the sane local:' -y on more than one occasion

bond snail flocks of Blackthroated Thrushes ; they were seen on low trees
toshes searching for food, apparently feeding on seeds and berries, With

Thrushes we noticed a few Vhite-Cheeked Bulbuls. On the canopy of
trees we noticed the Fire-Breasted Flower Backer and the Bluethroated

Amongst the boulders and large stones along the streams running through
forest we often saw pairs cf Shito-cappod Redstarts, Plunbeous Redstarts
:stern Spotted Forktoi]?. Owing to the gradient of the hills it was
aely difficult to move up and down the streams; yet I consider it well

!h the trouble we took to watch at short range the gaiety and elegant nove-
of the Spotted Forktnil3 moving along the edges of the streams in search
ttic insects and larvae. Along the same streams we found often the
Indian Kingfisher; but tne "ritobreasted Kingfisher was seen only bel«w

feet. Inspite of the Great Hiralayan Barbet being one of the most common

i, during the day it was difficult to locate it, as most of the tine it

Bitting motionless among heavy foliage; but late in the evening as the
was fading away, these birds used to gather in large numbers flying in
ird direction to where they would roost for the night in a well

faded corner of the forest among heavy foliage. In the day time they were

tiler.t, but late in the evening they became noi3y; as they retired to
roosing place it appeared as if each individual was welcomed witha riot

ne-Jm-ue-hu from the birds already there; this was audible from afar. Meat

the birds were still in nefivy moult.

The Chestnut-bellied Rock Thrush was scon sometimes at the topmost
1G5 of the Rhododendron trees perched upright, at times quite silent, at

ticee ;.ttering loud calls which could be heard from afar. Once we saw
Ingle Sooty Flycatcher. Wo watched for some ine how he used suddenly to
to the ground for insects and fly teck to the spot where he had perched

'ore, like a sentinel on his observation post. The Strje tedlnughing

is found throughout the Hinrslayan ranges; we could boo them everywhere,

onget heavy foliage moving in small restless parties rather close to the

>utiU> In their nodus vivendi tbey res^mblu the Sevui. Sisters*

On two occasions we saw the Indian Black-Naped V'oodpecker - a rather

Lcult bird to locate in spite of its large size because its dark-green

colour pattern makes it olnoct invisible amongst dense forest where the dark
green shades predominate. Quite cften we came across the Himalayan Pied

Woodpecker, and once we sighted the Himalayan Yellcw-Naped woodpecker.

Flocks of Reck Pigeons were seen flying from hill to hill; on the
out-skirtT of the forest near cultivated terraces we found the Northern Turtle

Dove. In the deeper interior, we saw the Pufous Turtle Dove. The Common

Kite was confined to the neighbourhood of villages. Only once did we see
a Sparrow Hawk; on some occasions we noticed a small group of Indian long-billed

Vulturec.

"Vjp la t!.u forest, we observed several flocks of Black end Yellow

.cp becka, most of the tir^feeding on the ground, fle noticed that the male

borwi -. ere z.oro numerous than the females. It appeared as if they did not

eesil;- associate with other birds, ^te never net them on the Rhododendron or

o:? ony of the ?ir trees. They were still in heavy moult.

fi: c -virol occr.siocs we noticed lar;:e flocks of birds of different sizes

in fcroup forrx.tion passing through; but owing to poor visibility on account of

the cloudy cky wh*ch persisted for some days alter the storm, it was not pos-

sible to identify then; when sometimes the floats flow lower, we detected



then to be Sterlings.

We enne across three varieties of Hieesants, the KallJ, the Koklne
and theTrogopnn, the ralij being the nost eennor.. In the Chandrighat area
late in the evening we sew then in large ninters flying to their roosting
grounds. On two occasions in the sane spot m noticed about eight birds
roosting together; owing to insufficient light m could not distinguish tlj
sexes but apparently there were nore footles than males. The Koklcs were
seen always above 6,000 feet; on two occasions we were fortunate to
have a gliapsc of the Trogopan. Below 6,500 feet we noticod the Kukir in
scall parties near the edge of the forest.

We visited Char.ta, the old capital of Chanbn State, where there is
a nuseuB with a collection of birds free that locality. There wc checked!
our notes and observations, and found that they tallied with the nuseun co2lection. ^

Th£ stormy weather was certainly uost unfavourrblc for accurate bird!
watching; besides, owing to the lack of proper conveyance, cur activities1

were confined to Zfelhousie only - that is fion 5,600 to 8,000 feet, to thetop of Kalatop Sanctuary and Itoina Kund. Following the ideas of lend in*
ornithologists that the study of the ecology of a locality will reveal thevariety of bird life that it can support, let us say a JarToboITS
thi*i5LS for^^T?

0
'

M0St ? th° h,«hor forest ™* UP of Hhododend;

S fZ « t
6° PntChCS °f Wlth n<* *« a Rhododendron

]~nd a Fir for variety, an exception was the hillside facing the "laclavan

wen'for^ ° ^°U8le ****^ 08 Si. tatK is]well forested, with a great variety of large and niddle-sized trees incl*

the nost varied and colourful.

Sir"™ sKMRssastwsiM : J

solatir* factor, rron the laptop side facing the b^aTm^a^ X,dowr. to the valley of Chandrlghat there are a series of escalated mountains
devoid of any kind of forest except for patches of scanty vegetation. The
Drlhousio ft-rest is therefore like an island Keeping In nind that the large

colourful bird population along the 1'liialcyan ranges consists nostly of foroe^

bir 's, vhen )r. rge or snail nrecs arc Is- lr.ted fron the well-forested areas,

they will hi ve a fauna that ".s adopted itself to the ccologlcr.1 conditions of

an Isolated area.

SC*E CCM'ON HRIB

Jannl Am

If you are asked to naus the coranonest birJ of the country you will pro-

bably select the erow, but there are noveral pl» ces where the crow does not
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:re are two kir.c!s of crows - one tfafl houst crow with B grey neck,

!X the Jungle crow, which is bigger and black all over. In
ts or in villages adjoining forests the house crow is rare,

Jungle crow also is not common.

. Of the sane family as the crows is the tree-pic, which is rusty
In colour, has a very long tall with blaok and silver bands, and

or looks very pretty. Its cell era be rendered "Motri-tiotri",
it has given it its Findi n:re. Even thomgh its numbers are lees

those of the crow, frora another point of view it is nore connon, in
it is found elnost everywhere: in gardens, groves, forests, villages.
• do special affinity for water and does not live or. streoms, swamps,
but if there is any tree cover about the tree-pie iB sure to be found

ng insects. It is not of rmch use to the farnor, but it is of great
to the fruit grower, since it rr. u.ly consume insects from trees and
infrequently fron food crops.

It has one bad habit - it belongs to the sane foully as the crows -
sucks the eggs of other birds end thus prevents thee fron multiplying.

this, however, cay bo useful fron another angle: it Boy help to nain-
the delicate balance of nature. Ifeture provides a safeguard against

uncontrolled multiplication of any species. Raptores, hawks, crows ard

tree-pie control the multiplication of both beneficial and non-benefi-
birds.

As far as the harmful birds ore concerned, the beneficial role of

tttese destroyers is evident. But it might be thought that the destruction of

>js*ful species is a loss to man. nature has arranged things in such a way,

^•ever, that if men does not destroy useful bire>, t no BOJCial damage

hm caused by the birds of prey. Matters are so managed by nature that the very

fpjirtll which help crops by destroying insect pests do not become so

Jfccerous as to be a pest themselves.

The intricacies of this bnlrnce of m ture are not evident to a casual

A deep study is necessary, where it will be seen that nature has

many means to serve its ends. Birds play an important role in these,

is, therefore, instructive to study those arrange me nts and avifauna simul-

ously.

The type of terrain dictates the ner.ns adopted. Depending on the

phy the flora alters, and along with the flora the insect fauna, and

three affect the typo of bir-*s occurring. The study of birds is best

at their places of residence. This becomes more evident if n walk is

n on the sand-banks or riverine tracts of the Gr.ngc or any other big

ver.

After the crows, the mynos croe re xt in numbers, 'i'he common myna - with

which you are doubtless acquainted - is found almost everywhere, be it

forest, cultivation, hill or dale, village cr waste; but it is not found on
sandbanks or riverine tracts. In such pfcccs the bank myna occurs, which
is slightly different. The bank myna i3 bluish-grey, but its wings are
ashy, as if like n mendicant it had sprinkled its body over with ash; and

the naked skin round the eyes is red. There is also another myna with a pied

appearance, known os the pied nyna. It should not bo confused with the hill

nync, which is almost entirely black and is found in forested tracts. It is

often captured from the hills nnd brought to the plains for sale. It does not

belong to the sane family as the other mynns. V'ith training it becomes an
excellent minic. Amongst the true nynas none is n good mimic, but the pied

nym has a good, long whistle.

The difference between the common and bank nyras is due to their

different environments. The cotmon nynn nests ard roosts mostly in trees,

though it feeds mostly on the ground; but because there are no trees on

sand banks, the bank myna excavates a tunnel up to five feet deep and

breeds inside it. Often a number of these tunnels ere interconnected. Just

as ants have under-ground colonies, so do bonk syncs. Hnch nest can be



visualised as c house, and the interconjsunSeating tunnels as roods

IXiring the Inst war large numbers of people used to take shelter in
London in the tunnels of the underground railways. Sinil: rly the bonk
myna breeds ir. tunnels to ovoid the attacks* of birdB of prey, particularlyof kestrels arvl shikrr.a, who cm be seen performing acrobatics above anyea*.u. f.k. 7hey generally fly low over the ground in search of prey, justlike any intruder aircraft. They balance- themselves against the wind in sucMa way as to be able to hover over a spot for s jietimo.

The shikra rrtl the kestrel are so coloured that viewed from below the.

merge into the sky. Ignorant birds thus cannot perceive then hovering and

becaae easy victims. T\it Nature has provided a safeguard against this cs wel

The bonk nym , owing to the absence of t-ees, ha 3 to sit costly on the ground
and when so seated is rendered almost invisible by the similarity of its coll
tion with its environment. If it remains notionless it is invisible to its

|enemies. Such colouring is Jrr.own as "protective colouring"; it ensures the
safety of the bird, and is governed by the habitat which the bird frequents.

The schemes of protective colouring are very interesting. On riverine
end other cultivation are fouril partridges and quails, which fly very little.
Their plumogo is very similar to the ground petterr, being brown with splashe
of bfcek. They depend cn their protaotlva colour i.ig for safety. Unless

SjffiS^X^Sl*0011 tr ace over, when closely approached in therielas in which they are taking cover. The partridge and the quail ere bigri
birds, out small birds use the same device. The larks and the pipits are snbirds, found in fallow land and riverine tracts, and owir.g to their small sis*are helpless against birds of prey; but they look like clods of earth and soescape detection. Vhe r.ylark is a good songster, and has been lauded for tl

«

y
f
0*!?' tru° thct « 18 TCry onov *° tliis bird, but it is exceedingly difficult to see it.

Protective colouring is not confined to birds dwelling on the ground bialso occurs in arbortal ones. A saall bird, the Chloropsis , found in forestedtracts, is completely arboreal, and has emerald green plumage, ft is very
diliicuxt zo distinguish from the foliage of the trees amongst which it flitsLike the loaf of a tree its plumage is darker a Dove and lighter below.

rrf rm.T*!
0^ colourlnC * not only for protection. Thogreen coloi

m^n food, mistake it for a leaf. The chloropsis to height the illusionproduces a whistle, and when insocts move on hearing this whistle, it capturei

BTRIS ABB US

By

K- S. IaviTimar.

By birds, I mean the birds of India and quite understandably the
rs are tho people of India. It is a significant feature of the long relation
ship between the human race and the birds in this subcontinent that we have
a long hi3tory of mutual understanding and that certain forms of birdlife havt
cf late started becoming scarce is due not so much to our direct onslaught
onto our feathered neighbours bul norc so ao a result of tho very factors
w; lob by their destruction are making our own lives difficult. The careless
cxrloitr.tion of Indie's Flora has been the main reason in the retreat of many
bird forms all over the country- Birds and Han hove in India lived very
closely through the ages and nowhere except possibly in Tibet has there
devulujxd so rwch mutual trust. Indian birds are remarkably confiding and eve
hunted Frankolins, and Bastards ore not so much pressurised by direct destructia
as has been by careless and ignorant exploitotior. of our vegetation. I feel
that this basic fnct must be understood and before it is too late for the bird
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for us, stepe nust be taken to educate a rational attitude towards plants.
ipt then for active preservation of a few larger and numerically few

and animals, we in this country should turn our attention towards the
ir utilisation of lend.

Flying last December fron Rnjkot to Bombay, I was dismayed to uv".o

extensive areas of Sauroehtro which are no better than waste 1mA**
as a quarter, if not more of the countryside was barren earth, tho

LI washed awny and at most pi ces gaunt rocks emerged. *'ot a blade of

grass cculd grow on this sort of strata even if it reined well yearly,

few brave plants which are still struggling ore efficiently and quiti

itandably cropped up by hungry sheep, gcets and cattle. I5an is busy with -

•lcklo and the axo to demolish the few poor trees or shrubs still existing,
.the reed bods are cut as soon as they sprout. *here can the birds and
lis hide, breed and on what can they feed?

The rapid erosion during heavy nonooon showers rakon rivers torrents of
ilate coloured water. A single hour of flooding brings inches of sediment

adjoining fields and fron what little covers the wastelands styled in

it parlance as grazinglandsi

This silt choles therivcr pools which in earlier years remained filled

1 worse droughts sad so now the rain water rushes with unimpedod speed

sea, little staving to nourish the roots of trees or seeping down to

Lsh the lowering subsoil water. Each subsequent year the summer droughts

a bit moro severe for even these trees protected on private lands-

veterans arc ulticrtely succumbing and dying.

•Tith the dry ing of water pools, aquatic life is imperilled and birds

Kingfishers, Terns, etc. are all getting very much scarcer thun they

a few years ago.

^ith depletion of shelter rnd feeding areas, quite obviously, animate

not going to flourish and even if not whot or killed their numbers will

illy decline.

Now, then, is the time to start building up actively an enlightened pro-

in soil management, and plans on a State level need to be drawn up to

the devastation, unpopular steps nust be token to preserve the soil i nd

'vegetation. This will save the animals and in turn will save mankind.

^y cannot we think of making our country a show place where human beings

in happy harmony with mturo? Birds will enter our gardens, mammals will

our neighbours. Once again India will bloom into a big, scented garden

"Handan Van" and "Eden".

VEBANTHANGAL BIRD SANCTURY - NESTING CORMORANTS AND COW'ON MYWAS

(Author unknown)

Karunguli hillock, the tank, thetank's shady brnk, homeward peasants

H cattle, the green of the pattomed fields, and the blue of the sky fom a

typical rural landscape; and the four hundred and edd Permitonia acutayulr.

tr*cs standing neck deep in water with "winged leaves" are but a part of the

lar.lscapo'j

By 3.30 p.m. the mantle of shadows spreads over tho water though some

trti to? nre still bright* feathers and do*n fruits and flowers float alone

the ri-'led eta of wr.ter. Little Cormorants (nialccrccorrx niger) were

collecting nesting materials i one bird flew straight to a dead branch of en

;.ccrcia arabica , held it beti.ecn its beak, flopped the win^s to break the

bP^r-nTHST back. Another dived into the «Wr, emerged out

Elartee, with a dripping branch (or moss?), flopped awk^rdly at the surfnee
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if .fter and grtie*fully flow ":iw.rd the colony of nasts. The Little
Cormorants seemed to outnumber other specie? end scce trees are almost
exclusively occupied by then; it was not possible to locote nests of
birds thot were collecting building materials. X was wathelng thot evening

(3.11.66) nnd the next morning and Little Cornorants gathered the nesting
materials either by fishing out from the water or fromthc trees an the ban
where as soma white Ibises "/ere bringing sticks fron lhr off.

Some Common Jtynas were flying into thi colonv by 6.40 p.m. They wj

be interesting to know whether those Mynas neot there and how they get old
with the watsr birds.

A sosfl tsagjdy

S. N. Guy- 3 -

In the fino winter morning of 12 Ifccumter ia 67, at about 0745

when I wes bathing myself in the rising sun stepping on the oclcony of my
facing a fallow land with scruby ov.Cgror ,

'.h I was startled by a screeching c
radiating from there. Soor. I could spot the back portion of a female Kool

IWVSZZ 8S«i2«£|^o S&fii?^ ftSir^K^p^feS^n^ee*^
went on screaming Khw, Kaw looking at the ground seme by .perching on the

boughs of o neerby mcngo tree and others ty flying over ;he area in c circle

A minute later I found the Kocl disappear?^ in '-he bush. Socn after a Hong
came out of the bush agitatedly and ran a few f*et ntvay'hen turned itc
direction to re-enter the pl.ee of its onergene:. After a little wiii\e the

Mongoose came out of the hiding and tugged the Kool which was still struggl*

for life as its faint dying equeel could still os JjcoL*d. Bewildered by the

constant Rawing of the crows the "ongoooe left the ur^y. ur.ccncoalcd in the

field and slunk away in the buch. After a brief t-iuse It braved to approach
the dying quarry but agnin turned away c few f n Iran the morsel. After
that the Mongoose stood upright on itn hind lego for a ninuie or so probal
to make a critical survey of the area and after Bciiaing no danger that mightj
befall on it, quickly but nervously pouncad on the victim, which hod by th

died, and tugged 1^ cwr.y by its sharp toot] for qui ;e • avfcilfc.

NC72S AHD NE°S

Editorial Problems :-

In the lost issue of the News lett«? a slip was inserted stating that
the article 'Two Visits to Kcpnl ,r in Voi.7, Ho. 11 of November 1967 escribed
to luis '.'ferncr was not in fact written by him. The nct'jal author hac not yet
revealed himself and we again appeol to him to acknowledge his contribution.

i

in the present issue the article "Vedantha.-vTal Bird Sanctuary - ?festing

Comorrrto and Common rynas" is unsigned -nA Us tMa onae too the author is

requested to write to the editor.

Ir. future, will contributors kindly sign and gift their address at
the bottom of the articles.

Vhcn the Newsletter wre first started J.S. Soriao, the Editorial Acsie-
tant cf the penbay Naturcl History Society, kindly undertook to striko the

stencils and did his Job very conscientiously. Subsequently, Serrao could not
find tine to assist us and a number of stenographers from Dynacraft and
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ir« have assisted in the work. The steno who ie used to write letters

connection with conveying equipment finds it difficult to follow the rules

ornithology and does not see the importance of spelling the generic name

a capital and the specific nane with a snail letter. The editor should,

course, check the stencils before being released for cyclostyling, but if

•pent any acre time on production of the »ewaletter t then he actually does

raild lose his job end the Newsletter a good patron. Readers will, thore-

forgive such mistakes in spelling etc. which continue to appear in this

Also suggestions for repfceenent of the editor will always be

CORRESPONDENCE

.
Mell^iaion Cuckoo :

In the February ('68) issue of the Newsletter, a letter of Mr. Stcrcnrt

Lsh (dated February '67) was reproduced with a diagram of an unidcr.ti-

cuckoo. It closely reseoblcs a bird which I have often seen here in
in — not far from Madras. The Indian Plaintive Cuckoo, in contrast

the Faybanded Cuckoo goes through two or throe phases before it gets the
tt pluange. The ferric which ie dimorphic, is chestnut in one phase and

slaty grey in the other. These birds arrive in Tecbaram in September
some of then stay on till April. Many just pass through on their way to

Moot of these birds arc in the slaty grey phase but one or two
birds are also regut rly seen.

Sons are found in the intomediote stago when they ere getting tr-ns-

fron chostnut to grey and one of theee DlgM have been seen by Mr.

In the last wtfck of Fcbnrry I saw a Plaintive Cuckoo in this

idiote chestnut and slaty grey phase picking hairy caterpilbro. These

visit us regularly every year and they soom.to like the scrub jungle

the open spaces of the Kr.dras Christian Collogo Canpua.

m Christian College,

ML Gift Sirononcy

ffcnr-ry 28, 1968.

IHf *• #-HHH

It to Sanbar lake Area for Flamingos in Npygp^r '•

During cur visit for a fifteen days at Sacbar lake, we used the trolly

Hindusthan Salt Co. The trolly trrckie extended upto sluice gate of tnin

of salt ps ns to the 1: ko

.

Small crustacean, artomi.as etc. ere in bulk in the water all arourd,

are known as good for flnnongcs.

!Ioroovcr, I got a chance to examine a number of water samples cf that

and nearby areas. Algal filr-mcnts are observed which Are identified as

but the s* cies is not confirrcd.

Vost probably flaninyon are coning to tb# Sfcnthar lake area fr^n

-t and the Rann of Kutch. Overoome at the si^ht of flooingoa at

ibhr.r Lake my pen foils to express how oovud I was on seeing numerous fla-

res at a time at one p*. oo. So I cannct check rr.ysr.lf from informing this

ethers who hove not seen this yet.

H.N. KuMvrJce

?lo.;-iecl Survey of India,

Lcutto,
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BIRD RINGING AT MAHAHLESHWAR DURING APRIL 1968

By

Jamshed Panday, Robert Grubh, P. B. Shekhar and V. Udaya

Shankar Rao

The area around the popular hill station of Mnhableshwor nestling in the

Western Ghats at an elevation of c^ 1500 o. is a birdwatchers' 'El Dorado*.

Receiving a heavy annual rainfall of 300 inches, the hills are clothed with

a luxuriant growth of evergreen forest which supports an abundance and

variety of bird life.

The Bombay Natural History Society's Bird Migration Study Projoct, with the

inspiration and guidance of Dr Salim Ali undertook bird ringing in this

region from Jfarch 26 to April 22, 1968. The first three authors carried out

the entire operations while the fourth and Sri J. C. Daniel were associated

with them for a few days. A total number of 851 birds of 41 species wore

ringed and released. They wore captured with the help of nylon 1 mist '

nets set up at various suitable spots in the jungle. After examination for
ecto-paraeites (ticks, lice, etc.) a minute droplet of blood is taken

(without the least pain to the bird) on a slide. The wing length and weight

are measured after which a marked aluminium ring of proper size is attached

to the bird's leg. The recoveries of the ringed birds would add substantial-

ly to our knowledge of the migratory and local movements of those birds,

and their ages.

In the following are noted some of our observations which we hope will be

useful to people who visit this hill station in summer. Apart from Dr Salim

2
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All's THd BOOK OP INDUS BIR£6 and INOIAN HILL BIRDS, his THE BIBDS OP TRA
VA.\CORS AND COCHIN is nn invaluabl- suido although t'nhableshwar lies wo 11

|

outside the region dealt with in this book- It will olao enable one to

the not unlikely occurrence of scne species previously thought to be conf

:

to the southern section of the We->
J
.orn Ghals aid associated hills.

snf i^

8 B L i! B ."

The Spotted Babbler, the Deccon S;inicr.r babbler end the Quaker Babbler we

common. Shy birds all, thsir presence r,ns revealed by their lovely songs ail

call notes. T!ie breedin.1 sca-on of the Qvoke. Babbler seemed to be in its
lest phase es evidenced by tha r-ajber of young blrc3 caught and by the beaj
tiful cup-shaped nests evidently i.i use till recently. The Spotted Babbler
and the Deccan Scimitar BibUor t.e-e a^cc fcund to be breeding. The noisy
Jungle Babbler end th* *iinin;tiva Thit^thrcatod Babbler were also caught in
smaller numbers,

3 U I b D L s

The Rcdwhiskered, the YollowbrowS'l an1 the mack Dulbuls are very common anl
keep the forest alive e\»n thrcu"^- .hp hot raid-day hours with their joyous I

notes. All three species v. re bri-jdlryi an-! a n?ot of the Kedwhiskered Bulbul
with warm i-ggn (no fcun<-- The Yoll<j-'_-o;ved Brlbvl wr.o noted to utter a pecu-
liar nasal, coxxrr-ticr. i re: in -vdition to its well-known double whistlt
note. The Rodvcnted Buliul was ont:.reI;- abaar.t although it outnumbers the
other menbers of the farfly at Pcrx'-^hei'i, a much drier locality (rainfall
6o in.) enly 10 miles -tc3^ of i'ahnblenhTnr.

PTYC/TCHBHS
This family was well represented *.-y tha Flnjkraped HLuo Flycatcher, the
Paradise Flycatcher,, tfie Whitebelliad Eiu* TlycctchPr and less commonly by
Tick.'ll's Blue Plycatclier. A Bingi? ^Plbrtusted Tlycotcher was ringed on 2nd
Arril after ^ioh one were or.w;V- cr seen. lresiunably it was one of the lael
individuals to depart to its northern brooding grounds.

The Paradise Flycatchers were of the nljrani rnca l^ucoraste*. The young
cnfcatm^ male of this race diffe-s frcn tuat cf the- rn~e saradisi resident ij

the laruisula, in having the white of the Icr.er pari:; extending straight up
to the blaei: of the thrcrt without on./ it.-ter- .lif.te ashy grey area cn the
breast. They w-tre caught up to April H, after waich they appeared to have
departed to their northern summer carters.

One of the highlights of this i-ro^ramr^ has be >n t: - confirrntion of tha
extension of the northern lirit cf ih- nr^j of the Whitebellied Blue Flycal)
cher. Previously thought to occur in V.e £^at fo\3Ets south of Eelgaum, its
range vaa however extended nc.-;hw,-ro br* "10 cilor to anaashnnknr by Dr Sail*
All in 195*. :t wco found to be f-irj..' 3 "330*1 at fbh i^leshwer which is slight
ly to the nouih of JMaaiihnnl:-..-. I'm Ot/uer iac-* oC *Me spoclea occurs only i
Birmc anl eastward, th'is ieavin-; a gc-7 tf more tron I^OO miles between the
ranges of those two 'moos.'

The beautiful mnt'lcsTei Lluo (or Tiorr.r^-.; Pl^catciM?:? was probably the common-
est member of thi3 lbL.i"y. It wss ir^?^ jtlng; to fin! a few individuals of
Tickell's Blue Pjcatcr^.r .'.hich in wra o'; fcors in lishtly wooded deciduous
country..

"A" B_T. ? ~ S

Curiously enough, the Greenish Villow-Vbrol^r v.j3 cc^ht as late as April 21,
a day iofor? tl:'j car.p was wound up. Bv'ueTtly it is sea?what loath to leave
ite /.i -tc; q :rrterel it would now have to perform its long Journey northward
IB a^ 'u^us hsat and over nun-scorched plains.

THPTTSHSS and CHATS
r

'. - Chat end thi» ELuchoodPd Bock "brush also seemed to be rathor late
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The throaty chuck-chuc'.: -chuck of the Blackcappcd Blackbird was rarely out

of earshot. A disused but beautiful nest of the Malabar Whistling Brush

was observed on a protected shelf in a vertical rock face very rear the

bird-ringers' ' office Although the country seemed to be the ideal

habitat for the Shone, none were seen, although it is quite common at

Hatheron, but the Magpie-Robin wes present instead. However, it should bu

notedthat the Shaoa has not been recorded above an altitude of 1000 cetres

in India.

The Tree Pipit, Hodgson's Tree Pipit and the Grey Wagtail, all migrants,

were seen throughout the duration of the cr*mp and so was the Common Rose-

finch.

Although the Smll Sunbird was quite plentiful, the small number caught in

the nets was quite mystifying till one of us (J. P.) observed that upon

making the slightest contact with the net they would fly back in reverse

gear ' and avoid getting trapped. Also their tiny size enabled them to ily,

very ofton, right through the mesh.

The Small Green Barbet was abundant and noisy and kept up its pukkro, pukteri

calls from day break to dusk. One bird was seen to chisel out a nest hole

in a tree right above our ' office The large Green Bsrbet common in *ne

wooded low country was completely absent.

The Jungle Nightjar kept up the sonic activity at night with its incessant

chucto-chuck-chuck resembling in frequency and tone the sound of a raoll oil

engine

.

The Nilgiri Wood Pigeon was fairly common and the fruits of Rnndla appeared

to be popular with it. One Greyfronted Green Pigeon was caught though it

was hardly ever seen on the hill.

The Shikra was the only bird of prey to be caught in the nets, probably

while in hot chase of its quarry. Prom the ' points ' affording glorious

views of the wooded valleys, could be seen the Black Eagle soaring above

the tree-tops and recognised when seen from above by a conspicuous *DXVB

patch on the base of the tail, nrd also the Kestrel ard tic ..Ipine SwlXT.

The Crested Serpent Eagle was seen and *ward.

The gallinaceous birds were represented by the Grey Junglefowl and the Rtf

Spurfowl each of which was seen with chicks on one occasion.

Notable absences (not seen by us at any rate) were the Common House Crow,

the Common «yna and the House Sparrow! It would to interest^ to

whether the House Crow would follow the tourist rush slightly later in the

THE CHANGING PATTERN OP BIRD POPUTATIOK IN A GARDEN

Dshn Gonguli

Since we moved into our present residence, I have been wondering what con-

stitutes the bird population of a garden, or for that matter a ^mlnnd, a

forest or any given area. The population varies from season to season, montf

to month, also from morning to roosting tine.

Our residence has a large compound of 2 acres, with an "^^J^^SL
and a few large trees. » moved in at the p*ak of spring, on Harch 31, 1967-

The garden was resounding with the cans of Fulbuls
,
» b^»*™"?kir

Coppersmiths, Creen Barbets, Mamas, Wiite-eyee, "£^**"^J!"?
numbers werea^lled by passage migrants such as Blyth's Reed Warbler,

Olivacecus Warbler and Rosy Pastors, followed by the »«naer mi^nt• - Koe.

aid Golden Oriole. It was also the tire of departure "J*^
Wrynecks. Through sunmer and the monsoon season Residents at lea,

three pairs of Redvented Balbuls, a pair of Redwhiskerod *™Jf '

Pairs of K^nas, 2 or 3 pairs of Indian Robins, Ring Doves and Little Brown
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Doves, Rock and Green Pigeons, Jungle Babblers, Ashy Wren Warblers and Tail
Birds, Crows and Sparrows and a pair of Golden Orioles nested in our garden
Except for the Green Pigeons all the others succeeded in raising a few youn
ones including a young Pied Crested Cuckoo fostered by Jungle Babblers and
young Koels fostered by Crows. Mortality in oggs and young was very high am
Bulbuls, White-eyes, A3hy Wren Warblers, Tailor Birds and Doves* Even the
Mynas lost two young to ay deg who also mauled two young crows that fell ouj

of their r.est. Several birds which did not nest — or the nests of which I (

did not find in our garden brought their chicks to our garden for foraging.
These were young Hoopoe, Sun bird, large Grey Babbler, Coppersmith, White-
throoted Munin, Magpie Rcbin, Eec-*ater, Crow Pheasant, Brahminl Myna, Green
Parakeet, King Crow and Ebybacked Shrike. The last two cane on their cwn,

unaccompanied by adults. The young King Crow repeatedly chased the Boo-eate*

-
By the end of August nesting had virtually ceased except for an odd nest

a Bulbul| Tailor Bird, Ashy Wren Warbler or Babbler, The doves continued tif

October and T saw a pair of Rock PigsOn• noting on 1st January. By August th

Rosy Pastor, Elyth's Reed Vtorblcr and Greenish Willow Warbler were passing
through, this tine frcn their brooding grounds.

September and October were months full of ' precise 1
j the resident birds,

both adult and young, were still about the garden in satisfactory nunbers
and the winter migrants, Redstart, lesser Whitethroat, Hues' s Leaf Warbler

and Wryneck had arrived. Some of the passage nigra nt 8 were passing through
in waves, staying for a few weeks before their Journey farther south. The
Koel, Pied Crested Cuckoo and Golden Oriole, our summer migrants left by

the first week of October. A young Pied Crested Cuckoo was seen with its

foster parents, the Jungle Babblers, only in the last days of that month.

How it found its way back to its wintering grounds is anybody's guess. Two

to four White Wagtails have been visiting our lawns almost daily since the

beginning of October. A solitary Grey Wagtail had paid several visits

between October and November, but I do not know if it was the some bird. We

had a visit free a Whitebrowed Retailed Plycotcher one day. It is resident

locally, aid this was probably a young one. Most of the Rodbreasted Flycat-

chers pass through Delhi, a few remaining behind in winter. So a few of

them paid short visits in late October end November. I hod three visits in

October and Novombor from two large Cuckoo-Shrike, birds rarely seen in

Delhi.

By November the Hoopoes had left our etrden .
' ftXtonwHwri the Sunbirds hoc

dispersed, so had the majority of Rilbuls and Indian Roblnn. n-o

were few and in the gr.rden, for between. The several pairs of itynas which

nested toinly in creepers and had brought thoir young to our lawns hod now

dwindled to a single pair of which one hod an injured wing. Every evening

several pairs flew over our house to scne communal roost. Brahmini &tynas

also went to forage elsewhere but returned in the evening: to roost in a

Neon tree in our garden.

December and January were strangely silent months. A pair of Mynas, a soli-

tary Redstort, the skulking movements of an Ashy Wren warbler or Tailor

Bird, the quick run of a furtive Indian Robin, the irregular appearance of

a fow Bse-oaters, the occasional call of a pair of Redvented Bulbuls, a

solitary ycung Sunbird bereft of the left foot — these wore all the indica-

tion of a few birds seen in a large garden. The presence of the White

Wagtails en our lawns was particularly welcome.

February was a comparatively cold month, but the sudden change in the bird

population and behaviour pattern was very marked indeed. On February 9| twi

Large Grey Babblers scolded no in no uncertain manner when I approached a

particular corner of the shrubbery, soon 1 saw a third babbler emerge from

behind a bush, its bill full of dried roots for its nest. The nest was

fairly high up on a Jocarnnda tree. An iridescent cole Sunbird proclaimed

its torritory with its challenging call while flitting from tree to tree,

and on February 18, I saw the female carrying dry loaves to its nest which

it had started vnrking on only recently. By the first week of February,

Cor^Ders-jiiths, larbcts and the two kinds of doves had startod calling. The

triple hoot of --he Hoopoe was heard for the first time after the 15th of

that month. The courtship flights of too doves were noticed on the 18th



iry. At least 3 rnle Indian Robins wore rilsjilMyJn/r. The iii«V»minl Mynria

Comon Kynas had returned to forage.

is the 24th Ifarch and the cycle is complete; the garden is again full

Mrd song. I nust rake it clear that by ' bird population 1 I cttn the

;ing as well as the breeding population. At the height of winter I count-

)6 Rock Pigeons roosting in one of the Neen treos. Most of then can

long distances, so did a large nunber of Crows that roosted in a Jfeen

and a nango tree. 30 Brohnini ^ynaa thot foraged elsewhere share* their

„ t with the pigeons. Of the 25 or 30 Boe-caters that roosted in different

tes for short periods not noro than 6 or 7 were soon hunting at any tine

the year. A Rufouebacked Shrike roostod 'n the garden but hunted elsewhere,

m foraging population varying fron nonth to nonth nfford a chance to study

tding behaviour, the kinds of food consumed by different birds etc. It is

population that posed some problems for ne. Why did Brahnini Mynas,.

5es, nost of the Sunbirds, Ifcite-eyes and cany others leave the garden

winter? The shrubbery and the lawns apparently still attracted insects,

i« Wagtails, Lessor Bhitethroats , Hune's Leaf Warbler, Chiffchnffs art.

_jlo Babblers regulnrly found food. What type of insect does the Hoopoe

feed on in winter outside a garden or a park* Sone one reported that the

Iodi Golf Grounds which was full of Hoopoes was suddenly deserted en rnw_

in Deccnbcr and January.

» *## *****#****

THE CASE OP THE INDIAN GREY JUNGLEPOWL

Salin All

/"we reproduce here, with remission, Er Salin All's note on the Indian Groy

Junglefowl, published in the Asian Newslottor of the International Council

for Bird Preservation./

The Grey Junglefowl, Callus sonnerotil , is an endenic Indian species confined

chiefly to the western side of the Peninsula. It inhabits both nill and

plains country, being nost partial to wooded foothills in noist-deciduous

fciotope -- especially nixed banboo jungle, the neighbourhood of forest

villages and cultivation, and abandoned scrub-oversown clearings for rubber,

tea and coffee. It is an attractive gore bird and offers excellent opart vA1a

the gun over dogs or when beaten out of its coverts. The neck-hncklo-s of the

cock, spangled with curious waxy blobs or spots of a golden yellow colcur,

have long enjoyed popularity in the U.K. rad U.S.A. for the mnufneture of

artificial flies for trout fishing, but in recent years ;hc derond f or the

feathers has risen to oninous proportions fron the viewpoint of the bird e

preservation. Under nornal circumstances the protection afforded by the wua

Animle anl Birds Protection Act 1SK>? xxx«CTot9^ would have been adequate

since under that Act no wild bird feathers or skins can be exported fron

India except for scientific purposes and only to recognized scientific

institutions. However, since the Grey Junglefowl was abundant enough in the

wild state on understanding s«ens to have been reached between the Governnent

of India arc the govcrnnents of the U.K. and U.S.A. before Forld War II to

pernit quotas for a fixed nunter of skins (or 1 capes of the cocks) to be

inported annually into those countries on a cone rein1 basis. The quota fixed

for the U.K. (on what considerations it is not known) was 4250 skins (or

• capes 1 ?) per annun, and that for the U.S.A. at 5000 skins.

Owing to the lucrative prices obtainable for the capos in the U.S.A. (as high

as 6 to 10 dollars a piece) snuggling on a large scale soon b^ane ranpant.

Unscrupulous businossnen hired gangs of jungle people to snare or kill

iunglecocks and turn in the skins for a pittance, and snuggled those out of

the country by parcel post under a false declaration of the contents as

i scnple of no Cotr»rcial Value ', or as to their place of origin. These skins

or capos were first sniggled across the land frontier into Nepal or Pakistan

or Goc. Tc circunvent the quotas further, the feathers were often declared aa

those of domestic fowls — an uncontrolled exportable iteu — and which in

my case few Custons officials were coapetont enough to distinguish fron wild

cr.es. Another ruse of the snugglers, at the U.K. end, is to try and pass off

I5«JI4 6
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snuggled feathers of wild junglecocks as locelly farm-produced. At cur

instance the British Section of the ICBP recently arranged a survey by the

Ornamental Pheasant Trust of Great Britain to deternine the extent to whi

Grey Junglecock feathers could in fact be supplied by gare faros in Eng

as sone dealers claimed. The survey proved that in the entire U.K. the

of this species living in aviaries was only of the order of sone 5CO birds

therefore totally inadequate for meeting even a snail fraction of the U.K.,

demand. In the case of the U.S.A. it is perhaps possible that a snail propfl

tion of the feathers avaifc ble are genuinely faro-produced since game-farm!

is nore in vogue in that country and there is a deliberate nove to breed t

birds in aviaries for the purpose. Given proper conditions the Grey Jungle

fowl breeds freely in captivity, but even sc it is doubtless more economic

to import wild feathers while they can be had. However, it is hoped that

with the complete stoppage of exports from India breeders would pay greats

attention to develop the industry and make the U.S. self-sufficient in the

matter of these feathers.

All in all it has become increasingly evident that snuggling junglecock

feathers is a sufficiently lucrative undertaking to lure unscrupulous

traders to run the comparatively snail risk of being caught. That the

for these feathers has been on the increase in recent years even in the U.

(where they have been less popular than in U.S.A.), is clear from the fact

that whereas in 1959 only 2200 Grey Junglecock capes were lawfully inporta

against the pernitted quota of 4250, and only 1600 up till November I960,

329^ skins were inported in 1965, while up till Kovenber 1966 — with two

months still to go — the quantity inported was already 4178 skins, thus

very likely to exceed the full lawful quota. What the total of the illici

impost must be, it is difficult to gouge. This upward trend poses a seri

threat to the species since its wild populations cannot stand the growing

pressure indefinitely. The evil effects are already apparent in certain

districts where the nunters have tecome markedly reduced; thus protective

action could no longer bo delayed. At the request of the Indian National

Section, the British Section of the ICBP kindly took up the natter and

1966 represented to their Board of Trade that no further licenses be iss

despite the quota, for the import of these feathers into the U.K. At

further request they are now trying to urge the authorities to prohibit

import of Grey Junglofowl skins or feathers altogether since their expo

from the hone country is satutorily prohibited. Only such reciprocal

can help to effectively plug the loopholes for illegal exports via coun

like Uepnl and Pakistan, where actually the species does not occur ot nl

Through the good offices of the U.S. National Section efforts are also

made to invoke the Incey Act and thus effect complete prohibition of the

inport of these feathers into that country. While it is perhaps overopti

tic to expect quick results, there is no doubt that these rreasuros, if

properly implemented, will help considerably in reducing the illegal tra

and thus relieve the pressure on the wild populations of this interest

ornamental, and typically Indian epeci-'S which is in Jeopardy — again

entirely due to human greed and vandalism.

THE BILLTGRIRANGAN HILIS : SOVE COMMON BIRI6

K. R. Sethna

The Billigirirnngan range of hills lie to the south of Mysore. The souths

portion of these hills, which runs from north to south, is the area I wiU

be referring to.
is/

The central portion/densely covered with forests which beccoe lighter th«

lewer one goes. The higher slopes have some rather nice grassland. There

a village colled Punjur at the bottom of the southern end of these hills

cm from Punjur there is only one roc! which runs up the hill to Bedagulij

— 13 miles. There are about 1400 acres of coffee planted fron Bedaguli a

from a height of about 4000 feet right up to Attikan and nearly as high s|

6000 ft. .

jur
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The beaufiful force ts arcund are unfortunately being ruined by large areas

being felled and planted up with Eucalyptus. In spite of this, there is a

large nunter and -rariety of birdlife around here.

Driving up to Eedaguli fron Punjur, one seldom fails to see a numter of Gre

Junglefowl or the Red Spurfowl along the sides of the road. The commonest

bird around here however appears to be the Jungle Pobbler and one cannot fn

to see it ' almost everywhere,

Anong the other birds commonly seen in the coffee estates and the surround!

forests are the Indian Crackle, the Common Myna, the Green Barbet which

incidentally does a certain amount of damage to coffee berries when they ar

ripe; the Goldenbacked Woodpeckers are plentiful and so are the Itfdian Tree

pie, the King Crow, the Racket-tailed Prongo, the Nilgiri Whistling Trhush,

the Whitecheeked Bulbul, the Nilgiri Wood-Pigeon or the Imperial Pigeon, th

Golden and the Blackheaded Orioles, the large Indian Parakeet, Spotted Dov

the Inlian Pitta, the Hoopoe, the Vigbtjar and the Crow Pheasant. The beaut

ful Paradise Flycatcher and the pre'.ty little Scarlet Minivets arc seen

soa tii.es.

Anong birds of prey, the Shikra is quite common and one can nearly always s

Kestrels on the higher grasslands, hovering in one spot waiting for the

unsuspecting lizard or field nouse. The Black Eagle, soaring just above the

tree-tops with a watchful eye cn the ground below, is a magnificent sight-

One aleo often sees the Crested Serpent Eagle scaring high above and its ca

so well descrived in Whistler's POPULAR HANDBOOK OF INDIAN BIRDS
,
is often

heard.

I have, in the winter, seen Woodcock in the ravines higher up, but they are

not easy to see unless one knows specifically where to look for then.

Tho birdB nentioned here are only a few of the many in those hills. There

are sore I have not identified and others I have not mentioned here but hop

to do so soretire later on.

Unfortunately the large areas of these forests being planted with Eucalyptu

can only have a detrimental effect on bird and animal life in these lovely

h lis, arxl one often wonders when the Fcrest Department and others responei

ble for these plantings will wake up to the fact thay do far more harm than

good in the long run. ,„,„„
BLYTH'S REED WARBLER TAILOR BIRD

J. S. Serrco

From about mid February the tsck,. tsck, tsc£ of a Blyth's Reed Warbler

fAcrocentolus dupetorum ) *a* audible as it hunted about in Dr Salim Ali's

garden at Pali"Hill. Put on 4th March at neon I was attracted by its peculi

churr... tsck, j.'mrr. . .tsck , churr... t3Ck, churr, ..tsck. on scanning the

'ircction of th« cry one was seen engaged in aggressively demonstrating at

a Tailor Bird on a horizontal branch of a mango in the garden. The pattern

of demonstration rent thus: From the top of a stump on the horizontal

brarch the Seed warbler would fly 'iown to the branch with a churr and

proceed witfi 2 or 3 hops to within a 12 inches of the Tailor Bird; thence

uttering thi tsck fly back to the stump-top whence it had flown down to

commence the churr cycle ence again. For a few minutes, the Tailor Bird

could neither be intimidated to yield its ground on the branch, nor be

breezed vp to cone to grips with the demonstrator. It stood alert facing

tho Rw'a Warbler but stayed put v;here it was. This resulted in the continu-

ous cjOrr,..t3ck darts cf the Reed Warbler from and to the stump-top. The

ijicoiclusive demonstration car* to a close when they were disturbed os I

wuJ*ed my way under the branch.
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NOTES AND COMMENTS

Since the Editor is away this month attending the International Union for
Conservation of Nature Conference at Morges, Switzerland, this issue will
again be tfditfd

1 by Sham Futehally.

CORRESPONDENCE

Birdwatchinfl at Ranteff

We have received this reply to our request for permission to stay in
the Rambag Guest-house for members of the Birdwatchers' Field Club of India.

• With reference to your note dt. 21st instant, I have to inform you
that there is no objection in giving the permission to the members of the
Birdwatchers* Club of India to visit Raabag provided they do not disturb
the place and would be careful with the property. They will also be allowed
to use the house for a day or two, if required.'

D. K. Bhatt

24 Feb. 1968

Bird life around Tulai lake area

This is to inform you that we visited the Tulsi lake area #»nrly thin
morning* I went especially to inspect the spot where the new hutments, about
which I reported previously, were, and found to my saljafnution that they

had been removed and that the trou-cuttlng activities had died down. There
was only a large tin shed some distance away under the pipe-line and it

evidently belongs to the Public Works people. Round about here the undorgrow
had been set firo to md burned off. The ground was bare and black.

Cn the main road to Aorey Market wc saw, as our car approached, a young brood

of partridges scuttling away off the highway into the undergrowth. The
kingfishers were very abundant and their strident calls resounded in the

forest. The blackheaded oriole displayed the full glory of its nuptial

plurago. There wore babblers, barbets, sunbirds, flewerpeckers and tailor

birds, common end redwhiskercd, but no whltocheeked bulbuls. I was lucky

to see Tickells Blue Flycatcher in a bush on the shores of Vihar lake. An

interesting drama wasthe sight of two tree-pies attacking a Jungle crow

sitting in a palm tree and eventually succeeded in dislodging it. At the

lake itself there were not many birds. We Baw a few plovers on tho mudflats

and o number of cormomntB sunning themselves with outstretched wings, and

plovers were inspecting the mudflats for titbits. A heron was standing
slumped in the shallows. Palm Swifts and Swallows were conspicuous by their

absence. Curiously we saw only one drongo, md there were no hornbills like

last time, nor did any doer shew themselves.

Anin Tynbji
16 April 1968

l. w «. M djUULM

A colour phase of the Paradise Flycatcher

Except for its nliitish wing-coverts, the Paradise Flycatcher (Terpsi-

phone paradisl ) I observed in our compound at Trichur on 20.iii.1968 had as

usual drab white underprxts, black heed and neck, and chestnut-red ebove.

Two tail feathers of the bird appeared longer by an inch or so than their

companions on either side. Is it a case of transition of the chestnut to

white" plumes, that a male bird is supposed to acquire at the time of

naturity?
T« V. Jose

/in transition, some birds ore parti-colfiured for some tire till they

finally moult into the adult white plumage. — Mitor/

**********
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Random notes

Curiosity among birds

In a recent shooting trip near Ajmcr I sat on a well about 200 yards
Xrpq the edge of water, which was half a mile by 500 yds in dinension. There
were about 100 Pintails, a few dozen teals and shovellers, some widgeons,
gadwalls and spotbills. It was abqut 9 a.m. A solitary Barhcaded Goose turned
up, ' honking 1 away for all it was worth, arri circled round and round the
jheel a few tines- Then it settled down in once corner far away from ne. It
eat there, wary and suspicious, giving its alarm honks from tire to time and
continuously watching mo, as an unwanted addition in the topography. I also
kept a watch on it amusedly. This drama went on for about half an hour and
then it suddenly took flight with a loud konk. Then perhaps its curiosity
got the better of its instinct of preservation, and it tcok a turn and cano
straight towards me to find out what this unusual addition was: and that
unfortunately proved its undoing. The Barhead, generally, is a very shy an/I
wary bird and takes no chances wjth cither men or beast but here curiosity
killed the goose.

feeding habits of the Redvented Eulbul

We normally take lunch on our lawn in the garden under an umbrella and
I have a habit of feeding the birds that cluster round at that hour. Among
them are a batch of Common Babblers, a pair of Redstarts, a pair of Bush-
chats, a dozen sparrows, a solitary robin, 4 mynas, and 6 Redvented Bulbuls,
The last ones are our favourites. I have been feeding them with all kinds of
things — bread, chapaties, rice, pakoras, fruits, papars, carrots, radish,
and other vegetables and incidentally oootod ceat. I know bulbuls eat innavln
but I have never known them eating meat before.

Bird life in Nalnltr.l

last sunce r we were at Kainital and among the birds that I observed
there were the beautiful white-eyes, two kinds of flycatchers, a pair of
rollers, jungle crows, some hill ryxas, roseringed parakeets and of course
the slopy but melodious Milabar Whistling Thrush or the kustura which filler
the valley with its songs early mornings. There were three of them sharing
the compound with us, a mother ami two chicks, and they could be seen

ungainly hopping along, picking insects all through the day.

Lt Col. A David

4 March 1968

Bshavlour of a crow

In early June last a great mffish untidy-feathorod Jungle Crow

(Illustration No. 2 at top of Plate 1 in 1964 edition of THE BOOK OP INDIA:*

BIRDS ) attached himself to me. The head of my bed come close to a closed
window and he would tap hard on the window to waken me at 6.30. If the

window were open he would sit on the top and scream at me until I stopped
reading and got bread and cream for hin. He had a terrific loud kar , kar

y
tor

(not caw but kar). If the window was closed he would tap loudly on it and

go up to the sky-lights to look down on me. With an open window he would
come inside and shout at my small dog. By August he had introduced a smaller,

apparently voiceless member of the family. They cats for food three tines

a day and a little oat or cheese was like; orange or sweet lime was also

liked, but papaya was not.

Now this entertaining fellow has disappeared. Not gradually but

abruptly in one day.

Once before he disappeared for 7-6 days when I believe he followed

the Parsees to Poona — the rain was too heavy. But only oncei

Can you tell :* please: Is it usual for these crows to leave Bombay

at this tine of the year?
T. V. Baddeley

5 April 1968
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/There could bo ether rcfiflo-.? for the disappearance of the crow tempoij

drily. Hcthirig -to fug^eet that ;;e lfcllowesthe Tarsees'l As far as I know

they dc not move seasonally. — Salin AliJ

Bir<* Behaviour

Cur knowledge of the habits mrl pattern of behaviour even of common

birds in India is very limited. Apart frcn the experts, amateur birdwatche

and enthusiasts can also make valuable contributions towards our knowledge

by adding facta about bird habits hitherto not known. However, observatiorl

should naturally be exact, authentic and as detailed &b possible. I have

been reading the Newsletter with great interest and in the April issue

(Vol. 8, No. 4, p. 5) the following connents in the article, SOSE CCHMCH

3IRD3 by Jamal Are, were rather interesting :
' The common myna nests and

roosts nostly in trees ... » The .-v.thor of the article concerned oust ha*

observed the Common Mynas' nesting ^.cuivities and if so, it would be very

helpful if the readers of the Newsletter were enlightened further on this

subject in greater detail such as the locutions commonly used by Dynes fat

nesting on trees, i.e. the heign-: at which nests are built, the site

commonly used and the size and sLiape of the np*t along with the descriptic

of the building materials cornonly usM.
H. '. Hinnfttsinhji

S April 1968

***********

Birdwatching at Nal Sarovar

I visited Hal Sarovar on three occasions during this season, first

on 24th December 1967, then on 25th ?ebrunry and a^in rm P4UI

Nal Sarovar, which is 40 nilea from Ahmedacad, is one of the finest

spots for seeing our migratory duel* and other birds.

into detail of all the birds I saw, but I would Ilk*

o one rare visitor which I saw during my December vi|

Because Salin Ali's rook does not mention the smew as our winter

visitor, and as I had no other seasoned WxOwtcl^l^^* 1 "* \™

to spend so:* ti»Jf^J
2^BS

U
SnSr visitors spotted at that place/

thereof there are pictuics or many wo.

I found the smew wns mentioned as a rare visitor.

B. M. Shukin

I am not goii

to Invite attentiot

It woe the Smew.

9 April 1968

Arrival of thr ggl&g M£» in SBSjB

The Golden Oriole is distinguished by

plunge. Its arrival in H-rkee has teen noted^J^^^L*T^^n^^^ ZSgTSE* in other parts of t>

country also.
s prof< rtincch Mohan

April 1968

Zafar Putehally
Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatch- re.

52-A Juhu lane, Andheri, B-.ntay r>4-AS
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C*i enquiry, Shri H. K. Yadav, Supervisor of Jaipur Zoo later informed me that
he had seen mating in peacocks in the big enclosure fir deer at the Jaipur
Zoo during June- The males have full grown tails and train at that tinB* Eggs

are laid in July-August or. the ground in a little depression, and according
to him eachclutch is of 4-6 eggs, which notch in about 32 days.

Since the demand for peacocks from other countries and from other zoos in the

country itself is increasing, we have been collecting eggs of pea-hens either

to send them away or to get then hatched by domentic hens in the Jaipur Zoo.

Moulting takes place during November to January and the new feathers start

coming in Peb. -March.

I have seen the males segregating in groups of 7 to 10 in the same area on

4th April 1968. rut it is interesting that due to winter showers, when the

Divisional Forest Officer, Bharatpur (Shri V. S. Saxena) and myoelf wero

inspecting this sanctuary on 23 March 1966 we saw two rales dancing close to

each other with two females nearby. This confirms what the Hindi songs on

romance and rainy season mention regarding the association of the peacocks

call and his dancing with the clouds and rains.

Incidentally prior to my observing the mating of peacocks, I had received a

letter from Shri C. Chaudhri, I. ?. S. (Rctd- ) from 464, Beharlpur,

Bareilly (u. P.) asking for some infcnmtion on mating of peacocks. He *u-jie:

1 A friend of mine recently wrote to me about the behaviour of »-«rtntn birds.

Amongst others, he asked about the mating of peafowls... It is otated in our

books (Hindi) that peafowls do not mate like other birds. Then how are the

eggs fertilized? I wrote to Dr Salim All about it. In his reply he said:

" No special dispensation has been bestowed by Heaven on peafowls and thoy

of course mate in the noirral way of birds. " I should have thought the big

unwieldy tails of the male bird would v£.kc the mating of peafowls in the

normal way of birds a physical impossibility. Perhaps the mating is done

when the cock bird is tailless or when it has a small tail. Pr Salim Ali nays

in his BOOK OF INDIAN BIFDS that the breeding season ia from January to

October.... I believe the egg-laying in Oriesa is about March-April-Mny, in

0# P. in June-July, in Rajaethan eti?l later.... In Hajnsthan the peacocks

had their new tails by November and that they ohed their tails from March to

Kay. last year I was at Jodhpur curing August-September ... A peahen laid

4 eggs in the pumpkin field in August and 3 chicks were hatched in early

September... If any of you have observed th<- mating of peafowls I shall be

glad to know when the mating takos place in .'aiaothan. .

.

1

•THlTECAPPdr WHEATEAR (Saxicola picata)*

I*lt«lngn Raol.

I was on my way to Narayan 'Miovrir by bus from Bhuj on 22 rccembcr 1967. It

was my first visit to Kutch. That Kutch is a barren, treeless and arid dist-

rict is generally the Impression of people who have never visited it. I was

not an exception. It was therefore a pleasant surprise to have that impression

reversed to a considerable extent.

The journey by bus in the last days of December was exhilarating. The weather

was crisp and pleasant and the bus ras not crowded.

Immediately after the bus left the stand of a small village named Manual, I

saw a Whitecappod Wheatear. Though it was a first ' for me, and seen briefly

from a moving bus, I could identify it immediately.

After my return to Morvi, I went out for birdwatching on 20 January 1968

downstream of the Mcehhu. Near the crematorium a pied bird caught my attention

from afar. I might have casually dismissed it as a Pied Chat, but instead had

a look through my binoculars, whereon the bird revealed its truo identity.

It turned out to be a Wiitc-caoped tfheatenr again a second time. It was hawking

inlets ^mong the boulders and ' samadhis '. It kept to that locality for a

fairly long ti&e. As a result I could obeerv? it at leisure.

#Formerly considered a separate species (capistrata), 6

"stablished to be cr>ly a variant f">ra of this.



On returning from Kutch to Morvi, I referred to the BIRI6 OP SAURASHTRA by
zra vice \o mention of the bird- Aa THE BIRD

0= KUTCH by Dr Salim AXi was not aveiJa ble, I could not be sure whether tin
l+ec.pTCC" V.heatcnr h/.r beer, recorded from Kutch earlier. I then reported

the matter to K. G. Invkumar, President of our Rnjkot Birdwatchers' Club,

Formerly, I had cone across Pied Wheotear with traces of white on their
crowns, but the birds seen in Kutch and in Morvi had white crowns, and thei
was no mistaking their identity.

BIRTWATCHING AREAS NEAR BOMBAY

5, P.. Shah

There are a few good birdwetching areas remaining around Pombay, but as a
hiker cum birdwatcher I interd to describe two of these for the benefit of
persons looking out for likely places.

Kakuli lake

It is about l| miles fxom Ambernath station on the Central Railway. Prom
station the Ambernath Shiv temple is three-quarters of a mile. The temple
more than 600 years old and has many excellent carved images. Prom the
a waterpipe line and a series of telegraph poles lead straight to the lake.
There is an old rest house devoid of any furniture or other furnishings,
owrlooking the lake. Reservation is easy, since- no one visits this spot,
hill Tawali, i.e. the one next to Kn.1i Malang, forms the backdrop. Half a
mile's walk from the lake takes you to the sparsely wooded slopes of Tawa
and this is a good birdwatching area.

We have often visited this piece during the br.-»ovo *•

to the lake is tv.-~.~- « » "lopes, carpeted with stunted

In the past we hove seen ioras end mur.iaa breeding on this stretch. Pipits,
larks, orioles and a number of other species have been sighted. TMb is als
a good picnic spot, eon*! distance away.

Remain, near Panvel on the way to Poono, has recently been declared n bird
sanctuary by the Governrant of Ifeharnshtra. The Birdwatchers' Field Club of
India visited it on 10 March this year. Thanks to Borabax
indica , Buteo frondosn . etc. being in full bloom, quite
intruded themselves on our notice. We began the day with
chloropsis, ehama, robins, flycatchers, shrikes, miniv
kingfishers, cuckoos, pipits, etc. gave glimpses to some and full view to
sony. Our total tally cane to fifty species. Though none was lucky enough
to spot the Ashy Minivet, many of us added two or three firsts to their
respective lists.

Kqw that we are initiated into this lovely spet we ere sure to visit it oftoi

EXTRACTS PRO* H. S. C. BULLETIN, VOL. VI, NO. 2
(March-April 1966)

large Green Bee-eater

We saw the large Green Bee-caters departing on their return migration
for the lost time, on the let o. April 1968.

stoked

The Purple Sunbirds aro q«;ite noticeable during those two months. We als<|
saw noles in the Black Phase. Pror, our observations it does not appear thax

7



they have a particular season for breeding, even locally. We found mice in
1 nuptial 1 plumage at different '-imes of the year.

Booted Warbler

The Booted Warbler used to be a regular visitor to our backyard through
-out its stay here in winter during the previous years. During the last two

seasons, however, the bird (as per our observation) did not visit our back-

yard so often. This is probably due to the disappearance of e considerable
proportion of the vegetation of the place.

This time during the early days of its stay it could be seen in the

backyard now and then. We do not remember to have noticed the bird at all
in February this year. In the second week of March, however, the bird
reappeared. During that month we even beard one singing- The bird must have
left the neighbourhood sometime in April.

Koel
Or. the 21st of March 1968 we were greatly surprised to hear a Koel

calling at 10.45 p.m. What could the bird be doing at that late hour!

We often heard crows (both jungle crows and common crows) calling on
moonlit nights. We wonder if this habit of the crown had anything to do with
the koel's wakefulness that night. Perhaps the koel was camping in the neigh-
bourhood in order to follow the preparations of the crows for their breeding.

V. Ravi

President, Nature Study Club
Vallabhnjosyala House, Kottapet
Guntur, Andhra Pradesh. 14 toy 1968

CORRESPONDENCE

-' Behaviour of a Crow 1

The article 'Behaviour of a Crow' in your Newsletter Vol. 8(5) makes
very interesting reading, but I was amu3ed to read that the crow is supposed
to follow the Parsis to Poona. I wonder what makos Mr Eaddeley this so** DiC
the crow come back after going with the Parei*? We hope to hear more about

'

it.

P. Edalji
Woodlands, 1 Romkishor? Read

Civil lines, Delhi

Billigirlrangana

Thank you very much for the Tfewsletter with Sethna's article in it re
the birds of the Billigirirangans ; which I wc3 very pleaced to read. It is
good to know that a lover of wild life ia on our beloved hillo. The cutting
out of the large oreas of deciduous forest on fiose beautiful hills, and
planting up with eucalyptus, is tragic. I heard all about it from my cousin,
John, of Bsdaguli Estate. The inevitable result has been a serious decrease
in the faur.a, especially bison and the few sambur that were left.

Col. R. C. Morris
Foys, popham, Winchester, Hants.

England
*»»»***

Index for Newsletter for Birdwatchers

To mcke up for ny appr.rant idleness, I am sending you the first few
pagts of an Inde;. I have beer, preparing (to help vjs refer to back numbers of
the .C^k I shall complete the thing in a month or two and send the
remaining a~es in one lot.

«• K. Neela Irantan
'Kalycn*, Uppalam lane, Trivandrum

Kerala

I wish "apparent idleness" ras always so productive. -Ed.
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Our Assam trip was a great success on the whole, though we had no
casualty - Miss Annette who got a nasty gash on the leg when two
elephants collided in a moment of confusion when a herd of 60 wild
elephants suddenly appeared close by. She had to be stitched and left
behind to recover but will I hope reach Delhi in time for the homeward
flight but it is very bad luck on her. This happened to the other party
so you will no doubt hear all the details from Daniel who coped very well
with a difficult situation.

My bird list grows apace and I have now satisfactorily identified over
200 species including some very nice ones in the forests of the Biutan
bcrder. I could willingly spend weeks there bird watching though tho
Manas Camp Is still very primitive (but good enough to sleep in! ). I
was also especially pleased to have ay first ever acquaintance with
Rubythrcats - cf both specieo - out _r. the grasslands and scattered
forest, a bird 1 have been wanting to see for years. As usual I am left
with half a dozen or so specios which I cannot yet identify but hope to
work out in time. Kazironga was a particularly tine area for birds of
prey, though 2 also grsatly en.loyed seeing the rhino which are certainly
almost as numerous ao in the boat of the East African localities of tho
old days. I reckoned that I saw .it least 25 different animals.

Sir Hugh P.I. Elliott.

(Sir Hugh led a party of tho Fauna Preservation Society, London, to
our Sanctuaries in February. -Ed.)

EDITORIAL ATTENDS :

(i) The article "Two Visits to Nepcl" in tho Ifovember '67 issue of
the Newsletter was rritten by Richard Waller. Readers will recall that
it was erroneously ascribed to Luis Tfcroer. We had the pleasure of a
visit from Mr. Waller recently. He was for many years with the FAO in
East Pakistan and before that in India and has now gone back to teaching
in England. His present address is:

Thornworthy,

Chagford

,

Devon, U.K.

It is cheering to leam that there are a few people in Europe and
England, and also in trte U.S.A. who want to keep in touch with Indian
birds through the newsletter.

(ii) The article entitled "Vednnthangal Bird Sanctuary" which appeared
in the April 1968 issue of the Newsletter was written by Mr. J.M. Johnsrti
of the Forest School, Vaigai Dam.

Z.F.

2afar Futohally,
Editor, Newsletter for Pdrdwatchcro
32-A Juhu Lane, Andherl, EOKEAY 58-AS
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Our canp might have been called 1 Titaouse Terrace 1
. Perched at 10,000 feet

elevation on a grassy rise between flowing Rhododendron barbatua , our tents

were within the territories of six speciee of Paridae.

As we were setting up camp on 29 April 1968, a flock of six Rufousfronted

Titmice, Ae filthalOB louschlstos tarrived in a nearby tuple tree. They foraged

on twig tips and also clung to the tree trunk. We knew that their nests had

never been discovered so we dropped tent pegs and rushed after them, only to

discover no particular signs of nesting activity. Perhaps it was a bit early.

In early May, however, we could find only solitary birds and so the females

nay have been incubating. We felt that these tits definitely breed at this

altitude; probably in May. The closely allied Redheaded Tit, Aegithalos con-

clonus ,
occupies an altitudinal zone directly below the R. f. tits and breeds

earlier. We found a nest with nearly fledged young at 8500 feet on 27 April.

The Himalayan Coal Tit, Pa rue at or, was the most conspicuous and audible tit

near our canp. They were breeding in late April and early Jfey. During most of

the day this tit spends its time high in the towering conifers (Hemlock,

Tauga, was meet common here). In the early mornings they often came down to

water and we caught and released a number from our nets. When alarmed by an

owl call, these birds sometimes swarm around a tree (usually a maple) in such

an excited state that they resemble a gathering of bees rather than birds.

In one such flock, at 10,000 feet, there muet have been over 70 birds.

The Rufousbellied Crested Tit, Porus rubidiventria . was not especially common

around our camp. It became more conspicuous at 10,500 and at 12,000 feet it

had virtually replaced the Coal Tit. These two black tits resemble each other

in the field. We found the most easily recognizeable field character was the

crest 1 thickness The Coal Tit has a • thin * crest of a few elongated

feathers; wlwreas the R. b. C. Tit has a 1 bushy ' crest. Of course, the Coal

Tit is smaller than the other and has a double row of wing spots, but this is

sontimes hard to seo as the birds are usually in silhouette high in some
• neck-breaking 1 tree. We had thought that the R. b. C. Tits were always in

toll, conifer forest so were surprised to see them in semi-open 'country of

low bushes ard dwarf rhododendrons between 12,000 and 13,000 feet.

The Brown Crested Tits, Parus dlchrous , were neither as conspicuous nor as

A r.LIMISH V K77.AL h'J:Z. LIFE, NEPAL

Robert L. Fleming, Jr.
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03 corron aa the Hack Tits. The Ercwn Tit occupied an altitudinsl level fro
10,000 feet through 13,000 feot where they kept to the secondary trees and
bushes, rather than the tall conifers. We also found the Brown Tit on the
ground, foraging amongst the leaves. While the Black Tits were son? times in
flocks even during the breeding season, the Brown Tits were seen only in pal
or singles.

The colourful Greenbacked Tit, Farus mor.Ucolus . was common here but could
hardly be called conspicuous. Twc pairs were nesting, evidently, near our
canp but try as we might we couldnt locate a nest. Netted females hod brood
patches and occasionally we saw a pair chasing through a tree. Their high,
lispy call was infrequently heard. This bird is a frustrating one to wntch
for we often caught glimpses of one only to lose it quickly among the new
maple leaves and swarming leaf warblers. Even birds released from our nets
soon ducked out of sight! In any case, this titmouse was definitely breeding
in late April nnd early May at 10,000 feet. Apparently young had not yet
hatched.

P
The Yellowbrowed Tit often enjoys a bath in the late afternoon. A* pair, show
Ing little fear of me, flew down into dwarf bamboo and then fluffed around
in a snail forest pool (we used water from the same trickle for our camp
chores). After the both, the pair preened for a long time in a neighbouring
rhododendron bush. This titmouse appears uniform dull green. The eyebrow ju3
barely shows when the bird is excited but this can hardly be seen from a
distance of over six feet. This bird is often confused with leaf warblers
and on observer muet look carefully to spot one. Wo found the easiest way,
for us, to tell the difference between a leaf warbler and a Y. b. Tit was
bill thickness. In silhouette, which Is the way those birds usually appear,
the thin bill of a leaf warbler is easily distinguished from the thicker Mil
of the Tit. Behaviour is also a good indicator. The Tit flicks its wings con-
stantly, as do warblers, but it does not change branch positions as frequent

]

as a warbler. For example, If a green blob disappears behind a leaf and
remains there for over two seconds it may be a Y. b. Tit. Warblers, unless
sick or resting, usually change position within two seconds. Also, if a bird
hangs upside down on some twig tip, it i3 likely to be the Tit.

Besides titmice, the forests around our camp held mme rous leaf Warblers ( p,
pulcher, caculipennis . reguloides. proregulus nnd raagniroBtris ) . Nutcrackers,
Nucifraga caryocatnetes

.

had fledged from the nest but fuzzy young will still
being fed by the adults. They spent a good denl of time looking for food on
the ground. The Whitespotted Inughlng Thrushes, Gairulax ocellptujt , were
relatively tome here, in contrast to reports of how shy they are in other
places (sosAli, THE BIRIS OP SIKKIM, 1962: 178), and allowed us to watch them
feed on the forest floor and sing from rhododendron trees. At first we were
puzzled with a loud, mammal-like rruunk cry but then real Ized it was the
Crimson Horned Pheasant, Tragopan 3atyra, calling. These birds inhabited the
moss-covered forest floor, usually near streams. The sight of a nngniflcent
male walking through bushes of flaming rhododendron was unfoigettable.

The wooded hills north of Kothnandu teem with birds in April and !tey. We
identified 201 species on our recent trip. The weather is usually good but
cool at higher altitudes. It is «,n ideal time for a vacation visit for thoac
Interested both in birds and flowers.

BIHDWATCHING IN DAHJEELING AND SIKKIM

By

N. M. Mistry

This summer I trekked from lorjeeling to Gangtok with two friends. We followed
a somewhat circuitous route which took ua first along the Singhaliln Ridge to
Sondekphu and Phalut and then across the hills and valleys of southern Sikkim
to Gangtok. However the gods of the weather were not in our favour, and I am
sure that we missed much birdlife owing to poor visibility.

On the way from Darjeeling to Ghoom the first bird to greet us was the Common

s
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(To be continued)
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NOTES FROM SAURASHTRA

By

K. S. Iavkumar

J.ml very careless about noting down daily records of birds, and
consequently, a good deal of information is lost. Unfortunately this is
the case with my observations on the status of the Kora or the itatercock
in this area.

Five years ago, I was handed a live bird by a friend who had caught it in
late July on his furm, far from water. Examining it, I was thrilled to find
a bird which I had never seen before and which I had always thought was of
utmost rarity in this area, a female Kora. This record during a drought year
was, further, astounding. My surprise will be understood when I quote two
eminent naturalists. In his BIRDS OF SAURASHTRA, K. K. S. Dhanrnkum rsinh'i
mentions only tro records from Bhavnagar and says this bird is ' Apparently
very rare in Saurashtra. Non resident. 1 In his notes on the H rds of
Gujarat, Dr Salim Ali writes: ' Not met with by the Surveys. leeter *eco-ds
a pair shot in Kutch on 4.vii.1897, and collected eggs there presumably
belonging to this species. '

This captured bird care from a few mllee distanca of Rajkot, and quite
obviously the bird finding its water-pools drying up and reedbed hide-out
destroyed had taken shelter in the small orchard where it was caught, loth
to fly across sunscorched fields around.

In 1965, I was once on a walk in lata June along the river above Jasdan,
and in the failing light of dusk, I was pleased to see a Wetercock feeding
out in the open besides a reed-fringed pool, text morning I went to the
area again and saw in a stretch of half a mile four Koras all feeding away
from coverJ They were very confiding and permitted a close approach. In
1966, again in June, Koras were seen along the sane stretch of the river
by Shivrajkumar and Ielsinhbhai. Shivrajkumar again watched them there in
the summer of 1967.

fti 29th June 1968 I went down to the large pools a little above the low
causeway across the river near Shivrajkumar' s farm, and 3ure enough a Kora
flew into denser reeds. I settled down by the water to watch other birds
when from behind me a cock Kora quietly walked down to the water and *

•csually fed in full view at about 30 feet. There was still plenty of
sunlight. Through field glasses I could clearly see the green and red
casque, the Barkings on the back. The rail-like eharecleristic habit of
flicking the short toil was easily noticeable. Slowly and quite fearlessly

2



the bird waited, feeding up a foot ppth leading along the water's edge.

June is the driest month in Saurashtra and as such, if these ore

to be found in the area, it cm be accepted with confidence thet

cock in the river near Jasdan is resident end there is no reason

it is not the sane in other suitable areas in Saurashtra.

the watei

to asi

Head of a Kora - '"'oodeock

(Reproduce-' from Stuart Baker->

/The watercock is supposed to have a range all over India and Birna,

being most common in the KB. and SW. of India. The breeding season is

So^June to September, the neat being built in reed-tangled swamps near

lakes, being a cup of grass, weeds and sticks, but varying greatly in

size. An average clutch comprises around five eggs, which vary from white

frcm stone -yellow to pink, marked with red-brown spots. - Ed./

Tie Ternfl of Saurashtra.

Cn our freshwator lakes of Hajkot and Jasdan, I have seen «™
"J"*

1?

of terns: The Indian River Tern, The Emckbellied Tern, The little Tern,

The Caspian Tern, The Gullbilled Tern, The Whiskered Tern, and The White

winged Black Tern.

During the cool season, when all these, nay be eeen.together on the

sat* stretch of water, identification beeches a trifle 0«f«^g, brt a

Utile careful observation can "untangle the apparent confusion. We can

safely group these terns into two forms, those which plunge headlong into

?he watfr from a height and other which skim close above its surface,
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lightly touching the water to pick up food. The former haw graceful

touyant flight with deliberately deep wing strokes, while the latter

appear to have a more fluttering flight. The first group is chara-
cterised by very consciciously forked tails while the second group

have more square-looking tails with only very slight forking.

The "Plmging" Terns include tht Caspian, the Indian, the Black-bellied,

the Gull-billed and the Ternlet. The "Skimming" Terns are the Whiskerer.

ani the White-winged Black Terns.

In their 'off plumage when they are seen together, all the terns have

their black caps sullied with white streaking, someUmo3 very little

black being apparant. The colours of the bills are no*, very bright

either. However, careful study through field glasses shows up the various

characteristic:.. The Caspian Tem la very large, rrd it* wings are very

much longer than its forked tail; the beak is a prominant scarlet red,

and it flies at a greater height above the water than the rest. The Rive-

Tem has a yellow bill with red legs, the Black-bellied, which ax this

time of the year has no black on the lower parts, has an orange-yellow

beak with orange-rod legs and feet. The Temlet's bill appears blackish,

but the small size easily identifies it from the other terns. The Gun-
billed has a black beak which appears shorter ani thicker than thnt c£

the other terns; the head is white with a black smudge Just behind the

eye, and the legs are also black. The Whiskered ani White-winged OUt.

Tems are easily recognised from the others by their fluttering flight

while feeding low over the water, often over wet mud an! aar.d, but tie

two species can be easily confused. In fact, it is interesting to note

that there are very few winter records oft he last bird, whereas they

seem to be more frequently recorded in spring when th&y are distinctive

in their summer garb. Both these terns have blackish billa, buo tte

Whiskered Tem shows more white on the head, which extends to the napo.

while the White-winged Black has the white only to the top of the crown.

During summer, when the tems are in tteir nuptial plumage, the last o:

the Caspian and Gull-billed Terns have already left. Also departed are

the White-winged Black Terns, though these assune their full sunm&r

plunage before they leave in April and May. But these little terns aw
most distinctivs when so attired, being all black above and below, with

attractive white wings and tail; they can tjan never be confused with

any other tems. The Whiskered and Black-bellied Tems have tnis black

plunage in summer only but on the lower parts, ths beck is ^tpy in bctn

the birds, as are tte wings and the tail. The blank-bellied and Whia-

kered Tems, which resemble one another so closely at first glance,

when breeding, are recognised by the colour of the biUs, which are

deep red, appearing aUnost black in the Whiskered Tem and orange

yellow in the Black-bellied Tem. At this time of the year the two tems

are not likely to be found in the same locality. though, the foncer reso-

rting to the aquatic vegetation of lakes and marshes to build floating

nests on the water plants, while the latter is laying on sand and graveJ.

edging lakes and large rivers.

In summary the other tems all have distinctive black caps, and are

whits on the lower parts and grey above. The Caspian is then recognised

as in winter, by its large size and scarlet bill, tte Indian by its deep

yellow bill, the Gull-billed by a black beak and the Ternlet by its

small size and yellow beak. The black on the Ternlet's crown is off-s-:t

by a white forehead.

There are, ofcourse, other tems alongthe cea cc*st but ttoae marina

tems do not cone far inland, though one must bo on the *ook-out for

stragglers, especially when bird-watching close to the sea. If rm.nav

withlhe seven species described, any strange-looking tern is easily

spotted and careful DObet of the abberant bird will then toad to an

easy identification.
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T he Birds of Girnar :

Gimar is a very spectacular hill, isolated among the vast flat plains
of Saurashtra. Its bulk dominates tte horizon for miles around on clear
days such as those which characterise tte brightly lit post-monsoon
period in August and September. This hill is listed as a tourist attra-
ction. Few tourists, however, ever pause long enough to watch the great
vultures and birds of prey soaring around on air currents w^ftAg up tio
sheer sides, or ever stand to listen to the rapturous song of a Dhayal
among the mango grove 3 around the base of t,..e hill.

I have been thrice to fimar, and on each occasion 1 have admired tte
temples with their delicate carvings and ancient grace, but on each visii
1 became more and more attracted to the hills <~nd tte forests around.
Above all it is the b'.rds a-ti the g;oat variety of bird-life arour.d that
makes each visit a refreshing ojcperif-r.ee. Sitting beside a hill-3tream
I have often watched breathlessly as a male Paradise Flycatchor swept
past me to snap a gnat ateve the water, his milky white body trailing
fluttering ribbons of white feathers f^m his tail, and elegant creature
wreathlike in forto and a masterpiece never failing to astonish. Equally
thrilling is the first view of a Tickell's Blua Flycatcher perched en a
twig, its blue back illv-iinated by a beam of light ard contrasting with
a rich orangcred breast. With a flick it is gtr.e into d^ep shade, from
where it entices on end on with its pleasant ditty. The early light of
a summer sun ha*: hardly glazed the young russet leaves of a raar.go tree,
when the melodious song of tte Dhayal floods tte air with a raiiant 5oulc
and flashing fro*n or.e aark grove to the shadows of another the glistening
Oriole dart3 in haeto to hide lest the sun get envious of his bright
golden colours, his m2Z/M whistle is heard throughout the countryside.

The Tree Fio, with its bell-like call, the Fantail Flycatcher, cwr on
the move and uttering its merry jingle of a song, to the accompaniment
of much turning and dpacing, tail fanned all tte time, the more sedate
formed, though brightly coloured Barbets, call incessantly through the
hottest part of the day their repetitious metallic note, beside the
entrance to their cavity excavated In a decaying branch. Ioras utter
their musical 'shao tee gee 1 as they flutter from leaf spray to flower
bunch industriously searching for insect prey, while loose flocks of
Small rtinivjts sparkle through the trees, males with bright red breasts
and rumps and the females in lemon yellow and pearl grey. The Golden-
becked Woodpecker hammers into bark and utters its innate laugh a-

charming tits and pretty little nuthatches scurry aid search for food of

larvae and pupae secreted by ants inside crevasses. On all sides, tte

avian population is busy with domestic choirs, the Green, bee—eaters and
their larger cousins the Blue-cheeked Bee-eaters are rearing broods in
nest holes tunneled into river banks close to other similar abodes by
White-breasted, Pied end the gem like Common Kingfishers. In shrubberies-
the sprightly Tailor-birds an? busy stitching their leef nests, master- I

pieces which have earned the.n world-wide fame, and overhead, the normally
undemonstrative Indian holler throws all reserve to the Mardh winds and

starts and aerial acrobatics that displays the wonders of his wings, to
the apparent delight of his spouse and human watchers. Suroer also has
its intimate scenes such as the cosy cobweb hammock of tte little White-
eyes cradled in a hibiscus branch, the comfortable grass purse of the
Indian Wren Warbler end the flimsy cup of roots high in a mango fork of
the dashing King Crow who challanges all the ruffianly crown in the

vicinity. The burst of orango of tne Flame of the Forest tree in biocm
attracts all t.te evian types in the neighbourhood and such trees provide
most rewarding bird-watching, as green Parakeets, Mynah3, scintillating
Sunbirds, loras, White-eyes and a multitude of other birds arrive to sip

the nectar or snap up seme delectable insects who are foolish enough to
venture there fortr.e aame purpose.

On every side birds will be recn collecting nesting material, or those
who have finished the construction sjd e of things, grubs and green grasp-

hoppers to push dow:. gaping mawe and extended throats of ever hungry
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SS^rtoh'SSii
0" UP ^ quiTOrin6 Four forth a melody

First cane the flocks of boisterous Rosy Pastors, then Wagtails, delicateand elegant in fom, the Swallows with sweeping flight, and then tteinnumerable water-side birds, the Ducks, Crane and alongtte seaboard,

2»W £ ? K?L
Flaning03

'
Th6y *U arrive 10 a e»at mass, and ttan,when our local birds are muted by the chilly winds, th^ae tte inhabitants

or a hardier clime, rejoice in the warmth of the Indian sun. It isnow that the sportsmen take out their gum, and for the bird-watcher thereare new and exciting birds to watch.

The winters are exciting in North IndU when the great influx of wateredrda
trom across the Himalayas arrives and brings ducks and geese, waders aniwarblers, and a great throng of ra;tors, finches, chats and exotic birdsbesides. The flights of duck, the 6aggl*B of geese and the formation oforanc all make the winter scene of Northern India, in the far south

where winter is no dramatic change in the lives of people and animals,
great throng of Cormorants, Pelicans, Et rets and tropical Storks, con-
verge jheels, there to breed in communal harmony with much rapturous

We reproduce below the foraal report of ths
bharatpur bird Rinign Project, sponsored by
the Bombay Natural History Society in 1967.

The report is by B.R. Grubh

Station: Ghana bird Sanctuary, Bharatpur (27° I3'N, 77° 32'B).
Raj asthan, India.

Principal Investigator: Dr. Salim All, D.Sc., F.N.I.

Teaa .lembers: P.fi. shekar
J.D. P and ay

B.R. Grubh
two assistants, and 8 bird trappers.

This field study was conducted by the Bombay Natural History Society in
collaboration with the Smithsonian Institution, and the Ki.ratory Animal
Pathological Survey (rfAfS).

As Bharatpur (see Journal 59:120) was tten flooded in mary parts Mr.
f .&. Shekar was sent there on 18 September to see the condition and
make necessary arrangements. Our bird tr^pers from dinar vis. ittrshikars
and Sahanis (see Journal : 61:360} had already arrived there. The rest
of the team also reached bharatpur soon after, ind the work commenced
on 21 September.

The Sahanis used their single-tier neta to catch ducks by fixing them
over water and chasing the birds into the nsts at night. The MirshiWs
used their throwing nets and caught mostly v.aders. They needed shallower
waters than the Sahanis. In addition to waders ani duck, we caught
terrestrial birds, mostly passerine, with mist nets within the sanctuary,
besides, we netted Spanish Sparrow am" migratory House Sparrow (ssp.
P^rkini ^ bactrianus ) from a roost situated scne 11 miles from the
sanctuary (Journal 58:924). These sparrows were caujht at the roost
in two ways: 1. fixing the nets in scrubland in the evening befor* the
birds started coming to roost. 2. Holding the net on one side of the
bush after sunset and drivingtho roosting birds from the other side.



In all we caught and ringed 21107 birds of 159 specie3.We desparasiteU

465 birds cf 113 species with 'Dri-Die' (Si 02). Blood Kiear was colle

from 796 birds of 130 species. The blood smears and the ectoparasites

being studied by the technicians of the MAPS in Bangkok.

The weather was nonnal and favourable during the first three months, exc

for the previous flood waters which prevented us from catching terrestri

species for a while. Towards the end of December and the major portion

January there were frequent showers and wind which greatly affected the

work, ^nce again the weather became fine and continued to be so till t

end of our field session. The winter was quite cold, and the ground

temperature went down to almost 0°C in January.

Immediate Results,

SEX RaTIO : The sex ratio of thirteen species, on the basis of the birdt

we caught and ringed is shown in Table II. It becomes evident from the

Table that in fchite-eyed lochard Aythya nyroca . Bluethroat anthacus

svecicus, Magpie Robin Coosychus saularis artJ^^H!^83^^
fullest a , the percentages of th. males are considerably higher than those

ofThe-females. On tte contrary, in Ruff and Reeve Eggg^ gMgS
the females predominate in number, remarkably (72*). As no effort was

made to catch any particular sex, the proportion of different sexes for

these species in this area during the period of study should not differ

very much from that given in the Table.

RfcCOVaalES: During the course of the field session we recaptured some
j

of the birds we had previously ringed in Bharatpur. Also, some we ring*

during the current field session were recovered end reported from variouj

parts of North India, West Pakistan and the USSR (Table III). Those

birds recovered beyond Indian limits have been plotted in the map. From

the table it may be noted that sane resident birds were recaptured in .

good condition after six years, in the saaelocality. An interesting caco!

was that of a Reeve, ringed during 1966 in bharatpur. This bird was I

recaptured by us in the same area and wa.s released with a new ring. This

bird finally ended its journey in Uttar Pradesh c 6 February 1966 when

it was shot.

ARRIVAL AND figAjglgfi OF IfflSRESXING HIGRaNTS;

The Siberian Crane (Grus leucogeranus ) was first noted to have arrived

the sanctuary cn 31 Dumber. We counted above 70 of t tern during the da

while they were feeding in the shallow grassy part of t he lake. Some

viduls were apparently young, havim patches of brown in their white

p*»0». Late? cn we noted more than 90 individuals. Thei.r call w as in

sincle syllables at a high pitch, in two different notes. Almost evtry

mo mine they flew into the sanctuary in two or three batches, and went

out late in the evening. At times most of them disappe ared and were Dot

to be seen for several days. However, they were with us till the end of

February.

Greylagg geese were seen towards the end of October and were ringed

till U February. They were very few during February. k11 the duck

genus Anas ringed here, were present in more or less equal numbers throu

out the-field session, although there was an increased flow of the Blue-

winged Teal into the sanctuary during February. t^.^«*, tte

Common Fochard and the Redcrested Pochard appeared late and were first

caught in our nets on 15 November and 7 December respectively. Common

i-ochord was seen in good nmbers till the end of our stay while Redcrcst

Pochard decreased in number consifcrably and was not caught after 20 Feb-

ruary. Among the passerines the Blackthrcated Thrush
J«£

d "7**°
and was caught from 15 February onwards. We got them in the nets till

28 February.
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Among th<? migrants ringed, the maximum period an individual bird
known to hevo stayed with us is tabulated below (Table IV), baaed on

the recaptures of birds ringed during the current session. Many night
have stayed for a longer tiiae. However, as they did not come into tte
nets we have no proof.

During the period of our study in Bharatpur, three species of birds
recorded by us for the first time in Rajasthan State. They were i Vanellus
cinereus (Greyheaded Lapwing), Halcyon pileata (Blackcappcd Kingfisher)
and Turdus boulboul (Greywinged Blackbird): (Journal 65:2).

The only Lapwing (Vanellus vaneUus) we saw was the one we ranged. Ripley
(1961) gives its winter range only down to Uttar Pradesh. The Lesser
Sand Plover (Charadrus aongolus ) was caught by us although it is not
usually found in inland waters in its winter ranges except, rarely, on
big rivers. The Dusky Leaf Warbler (P hylloscopus fuscatus) and the
Rubythroat (crithacus callipe ) have not been known to visit Rajasthan
although recorded from as near as Uttar Pradesh.

SPaClrthN COLLi^CThD : Twenty birds of the following spacies were made into
study skins either for confirming identifications or because they were
of scientific interest by way of their plumage, or range of distribution.

1. Nycticorax nycticorax Juv. o

2. Ibis loucocephalus Juv. o

3. Anas folcata Ad. o

4. Anas strcpera Ad. o (Albino)

5. Hybrid of Aythya nyroca and A. ferina Ad. o

6. Acciplter badius Ad. o

7. Charadrlus mongolus nd. o

8. Tumix suscitator Ad. o

9. GapriraulFua nahrattensis Ad. o

10. Caprimul^us af fnis monticplug Ad, o

11. Halcyon pileata Ad. o

12. Lanius corlstatus Ado.

13- Phylloscopus t rochilo ides vi ridanus *d, o

li». r hylloscopus inornatus Ad. o

15. Phylloscopus subviridis Ad. o

*rfthus campestrls nd. o

17. *nthus novaeseeluyliae richardi Ad. o.

18. Passer domesticus Juv. o? and «d. o (two).
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NOTES *ND COMMENTS

Readers may have seen from the Times of India that the Tulsi forest area

is going to be converted into a National Park. Wc hope that the Mahara-

shtra Government will folio* up the suggestions in Dr. Salim All's letter

to the Times of India which is reoroduced below:

"The creation of a National Park around Tulsi Lake announced by the Minis**

of Forests recently will be welcuntd by all citizens of Bombay. The area

de.arcated is one of exceptional beauty; and strangely, in spite of very

great hunan interference by illicit wood cutters, construction works and

other encroachments - still retains such inter, stingwild life as the

Hunt jac or Barking Deer. The habitat is suitaole for the introduction ol

other animals like the Chital whose presence would give the environment

added charm. When a proposal for introducing chital in the area was made

to the previous rtinister of Forests by the Society, it was postponed becaj

it was felt that until the National Park was created, it wouU be very f

difficult to protect these animals. It is hoped that tnis proposal will

now be implemented. For birdwatchers the locality is of great importance

because such interesting species as the Rufous Woodpecker, tte Racket-

tailed Drongo, the Osprcy, the WhiUbcllled sea Eagle, and in fact a wide

assessment of birds ranging from forest-dwelling types to those found in

littoral and water areas exist within a comparatively small distance.

To botanists,, thir is a laboratory of some importance, for nowhere else

around Bombay is such a rich ecologi al and floristic complex available.

For all these reasons let us hope that the National Park will be quickly

created. But the announcement that the same area would house a film

studio, a Disneyland and several other artefacts of man causes us great

concern. While it may be possible to make a multipurpose plan incorpor-

ating all those features, there is no inherent connection between a film

studio, a Disneyland and a National Park, and we hope that nothing will \

be done to decrease the charm of .
the wooded area, which basically demand

nothing more than ri id pctection. It may not be out of place here to f

recall the resolution passed at the First World Conference of National

Parks which was held at Seattle, 'Washington, in 1962.

"Whereas few of the world's paiks are large enough to be in fact self-

regulating ecological units but are more likely to be ecological islands

subject to direct cr indiredt modification by activities and conditions

in the surrounding areas, and whereas management based on scientific

research is not only desirable Vit often essential to maintain some

biological communities, the Firdt World Conference of National Parks

BELIEVES that research, m^ia^unent, planning and execution must

take into iccount, and of necessity regolate, tbs human use for which

the Park is created".

By National Park standards, the one at Tulsi will be a small unit, and

the ecosystem may not be able to stand ths strain of too many divergent

activities. May I request the '-inister of Forests to make use of the

services of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and

Natural Resources, who are more than vdllingto assist Indian planners

in arriving at a proper balance between aesthetic, ecological and

economic values?"

^identally, last Sunday, continual peacock calls in the area testitie'i

\he success of the- project »f releasing numbers of peafowl in the

«t. When the time is ripe, perhaps the introduction of animals sirs

1 Chital may make an outs:anding attraction of the Park.

ehally

•«' Newsletter,

W 56-itS.
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TWENTY-ONE QUESTIONS

R. A. S. Helluish

The quie which follows will, it is hoped, provide readers with a few minutes'

diversion, Anawera are to be found on page of this Newsletter.diversion. Arnwera are to be found on page of this Newsletter .

1. Do birds have a sense of smell?

2. Why do seas birds swallow grit?

3. What kind of bird did Sir Edmund Hillary see following him when at

28,000 ft on Mount Everest in 1953 ?

4. What is the nictitating membrane?

What are the standard English names for the following:

fa) Brainfever Bird (b) Idle Schoolboy (c) Quecky Duck

(d) Coppersmith (e) Pharaoh'a Chicken (f ) Seven Sisters?

What colour are the legs of the following:

Indian Courser (b) Black 1Mb (e) Blackwinged Kite

Stone Curlew (e) Orackle (f) Parheaded Goose?SI

7- Do birds possess colour vision?

8. A full-grown Pelican weighs about 25 lb. How much would you expect

ita skeleton to weigh — (a) 5* lb. (b) 14 oz. or (c) l£ lb.?

9. What are the scientific names of the following families:

(a)hornbilla (b) drongoa (c) cranes (d) bar bete (e) kingfishers

(f) nuthatches (g) pigeons and doves (h) pipits and wagtails

(i) owls?

10. B3s-eatera nest in holes. Do they (a) use a hole made by some

other bird or aninal (b) excavate a' hole with their feet

(o) excavate a hole with their beaks?

11. Which bird in each of the following groups ia not classified

in the samo family as the other two?
Dusky Creg Martin, Wiretailed Swallow, Alpine Swift.

Tickell'e Plowerpecker, Loten's Sunbird, Little Spidorhunter

Grey Shrike, Rosy Minivet, Pied Flycatcher-Shrike

Hobby, Shikra, Blackwinged Kite

Golden Plover, Pantall Snipe, Great Stone Plover

12. What grouping is denoted by the ending 1 -inae 1 in scientific

*Q? o
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13- W»t Indian spocies of falcon has yellow {rides'5

14. In the following groupings of charadrine birda according to field

characters there are some errors. Ccn you spot them?

(a) upcurved Mil Avocet, Terek Sandpiper, Creenahank,

Barteiled Godwit
(b) white wing-bar: Kentish Plover, large Sand Plover, Little

Ringed Plover, Wood Sandpiper, Ruff, Little Stint

(c) white back: Redshank, Greenshank, Spotted Redshank, Whimbrcl,

Curlew, Marsh Sandpiper, Tumatone, Bartalled Godwit

(d) white rump: Common Sandpiper, Curlew Sandpiper, Grey Plover,

Green Sandpiper
(e) yellow beak: River Tern, Little Tern, Lesser Crested Tem,

Whiskered Tem
(f) webbed feet: Avocet, Small Indian Pratincole, Crab Plover,

Blackwinged Stilt
15- What group of birds regularly copulate while in flight?

16. What do the following words denote:

(a:) anisodactyl (b) hallux (c) culmen (d) scapulars
(e) dertrua (f) speculum (g) occiput (h) zygodactyl?

17. The scientific nats for the White-eye is ZpsteroEs palp^broaa (Ten-

minek) ; for the Skylark A lauda arvensis Linnaeus. Why are there

parentheses round Temminck but not round Li rim cue?

18. Do any birds have teeth?

19. Which species is thought to make the longest of all migratory

J oumoya?

20. What is pigeon-milk?

21. What Asiatic bird, common in Ilidia, has in recent years extended ita
4

range spectacularly and now breeds as far west as the Britiah
Isles?

A HOTE OU THE BEHAVIOUR OP TWO HOUSE CROWS

By

K. K. Neelakantan

24.vii.1968. Palghat. About 17.30 hrs. During a break in the prevalent

monsoon weather, a House Crow sat on the compound wall with an air of
abstraction hoping to get a few scraps from the kitchen close by. It was
standing on one foot most of the time. Now and then it let down the other

foot, but pulled it up almost at once. A day earlier I had noticed a

common myna also doing the same thing. Both the crow and the myna always
tucked up the same leg.

As I stood there, hardly ten feet away, wondering why these birds chose to
give long rests to Just one leg, another House Crow with noticeably rufflei

plumage alighted a foot away from the first one and sidled up until it
almost touched the other. It wiped the tip of its bill once or twice on
the wall and took up a curious rigid pose. It thrust its bont head under
the breost of the first crow and stood absolutely still. A fow moments
later the first crow (which hod neanwhile assumed the normal two-legged
stance) preened the other's crown and nape feathere. Ho loose feathers wera
seen dropping off, but the preoner appeared to be eating something
microseopio that hod been removed from the other's plumage. The preening
was done only 5 or 6 times. Then the preener took two or three steps away
from the other, and resumed its reverie. Hit the second bird followed the
other and once more went through the some routine, i.e. it wiped its bill
twice or thrice on the woll, thrunt its head under the other's breost nnd,

3
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at spotting concealed birds — saw a chick.

On an earlier visit we had found a scrape in the mud containing

three eggs of greenish colour with spots and blotches. There were larger

than those of Little Ringed Plover's which were also breeding on this lake.

Mr lavkumar, the President of our Club was with us but he could not be

certain, but as we later saw the chicks I immediately reported the matter

to bin. He spoke to Shri Dharmakunereinhji of Bhavnagar who said that this

Is a first record of the breeding of this species in Saurashtra.

Little Pratincoles have been recorded breeding on the Gauriahankar

lake of Bhavnagar.
M MMamM

BOTES AND CCM?EHTS

The cutting down of the forests around Bombay for the past eeveral decades

has driven conservationists to despair, and inspite of eeveral plans having

been formulated for reforestation, nothing concrete has yet been done. Mr

Kigel Sitwell, the editor of Animals magazine was here a few months ago,

and was obviously impressed with the destruction that is in progress along

the catchment areas at Tulsi and Vihar. In the last issue of his magazine

he writes: * In some countries wildlife disappears because of widespread

poaching, which local low enforcement officers are unable to control

effectively, due to lack of funds or inclination, or the difficulty of the

terrain. Often it ie a combination of all three factors. Another major

cause is the sheer physical pressure of too many people. Such is the

case in, for example, parte of India.

'I was recently in the Gir PoreBt — the last home of the Asiatic Lion —
in Gujarat State, north of Bombay. There the lions seem well protected

and certainly they are not poached. But there are many human beings in the

area, and a great many domestic animals belonging to theee people. The Gir

Forest has a permanent population of sotae thing like 15-20, COO buffalow, and

In the wet season about 50,000 cattle swell the numbers still further. All

these animals eat a considerable amount of grass, thus depriving the native

ungulates — such as the cheetol, nilgai, and sambhar — of food. As the

deer decline in meters, so the liona tend to turn to domestic stock for

their food. The owners of the. cattle and buffalow naturally object, and

aometimee kill the offending liona.

• I gather that the problem has teen portly solved by the government paying

the owner compensation, if it can be proved that there was no negligence

on his part — but of course the real answer is to make the Forest o true

sanctuary and not allow the cattle there at all. But whether this would be

possible in o country with India's population and other problems is another

matter- At firat glance it seems insoluble, but no doubt there is an answer:

let us hope that the two young zoologists who are just starting a two-year

investigation of the Gir Forest (under World Wildlife Fund sponsorship)

with one.

•Another forest, only a few miles outside Bombay itself, is threatened by

people poaching trees. The forest ia Tulsi Forest, and it is a favourite

weekend attraction where people from the city can go for picnics, birdwotch-

ing, and so on. leopards have even been seen there in the past yenr, and

there is no doubt other wildlife la present as well. It ie not a gam?

sanctuary or notional park, however, and although classified aa a ' reserved

forest the forest guards ore few and are clearly fighting a losing battle-

1 One tree brings 100 rupees as firewood, so the temptation is great. It

is illegal to cut down living trees without proper authority, but dead trees

ean bo removed by anyone who wants them. So the poachers " come at night

and atrip the bark from the living trees, later claiming thorn when they have

died. This practice could be stopped If the taking away of any trees were

forbidden. There is also hope of Tulsi Forest becoming a national park

before long — which would bring many additional safeguards. It ie important
that such attractive natural areaa are preserved, especially when they lie

so close to major centres in countries like India where so much has already
disappeared. 1

.... . . 6



One very encouraging developemtn, however, around Bombay is the cess plB

tlon of trees being undertaken by the Tata Engineering & locomotive Co. in

the new factory ground at Poona under the imaginative direction of Mr Sunn

itoolgaokar. So far 32 thousand trees have been planted in that inhospitable

rocky and moorom country, to ensure that these trees do not suffer the sac

fate as those planted by Government during our hahotsava ceremonies every

year. Telco made a dam on the estate to impound rain water. There is not i

lose by percolation and the several million cubic feet of «ter

will ensure that these 32 thousand saplings and the many more which will be

planted will one day grow into a magnificent wooded area. In the course of

decades as a result of the leaf litter end the humus which develops, the

soil will become more productive. Hew forms of life will exist here, and

varieties of birds will come to this area. This morning (25.viii.1968 ) we

saw the following species of birds while strolling through this estate:

Scavenger Vulture, Redvented Bulbul, Common Babbler, Tick.il'. Flower-peck

Blackwinged Kite, House Crew, Little Brown Dove, Common Uyna, House Sparrow

Crested lark, Indian Robin, Streaked Iantail *d ^» ^£"* d

Swallow, Redwattled lapwing, Parian Kite, large Fled wagtail, Indian Wren

warbler, House Swifts, Common Quail.

It would be a most interesting exercise for the management of Telco to keep

a record of the changing pattern of Bird-life with the changing pattern of

vegotation- Telco can be expected to take up auch an imaginative aaeignment

Side by side with tho distinguished visitors' register, there should be a

register of the new apecies of birds that come there as a result of Telco s

hospitality, and because of the pleasant environment which they are creatia

for avian visitors.

AEWSRS TO THE

TWENTY-OfE QUEST IC^ OH PACE 1

In preparing these answers, we are indebted for some of the information to

A HEW DICTIONARY OF BIFDS, edited by landsborough Thomson, and to Salim All

THE BOOK Off-XftDttl BIRDS • For any inaccuracies here, however, these sources

are not responsible.

1. Yes, a well developed one.

2. The grit is retained in the stomaeh to o.siet the muscles in the grind

ing end pulping of vegetable matter.

3. A chough.

4. A third eyelid, often transprrcnt, located beneath the other two on

the side of the eye nearest the beak

5. (a) Common Hawk-Cuckoo (b) viator Whistling Thrush (c) Cotton Teal

(d) Crimsonbreasted Berbet (e) White Scavenger Vulture (f) Jungle Babbl

6. (a) white (b) red (c) yellow (d) yellow (e) yellow (f) orange

7. Diurnal birds do, but nocturnal ones probably do not.

8. (e) H lb.

. (a) Bucerotidae (d) Dicruridao (c) Gruidoe (d) Capitonidae (e) Alcedinid

(f) Sittldae (g) Columbidae (h) Itotacillidae (i) Strigidae.

10. (b)

11. (a) Alpine Swift (b) Tickell's Flowerpecker (o) Grey Shrike (d) Hobby

(e) Great Stone Plover

12. Subfamily

13. Pone. Falcons nil have dark brown irides.

14. The misplaced birds are:

(b) little Rinfiled Plover, Wood Sandpiper (c) Bartailed Godwjt

(d) Common Sandpiper (e) Whiskered Tern (f) Small Indian Pratincole

Crab Plover.

15. This claim is made for the Swifts.

9



16. (a) with three toes pointing forward and one backwards

(b) the rear toe of an aniaodactyl foot

(c ridge along top of upper mandible

fd feathers on bird's shoulder

(e tip of upper mandible, eoraetines hook-shaped

(f patch of colour on wing, characteristically of certain species of

duck

(g) bock of heed

(b) with two toes pointing forwerds end two backwards.

17. When Temminck named the species palpebrosc he did not name it in its

present genus Zosterops, but Linnaeus named the Skylark arvensis

in the genus Alauda and his classification has not been changed.

18. Recent birds have no vestiges of teeth. Foaeile of prehistoric birds

ohow teeth to have been characteristic at an earlier stage of

evolution.

19« The Arctic Tern, Sterra paradisaes, hcs a range of 11,000 miles, r.nd

individual birds of the species must travel upwards of 8000 miles.

20. . A nutiritious, curdlike secretion of the crop of adult pigeons,

smelling of cheese, on which they feed their nestlings.

21. The Ring Dove, Streptopelio d. decoocto.

Zafar Putehally
Editor, newsletter for Birdwatchers

32-A Juhu lane, Anaherl, Bombay 58-AS
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ordv from iumaon tarai. Bhutan Duars and Goalpara district (.Assam)

,

b3..- found tc not only occur but also breed in the North Salt Lake ne

Calcutta. All the nests of the two breeding colonies discovered in tr.

North Salt Lake were exclusively in reeds and rushes over standingwa'

which also formed the nesting material, in contrast to earlier reports

of nests in grassy areas intermixed with shrubs or in tree tops, and

grass forming the nesting material. In the Salt Lake colonies there we

31 complete nests (some with eggs or nestlings) and many in various at

of construction. A male specimen in breeding plumage, nest, eggs end

nestlings collected in the Salt Lake have been described.

The Finn's Baya, Ploceus pegarhynchus Hume, the largest among the Indian

Weaver Birds, is of much interest to ornithologists for its alleged

rarity and because both sexes wear bright nuptial plumage in this species,

unlike others of the genus where enly the males show this feature. For an

account of the history of the species Ali and Crook (i960) may be rcfenvd

to.

According to Ripley (1961, p. 6)1), its range is: i U. P. in the Kumaon

terai belrw Nainital, Bhutan duars and western Assam, Goalpara (Agla);

may occur in the Nepal terai; intho plains up to 1500 ft., in tall gracs

and secondary scrub '

•

<

The present note records not only its occurrence but also the discovery

of its breeding colony in the reeds and rushes over standing water ir the

North Salt Lake (c. 6-10 km east of Calcutta), 24 Parganas district, West

Bengal.

In the swamps of the Salt wkes, bayas have always been seen feeding,

roosting and breeding in great flecks in the reeds crd trees. OccaMO.ially

they wore captured and found to represent the Common, Streaked or

Black-throated Baya. Recently (late *pril 1966). however, a flock of some

fifty birds caught our attention by their strikingly different, bright

yellow plunage. On 6 Hay 1956, a single bird was ^o.VLecced while it was

perching on a fencing, the other birds of the flock being at that time

busy in the thick reeds sore fifty u*tres away. On examination, it was

fmnd to be a male Finn's Snya in breeding dress. Since during tho last

few years the Finn's Baya used to bo brought in considerable numbers ir.

the Calcutta bird .narkct and was available round the year from the

dealers, the Salt Lake birds were thought to be escapees fron tho c^es

However, a search in tho surrounding reeds on 17 -July 1966, revealeo

tho presence of a breeding colony of the Finn's Baya. Inthis colony

there were 12 complete and a number of incomplete nests in various vti

of construction. Some of the complete nests had cgss end some had

nestlings. A second colony was also found nca.by on 7 Augu-.t 1966. In the

latter there were 19 complete nests but only three* had eggs in them.

The first colony probably could not succeed in raising the nestlings,

because curiously enough, on 2 August 1966, it was found to be deserted.

No eggs or young could be found, except a singlo rotten egg floating

below a nest, obviously dropped from it. The cause of desertion was

perhaps the atost cor.tincus heavy rains in the area for more than three

days from 29 July 1966.

An adult male in breeding plumage was collected cn 6 May 1966 by py

colleague Shri D. K. Ghosal from Nalbani, North Salt Lake (c. 9 kfl ea-,1

of Calcutta), 2L Parganas district. West Bengal. It measures: Wir3 80 mm,

tail 6? mm, bill 21 mm, depth of bill at base 12.3 mm. It is undoubtedly

a :
;nn ; s Biya. Ploceus ccgarhvnchus Hume, probably belongs to

Abdulali's (i960, eastern subspecies saUmalii. Since the suospccif.c

status of thespecjaen is yet to be confirmed, its description is guv

below co as to avoid confusion..

Above: Haad, nape and sides shining Indian yellow (Ridgway, 18S6)

contrasting ecoia on ear coverts nnd lores. Nape with a few feathers

tiivod dark brown. Back dark brown with broad streaks of Clove brown

|
Hump Indian yellow with a mixture of dark brown feat
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trices dark brown with yellow margins and pale tips.

Below: From chin to vent Indian yellow, lighter and purer than on upper
'

side. Thighs brown, Posterioroost under tail coverts buffish white.

A patch of dark brown on either side of neck. On closer examination the
crown appears glistening, so also the shafts of feathers of the chin and
throat. Primaries dark brown, darker on the inner secondaries, scapulars
and coverts, each feather margined fulvous. The median coverts and inner-

most secondaries with some cinnamon in addition to fulvous on the margins.
Axillaries and under wing coverts whitish. Bend of wing Primrose yellow
(Ridgway, 1S66)

.

In 1912, O'Donel found nests of the Finn's Baya in Bhutan Duars in a vast
area of grass more or less intermixed with scrub (Baker, 1934). All and
Crook (I960) located breeding colonies in tree tops about 9 to 10 metres
above the ground level in Kumaon tarai. They also found nest-building in
reeds and rushes over standing water. These nests were, however, never
completed and were thought to be ' doodlings 1 of the first year birds. In
the Salt Lakes the colonies were traced in a large 1 bheri 1 (fish-rearing
tank) overgrown with reeds and rushes and other aquatic plants. The 'bheri'
had a lining of dense reeds and ruatea about 50 to 150 metres broad. The
central pool also had several patches of reeds here and there. The breeding
tolonies were located in those central patches of reeds, the first one
being some sixty metres north of the second. They were m a metre deep
standing water and nests wore 40 to 9"> cm above the water level. Streaked
Bayas were also nesting in adjacent reed patches.

The nest of the Finn's Baya is cylindrical in shape, the exterior present-
ing various loops and sharp arglos of strips of leaves. The structure is
knitted round a bunch of reed sttms which give support to the nest and hold
it in vertical position. The rather small entrance lies on one side,
generally near the equatorial plane. The opening i3 usually round. In some
nests a slightly projecting Torni.ce partly conceals the opening. Though
bulky in appearance, the nest is loosely knitted and lack toughness. Small
gaps are frequently found here and thero on the matrix, causing the eggs to
fall down occasionally in water below. A neast measures: total length 270
mm, maximum diameter 165 mm, dept h of brooding chamber 105 mm, diameter
of entrance 45 mm.

The nest of the Finn's Baya is completely unlike that of any of its Indian
cousins. Baker (1934) stated that it had resemblance with the Golden Weaver
Bird (Ploceus hypoxanthus Sparrman) of South-East Asia. All and Crock (I960)
found much resemblance with the African Quelea both in form and in the
method of attachment, as well as in the stages of construction. Nesting
material found by O'Donel in Bhutan Du&rs (Baker, ?.f3k) and All and Crook
(I960) in Kumaon tarai were strips c: grass. The Salt Lake birds, however,
obtain the nesting material from reeds (Phragnites karka)and bulrushes
(Tjrpha sp.) only. Major part of the nest is made out or reeds. Surrounding
a bunch of reed stems the structure is knitted with coarsely cut leaf blades
of reeds. The leaves of the supporting stems are also incorporated within
the matrix of the nest. Long-fiber-yielding leaves of bulrushes are also
freely used in knitting the matrix v-her-j necessary. The inner lining of the
brooding chamber of occupied nests is furnished with the inflorescence of
reeds. It appeared remarkable taat the entire patches o£ reeds where the

colony stood were practically devoid of leaves due to their consumption in
nest-construction by the Finn's Baya. It suggests that the builder Bayas did
riot go far to obtain the nesting material.

In the first colony, on 17 July 1966, there were 12 complete nests and many
incomplete ones in various atages of construe ion. Of tneso latter, two were
at she ring stage, several at the wad stage and one nearing completion. A
single case of double-ncst was elso fourri . Three weeks later, the second
colony had ly complete nests, three at the ring stage and several at the
wid it age.

Clutch-size varies from two to four, but generally it is two to three. Eggs
are immaculate white in colour like those of other Indian weavers but differ
in shape. They are rather fusiform, being much broader at the broad end and

*



hvf. kept their cag* just Vy the side of iry bed, neagr tines I wake up
froa my sleep by their loud cali, Bui I think besides this loud call they
al30 produce a short and faint song which moulds like see-ee-which-whirii ,

This saeas to me a bit musical. But it is strange that thi3 little song
and loud call is generally produced in night hours only. At luast I never
hear the call in day time.

as regards their food habits 1 have to say that besides seeds they also

cat a large a*ourt of insects Inc&ttng large bicck ants. I once observed
that a large bla*k ant entered their cage ar.i they cx, one 3 picked it up.

After that I caught some black ants and pi>*. -.hen in their ca^o* Tf"*y

finished the .xits quickly. I think that \e.-- few birds t ake Llack ants

in their neal

These birds were netted in eastern 0. P. in t,ho middle of July. Aa migra-

tory habits of Ram Quail aro not well rnown it is iv suggestion that

they should be netted in large numbers *nd then released again in their
natural haunts after ;*inpin£. Talc, will threw 30^e iltf.t ever their

seasonal migrations from one pirt of the country to .nother part.

»mm mmrnnt

Whitswinged Vood Duck or. .very of extinction

(From .i'-j ita Bazar PatriJ:a, ^ugust 12.. 19*8)

gffiHffllj Aug. 11:

The whitowlngod wood dj=k cf Assam, a unique species in the world,
is in danger of extinction* There are only one or *wc birds of its kin*

in the Dibru?arh Reserve, which wai -v»do c sanctuary for the species a ft.

years a^>, It is le^rm. here t, day.

Althourjht it is dearly stctcd in the gun licences that these rare

and van:*shir.g birds are .closed to shoot ins all the year round, seine poor"...*,

it is alleged are '
indiscriniratoiy kiliirc tneso birds, which are also

founi ir. small msbero in jevural coh».- forests of tpHer Aoson.

a non mlgn±oxy species, the whStewinsod" wood duck ' Culr-na scapula'
;
\.

ie a black and daik brown bir d of .arse siz«. with spotted fc-inck ano vMrt
neck, and with conspicuous white patcl>ec o thj vaii&s* *t is not to be

confused' with the i»ukta or Coco du C j^cidl. mx.; ^l-. 'tc?) of wh:.?h t

body is white below and cf which the drake has a ctfupacucuB kr^b or ecab

at the b^se of its bill.

Mr. M. J. S. Hachenzir of'DeaToot: .- E»tevc f who p,3' -done considerable

research on these ducits, piloses tj .'iscass the ways to save this specie*,

at the Third International testing on '^or.servat; cn of Wildfowl Resources,

to be held in Leningrad i.*. Septetiber tuts :year. Ve is attending the

conference at the invitation cf Ve K5: I-try of Agriculture, USSR.

Discovering two such ducks killed recently i** the jungle nea;- Pengaree and

Duamara tea gardens, Mr Hachonzie put forward a.P-he:';e on Jur.e 8 this

year to the State Forest Dcpctoin:- to tncea-zou:' to auv9 the pciAca.

Owi.ig to Mr. Knctonzie's jffcits the Bftttor >rs aZao com tc the notice

of the International Wildfovl Truro. Dr. Dillon Ripley, President of the

Smithscnian Institute of -merica and Mr. Peter Scott an international

authority on Wild Lift , are also very much co icemod abcut the dying

spr.cies. it ia 2eamt. •
— (PTI)
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Notes and Comments

Birds and Trees

In the September issue of the Newsletter a reference was male to the
tacular planting effort by Telco in their new estate at Poona. In a lett
them Dr Salim Ali said:

1 I nope very much that you can spare half to one acre (or more) here
there so that you have a number of scattered groves of these bird-attrad
species growing like patches of natural jungle all over the place, partii
ly in the neighbourhood of the dammed reservoir. If some arrangenent oca
made to have a jungly looking pond in each of these groves for the birds
drink and bathe — at least in the larger groves — I think that would b>

additional attraction for them in the hot weather. When the trees are
sufficiently grown we can put up nest-boxes in them for the birds to brc

The list of plants is given below as of possible interest to those whi

wish to attract birds to their gardens and fannsi

Ficus bengalensis, religiosa , Rlonerata , benjandna , mysorense and
others

Trema orientalis
:iridelia retusa
Bridolia hamiltoniana
had huea indica
buchanania latifolia ( ' charoli •)

ttuntir.ria radlbura
Zizyphus Jujuba
Zizyphus oenoplia
^antaluu album
Korus spp. (mulberry)

folia azadirachta and H. indica
SajaaJAa .rqiabarica
Bute a mcnosp-, nr.a

grythrina indica , E. lithospcrma , E. suberosa
Woodfordia fruticosa
Holicte res is or

a

Subscription to ANIruLS

Many of our readers are familiar with this magazine. Every month Ani-.rJ

magazine covers all aspects of animal life — Mammals, Birds, Fish, and
.

Insects from all over the world — ranging from wildlife conservation to
detailed studies and observations of Animal Behaviour. With correspondent

in almost every country in the world. Animals has the most comprehensive
and up-to-date information service on all new wildlife developments and
discoveries.

Peter Scott writes: Animals is of particular interest to ornithologii
Every issue contains several features on birds — from accounts of
bird-watching expeditions to reports on bird biology and behaviour. With
its plentiful illustrations, I would say it is. a magazine no bird-lover
can do without. '

The subscription is the equivalent of £2.14.0 and intending subscriber!

could contact

International Book House (Prvt) Ltd.

9 «sh Lane, Mahatma Gandhi Road, Fort
Bombay 1

9
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Correspondence

The Grey Wagtail (Motacilla caspica) is back in Bombay

On my ramble on 1 5 September 1 968, I saw my first Grey Wagtail of the
1968-1969 bird migration season — a solo found feeding in the green house
of the Aarey Milk Colony Plant Nursery. It was very tame, repeatedly
coming within a few feet of me, and ducking off some distance the moment
It felt it was too close.

- The earliest and the latest dates given for the Grey Wagtail for Bombay
and Salsette are: 28th September (Borivli in 1939) and 12th «pril (J^
Bombay nat. Hist. Soc. 40: 1=4) . During 1967-1568 bird migration season
I had kept an intense watch on their arrival end departure. My first Grey
Wagtail was met with on 8.x.1967 very close to where I saw this season's
bird, on the edge of a grass field. The one visiting Dr Salim All's lawn

at 46 Pali Hill, Bandra, appeared to have left on iCs outward journey
either onthe 2l/iv (it was not watched being a Sunday) or on 22/iv/l968
from which date it was altogether absent from the lawn. The earliest
arrival date for the present Maharashtra State I am able to find from
literature is 22.viii.19l2, one shot by Mr J. Donald of the Forest Depart-
ment in Chikalda, 125 miles south of Sehore and identified by the Bombay
Natural History Society (Journal Vol, 21: 1329).

Incidentally my first White Wagtail (Motacilia alba) for the last season
was cone across on 12.x. 1967 (Dasera holiday) — a. jinjloton feeding by a
heap of cattle dung in the «arey Milk Colony. A search on 15«ix.1968 of

" ail its likely haunts in the Colony failed to reveal its presence.

J. S. Serrao
/in the 5 years 1941-46 the first Grey Wagtail was seen on a particular

lawn in Bandra between 1 1 and 21 September (<K Boob ay nat. Hist. Soc. 47:

161) — EdsJ

BMMMll

Ll°^ *5£<-n$ifieri' I

I read in the White Star that an 'Image Intensifier * has been developed

in the U. S. This instrument magnifies light 50,000 times and if it is

fitted on to a camera you can take films and photographs in the dark, and

fitted on a binocular you can see as easily at night as in the daylight.

We must find out more about this and try and get one. This would open out

endless opportunities for watching and observing birds and animals at night

for naturalists and open out new fields for them (ar.i also unfortunately

poachers, smugglers and thieves) and-I hope you will try and get one. If

the price is within reach then I would also like to get one for my binocu-

lars.
Yuvraj SMvrajkumar

/Will some reader 1 look into this * matter? — EdJ

Birds visiting Hamelia patens

A Hamelia patens tree is growing in my compound at Dehra Dun. It is

about 5 0 ft away from the verandah where my wife and-I joually sit in the

morning frcn-c a. r, onwards for an hour cr to. This tree came into bloom

at the end of *pri! end continued to be in flower for a month or two. Dur-

ing May and -'une it was a commcn sight to see a number of small birds

such as Purolc Sur.birc1
, Tailor Bird, White-eye, and some other sunbirds

flitting through the foliage packing at the buds and flowers. The flowers

are reddish in colour and tubular, ideally suited for these birds.

Since august the place of these birds has been taken by another group

of creatures, the wasps. It is difficult to understand the reason for this
- in
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shift by birds front he HggUa tret which still has flowers on it, to

some other place. Although some zcnnias, hibiscus, dalhia are in bloom .

do not remember to have seen a concentration of such birds like these

which used to visit the Hamelia . Frobably the birds have found a better

source of food which I have not been able to trace.

H. N. Hotter

/"You might plant some of the trees referred to in Notes and Comments,

particularly hunting!a calibura (Singapore Cherry). Perhaps theioiher

sunbirds ' to which you refer may have been Blyth's Flower Peckers. Wo

saw very large numbers of these birds on this tree during a recent vis:.,,

to Poena. — EdJ

i Do birds have a sense of smell? 1

In the last issue of the Birdwatcher's publication there was a twenty-

one question quiz and I think that more of these quizzes cculd be publirh-

ed now and then, since they can be quite useful to anyone who is really

interested in birdwatching. Therefore I request the Editor to allow me to

make some comments on the first question - Do birds have a sense of

smell? 1

Many year? ago I was questioned by some -of my friends on this point,

whether really birds have a sense of smell. »t that time my answer, based

on some of my observations and readings was, that birds have a wry poor-

sense of smell and even perhaps some birds have no sense of noUat aj-.

I remember on one occasion I found a dead buffalow under the culvert of

a bridge and wondered why the vultures that were very plentiful in that

locality and were soaring and gliding in the sky, did not dispose off the

dead buffalow. k week elapsed and the carcass was in such a state of

decomposition that the villas nearby requested their municiP^y to burn

the carcass to relieve thorn from the unpleasant odours. The fact remains

that the vultures never discovered the carcass. Cn another occasion follow-

ing the trail of an unpleasant smell I discovered under the cover of a

heavy foliage the carcaco of a cow. From the information given by some

villagers, the cow was killed by a panther and afur a good meal the

panther dragged the rest of the carcass and hid it under a bwh. bine, the

panther did not come back to the kill the carcass remained hidden for at

least a couple of days when the hyaenas and jackals discovered it and

devoured the carcass, but the vultures that were soaring over that area

in Rood nuubers all the time never did discover or locate the hidden car-

ets!! Nevertheless, I remember another incid^t when the vultures discover

ed a hidden carcass by the behaviour of the jungle crows and the presen-o

of some pariah dogs.

On one occasional I saw a 1 mochhi ' removing the hide of a dead buffalo

it must have been about U nocn. With the purpose of taking a few shots

of the vulture feeding on the carcass, two hours and a half later 1 was

once more on the spot where the carcass was. From a distance 1
.

already the vultures perched on some nearby trees, on the ground I founa

only a skeleton, with a few crows and mynas with a couple of village dogs

trying to feast on the tit-bits of flesh left by the vultures.

Following the principle that nature has always gifted its creatures

with the most adequate means to accomplish their end the vultures should

have the most elaborate and acute sense of smell. From the opinion of

scientists on mammals and insects the sense of smell ^r"^
'

tant part in their lives and behaviour. I do not think we can apply the

same principles to the behaviour of birds.

Compiling the conclusions of e xperiments conducted by ornithologists

I see that the tenor of my answer given many years ago has not changed

much! Summarising the findings en this subject given by Nelson in the

Sew Di£ti£nar£ of Birds we read . Birds apparently poj«

olfactory organs. It seems possible that in some spe cie 3 ^he sense of

»ell is poorly developed and play little part in their lives
.
. great

duS of conflicting evidence has accumulated by research and experiments.

it. Eiavarrc. S. J.
****** - M
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Sense of smell in birds

The answer to the first question of the ' Twenty-one questions ' by R.

S. MeUuish (Newsletter, Vol. 8(9), September 1968, pp. 1, 6) states

that birds have well-developed sense of smell, I an afraid this is net

correct. ^11 recent bocks on avian biology clearly say that although some

birds have a sense of snell, it is very poorly developed. In this connec-

tion, ' An introduction to Ornithclogy 1 by Wallace and Fundamentals cf

Omitholory by Van Tyne and Berger nay bo consulted.

The New Dictionary cf biris (p. 7*5), however, states ' that further

experiments are necessary before we ray reach any definite conclusion

about the sense of smell in birds. 1

S. B. Saha

*M K H H

Wild Ufe Uws in Calcutta

In course of his comments fHombUl, Newsletter of the Bombay Natural

History Society — May-June 19^6) cn the book PORTRAIT OF * DESEKT by

Guy Mcntford, Sri K. S. Lavkunar has aado some interesting observations

which deserve attention.

I, for one, fully agree with hin when he says that the Society should

stretch itself and demanc its rightful position in the country. I also

believe that only the studies conducted by the Society can provide the

right answer for the problem of food production in the country. Ecology

is proving to be a subject of utuost importance, particularly, for a

country like India where agriculture is basically the most inpertant

economic operation still.

The old and established truth that the conservation of the flora and

fauna is vitally important for steaming the deterioration cf the produc-

tivity of the land is presumably a common know: edge now. But the destruc-

tion of both the flora and fauna is still going on almost unchecked all

over the country. 1 would narrate here my brief ex^rience of these

•destructions when recently I wtnt down to Frazerganj, a place about 100

km. away from Calcutta. This is the farthest point one can reachd irect ly

south of Calcutta. Beyond thin lies the boundless sea. How, throughout my

journey to this place, I did not see a single tree cf any markedly large

size or girth, which asm young growth signifying that the area which

was once a part of the mi^.ity forest of the Sunderbans must have been

opened cut only recently, nil a vund 1 found open plains of ihdifforent

cultivation interspersed with ugly and mean human tenements amidst mean

domestic voeotation. The f nous forests of the Sunderbans were nowhere

to be seen. *s far as the eyes could reach, the destruction of the

forest was thorough and complete. Sooner or later such vast changes m
the topography of a region arc bound to produce effects and if some of

those effects prove calamitous in the end, we shall hive only ourselves

to thank for that.

I would write n^w on another aspect of the destruction that is being

systematically cenducteu a round Calcutta- This concerns a large number

of birds which are brought to Calcutta to be sold as food for tho city s

sophisticated inhabitants, k few months ago I chanced to meet a nan on

Rasroehari «vcnue, a so-called elite area of the ci".y, with a bunch of

birds, all dead, hanging frcn a stick in his hand. On closer inspection,

the birds turned out to be Indian Moorhens, sons Crakes and also Rails,

the birds numbering abcut -our dozen, the moo-hens predominating. Thecj

were bei-.g hawked as ittt* cf delicacy and, douttlAMj had a ready market

•* U» locality. WHO 1 on-slimed the man how he secured so many birds,

he told ne that th^se birdr wore trapped in large numbers near Port

Canning, about 50 km. Trcm Calcutta from where they were despatched to

wholesalers of the various narkets of Calcutta from whom these wore sold

to retailers, so:* cf whom had stalls inside the markets, and others who

12



one considers this depredation

rehabilitation, extension of cultivation and fisheries and grazing, the

natural habitat cf all these no rland birds is becoming restricted, one

grimly realizes the fact that it is now only a matter of days when all

these beautiful birds will be just past history — a thoughtless sacrifice

to the gluttony and cupidity of man.

I bring all this to your notice so that the attention of all right thinj

ing persons is drawn towards it and something is done to put some sort ofj

check so that the forests are saved and also these pretty and interesting

and delightful birds.

A. S. Bhaduri

*****

intelligence cf a pair of Koe.Ts (Eudynam^scolopacea)

Last year during the month of nay, the following interesting trick pla^

ed by a pair of koels was observed by me.

„ female House Crow (Corvus sslcndens ) was sitting in the nest on a

coconut tree aid th„ mac crew was s itting nearby on another. *t that

moment a male koel appeared cn the scene. First the male crow alone be L

chasing the koel away but the koel kept dodgtogth." «™ ^J^n*
leave the ne ighbeurhcod . The the female crow too Joined the mission, at

this moment the koel moved a short distance of about 60 yards, but did i

allow the crow to give up the chase. Immediately the female crow too la:

the nest and joined her mate. » female koel probably hiding and watching

these proceedings emerged out suddenly from a nearby bush and entered Wfc

the crow's nest silently like a thief, while her mate kept engaged the 1

true owners of the nest at a distance, after 3 oH minutes, the female

koel came out of the nest and silently vanished into tte bushes. Only t

did it give an all-clear callwhichwas obviously audible to the male k.

and the male koel then stopped engaging the crows, later It Joined ttaJ

and the crews too come back to th- nest with least suspicion. TheM
crow took back its position in the nest.

It was not possible for me to see exactly what the keel did in the

but my inference was that the koel laid her egg and it wasall a

pre-planned trick which seeded to be most ingenious. I regret I could

continue my observations because I had to leave the place soon after.

K. S. R. Krishna Raju
Visakhapatnam, «. F.

Zafar Futehally

Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers

32-n Juhu Lane

«ndhori, Bombay 58-«^
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The train noved on and was scon on an embank-

ment with rice fields on both sides. There

were innumerable Tad Palm trees dividing the

fields. Here I could see many Palm Swifts,

Cyp3iurus parvus circling and soaring with

great ease, well above the palm trees. The

wings were beaten with a slightly stiff up

and down motion and held out to form a

crescent. The birds soared wheeled and

glided, fluttering the wings to maintain

speed and altitude. One very noticeable

feature was the lengish tails which wei-e

forked. The fork was spread out a little

every time the bird banked or turned and

again closed as soon as this manoeuvre was

completed

.

The general coloration of the birds was sooty

brown. It was difficult to see the backs of

these birds unless I was on a high embenkment

and until a bird flew low aid banked to reveal

its back. There was definitely no white to be

seen at all.

like in most birds or animals the back is

darker than the belly but even so the back

is brown and not black.

Obviously these ralm Swifts nested in the

Palm fronds on which they were sodependent.

The fact that Weaver Birds and Mynas also

nested in the same tree did not seem to bother them.

The way to ranenber the identification of these two s "^ *
the Palm Swift as the » wilt with the forked tail, the f°*^*f *^ g

<f
C

ed like the fronds of the ralm Tree on which it lives

distinguished by its white rump but cannot be called theJ^^ 4?
fc?"at would another bird belong to the Himalayas and which I have

seen.

tfj, aong the railway lines ran the telegraph lines but neither ifcuae 3^
S«ift perched on them. All four toes being directed fcrwa**

only cling to the rough surfaces of stone walls or pain

n c ,.3o on % swift-like bird perching on wires one can be >a*

* -. hat the bird is not a swift. On the other hand the Common
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A- ti-ics jsany hundreds may be seen sociably perching on wires.

All swifts, swallos and martins exist by catching tiny winged insects in

mid-air. The insects areswallcwod in mid-air and the birds hawk about and

fly for hours without resting their wings, although the swifts are akin to

the humming bird and swallows and martins belong tc the order of perching

birds, thoir feeding habits are the same. Therefore, the process of ovolu-

tion has produced end product with great similarity. This common feeding

habit draws these birds to the same hunting grounds.

There are many small hills of barren aspect in the environs of Bombay and

Pcona. n few palm trees crow at the base of these hill3. By standing at a

position cf vantage on one of these hills it is possible to clearly see the

backs as well as the bellies of swallows hawking up and down. One very good

hill is the one with the Kanhtri caves at t he National Park at Borivli,

Bombay. Some cf the caves are used by the Redrunpud Jwallow, Hirundo dauric

for nesting. The pitcher-shaped nests of clay are skillfully sturtc to the

roofs of the caves.

The swallows are to bo seen flying about with graceful sweeps of theirwinj

In tho downstroke the wings arc distinctly swept back. « few easy strokes

with the wing is followed by a glide. The long forked tail is also distint

tive. The upper surface of t he bird is a glossy blueblack with a chestnut

rump which at tines is a faded colour. Tho entire under surface of the

of this bird is a pale pink colour and serves to distinguish it from the

Common Swallow which has a chestnut throat (sometimes faded) followed by a

black chest band and then the pale pink belly. The Common Swallow lack3 the

red rump on its dorsal surface but has the same blue black wings. The

Swallow being a migratory species is able to fly with greater ease than

of the other birds under cur Immediate consideration. In the best of spec:

the forked tail is really magnificent.

On a lucky day in the winter months one can cone ac-oss a large number of

swifts and swallows and in the thrill and confusion that this flight offers

one is likely to overlook a few Dusky Crag Hartins,

is really a small swallow of sroty brown aspect both ab

short unforked tail has white spots at tho end cf most feathers and those

can be seen when the bird fans out its t ail for banking and turning. Its

flight is vory like a swallow's.

riirur.d; concolor . This
vc and below. Its



Dr Salim idi says in his The Bode of Indian Birds , « In winter the migrately

Crag Kartin (Hlrundc rupestris ) is also found in association with our

resident birds. It is slightly larger and paler, and is readily distinguish-

able by its whitish underparts.

Mention must be made of the Wiretailed Swallow (Hirundo smithil) which id

easily identified by the long wire-like appendages to its tail and by its

very white underparts. The Indian Cliff Swallow (Hirundo fluvicola) is a

very anall swallow of martin--like appearance. The back of the bird is blue -

black with a chestnut crown. The whitish underparts and the pale brown ;c_p

are identification points.

For the purpose of identification, it will be very useful if the observer

can locate the nests of these birds. Often the nests are built in large

colonies and each bird builds its distinctive type of nest caking use of

mud, feathers and saliva.

The Indian Sand-Hartin (Hirundo paludicola) which is described in detail >:y

Hugh Whistler makes its nest by burrowing into sandbanks. The earthy brown

colour of its back and the whitish underparts are similar in general aspect

to that of the migratory Crag Martin. The Indian bird is much smaller, how-

ever, and is found in t he vicinity of streams and sandbanks.

One day I hope to acquire sufficient knowledge to be able to draw all the

nests, as nest building is an inherited quality, each bird is able to produce

its own type in an unerring manner without any previous training.

Meanwhile, the attadied table has been prepared to summarize our obaervati

31 rJ Back Tail Underparts

House Swift

( Apus affinis )

sooty black white short 3ooty black
(Remarks: white throat;

Palm Swift

( Cypsiurus parvus ) sooty brown forked sooty brown

•cdrunped Swallow

"Kim-da d aurica)

chestnut
to faded

buff

long and
forked

pale pink

blueblack

tca-tcn Swallow

Cany do rustica) blueblack long and black chestband:

forked pale pink

(Remarks: chestnut throat)
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bird

Dusky Crag Martin

( Hirundo ccncolcr )

Crag Martin
(Hlrundi rupestris)

Rump Tail Underpays

3ark brown

brown

short brown

(Remarks: white spots o

tail)

short dirty white

blueblack pale brcwn white (Remarks
chestnut crown!Indian Cliff Swallow

(Hirundc fluvicola)

/Some of our readers may be familiar with-Stray, Feathers, the remark

able Journal of ornithology, edited by Allan Hone for many years w the

last quarter of the last century. The following excerpts are copied from

Volume 3 of January 1875, and will help to corroborate or add to what the

writer has written above. — Ed.

The Swallows and Swifts of Berar

By

James Aitken

I have never observed the English fcrnse Swallow, H. rust ica (which is e<

abundant in Bombay throughout the whole cold season), in Berar.

The Wire-tailed Swallow, (Hi fllifera .) /Row: Hirundo smithii7

This species supplies in Berar the place of rustica, which »
resales in its habits. It seems to be even fonder of indojd

;

-

rA^lv leaves it. skimming over the surface with a speed matching th*. oi

ttaMn!Tm StSSfl colours flashing in the sun. It is a pexmonen, res

dStfard'breeds from February till June. The nest is a mere shadow sa^c

built under a«=ck or wall, sometimes even an earthy bank at tho wa
;
er .J

and it exhibits in the construction all the forethought and patience of it

English relative. The first nest I watched took four weeks to co^to,

narrow layer of mud being added c autiously each day, and ^c^ry^Wba,
this part of the business was complete, a lining of fine grass was add-d.

then one\f feathers, and on this were laid three lcnr-shaped eggs, of •

wh£e colour, well spotted with dark reddish brown I confess to having
7~

» h«. ™.ltv nf taking two of these for my collection, but

£°fS ^ullit eTrflnJinued^ill to sit, and 1W -ten.-d.th.

satisfaction of seeing the refining egg boohed «d th. ~M<
Long after they are able to fly, the young are M in t^^f l^*h»°"
birls exactly after the manner of the English Swallow, parents and young

circling round and round, and then, with a complacent twitter,

together for an instant, during which the mouthful of insects is transfer^

from th. one to the other.

The Mosque Swallow, (H. ervthropyA'

a

. ) 3°"< -
Hlrund° daurlca7

This is one of those birds which seem highly to appreciate tho advanta

of civilisation, and to think, Ilk. Cowper's cat,
«f*

**•
fc

» f«*^
of trouble to please them. In Berar they have almost discarded th. >Mq«

which gave theS their name, and have betaken themselves toth. cd£rt.

the roads, which are now being constructed all ever the country. W»r« I

a^oad is made, sor.,e of the culverts are sure to be taken possession of.

soon as the rains cc^nce, by pairs cf these Swallows, whichJ b. «™
darting in at one end and out at the other, or hawking about for Oin 01

the pofls of water at the road side; their nighthas however^ nothircol

9
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r-iv .-till further excluded by the long neck, it is a marvel how the young

escape suffocation.

The Cliff Swallow, (H. fluvicola .)

The smallest of our Swallows, and much less familiarly known than the other
species, as it lives in colonies, and is strictly confined to certain locali*--

ties: at Akola there is one of these colonies, which build their nests under a
broken portion of a wall which stretches out into the Moorna; the nests are

ret«*rt shaped; a few stand apart, but the majority are attached together, the
tubular necks all standing out from the wall, and presenting a very peculiar

appiarance. With the first heavy showers cf the monsoon the river comes down

in a flood, and washed the whole place clean; as soon as the rain3 abate,

rebuilding commences, and the bustle in the early morning is prodigious, the

birds hurrying from all quarters with their bills full of mud. They are much
persecuted by sparrows, who take possession of the egg cup of the nest before

the' neck is added, and a single pair will cause several nests to be deserted

b- w j they suit themselves, as soon as the nests are finished the eggs are

laid, and when hatched the birds simply throw the eggshells into the water

instead of carrying them to a distance, as is done by most birds, aware,

apparently, that the stream will carry them away. I have noticed this also in

the case of the weaver bird. The second brood is in February, during which

month they swarm about the nests like bees about a hive, while every now and

then splash into the water goes some too fragile neck, breaking even under

the light weight of the little owner. These breakages do not, however, inter-

- fere in the least with the process of incubation, but appear to be repaired

oven while the mother. bird is sitting. The eggs are two, sometimes three, in

number, of a white colour, spotted with faint red; I have seen some, however,

pure white; they vary greatly both in colour and size. «fter the young quit

the nest, they associate in a large flock, playing about over the surface of

the water, and drinking frequently as they fly. The old birds do not by any

means confine themselves to the water, but spread f reely over the country,

and sing much on the wing. Their flight is comparatively feeble.

The Dusky Crag Martin, (CotHe concolor .) /Now: Hirundo ccncolor7

The natural habitat of this Swallow is amongst rocks, and on the faces of

cliffs, and in such situations it may always be found, but it readily avails

itself of the windows and porches of houses, even nesting among the two-storied

houses in native towns. 1 have also known it make its nest on the side of a

well. The nest is open all round, merely attached to the wall by one side, and

is very neatly lined with feathers. The eggs are more round than those of any

of our other Swallows, and are minutely speckled with brown, especially about

the thick end; the usual nuaber is, I think, three. They are persecuted while

building, and occasicnally driven away by the Sparrows, but their open nest

not being adapted to the wants of these birds, they do not take possession of

it. Though capable, from their length of wing, of great speed, they are no

travellers, but may generally be found flying about their chosen cliff or

building in a very leisurely manner; the young continue about the spot for

some time, but I never saw the old ones feed them upon the wing after the

manner of the Wire-tailed Swallows.

The Indian Swift, (Cypselus affinU.) /Now: Apus affinis7

This bird is of course abundant, and its rushing flight and shrill c ry

often strongly recall summer eve.iings at home. Its habits are indeed but a

feeble copy of those of the English bird, the same circling near their nests,

always screaming as they pass them, and the same, assembling in numbers high

in the air in the evening, though they fly low much more frequently. They

breed once in Fobruary, and again during the monsoon. The nests are probably

bettor knewn than these cf any other Indian Swift or Swallow; they are general-

ly M HI*- under roofs, sometimes in a crevice between the wall and the roof,

but cfton attached tc the roof itself. In the latter case the straws of which

the nest is composed are so finnly agglutinated that it tears like a piece of

matting; and it is generally ornamented without, as well as lined within, with

feathers. Two op three long, white eggs are laid. The young, like those of the

English Swift, never become perchers, but take boldly to the wing whenever

they leave the ntst, returning to it when fatigued until they acquire their

full powers. Numbers take possession of the parches and verandahs, where these
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are high enough, of the cutcherrits and other large buildings now erected

all over the land, and fly backwards and forwards, building their nests,

or tending their young, totally regardless of the crowd that nay be moving

below. It is no uncommon thing to see the top of an archway covered with .

their nests, all closely packed together; but where there is ample acconao

dation, as in a cutcherry verandah, each nest usually stands apart.

The Palm Swift, (C* batassiensis .) /Now: Cypslurus parvus/

Palm trees are scarce in Berar, but wherever a solitary one rear3 its hed

there may be found the Palm Swift flying round and round it. I once, and

once only, saw several of these birds flying about a grove of mango trees

where there was not a palm tree within miles. «s is well known, it attaches

its nest to the leaf of the cocoanut or toddy palm, but I have never succej

ed in procuring either the nest or eggs../

The Barheaded Goose Unser indlcus) in captivity

T . J. Roberts

Readers might be interested to learn something more about the sketch of

Barheaded geese which has recently appeared on the cover of the Newslet 1

They are a pair (the two sexes are almost indistinguishable) out of four

which were captured during the winters of 19^/65 and 1965/66 on the Chenahl

river just upstream from the MARAU BARRAGE which is within sight of the

magnificent snow-capped Pir Panjal mountains.

Judging from the written accounts of explorers and travellers in the

deserts plateaus of central Asia where the Barheaded Gooso breeds, te

atures of up to 104 F (Carruthers, D. Beyond the Caspian , 1949) do occur

during the short summer. Khanewal where these geese are kept, has a hot

desert climate with very little monsoon influence and except for its lon(

duration and severe intensity, I do not suppose the summer climate here t<

be markedly different from that prevailing in some of the areas where the

Barhead breeds. Inthis ruspedTthey must be better adapted towith3tond

heat than the Siberian breeding species of Grey geese which comprise the

rest of the «nserinae visiting this subcontinent in winter. Nevertheless,

when a friend gave these geese to me twelve months ago, it was with conai*

derable apprehension that 1 viewed t heir s peni ing a summer in Khanewal and!

I am relieved to be able to report that they have passed the summer in

apparent excellent health and conditions.

-vS a protection against jackals and Jungle Cats, both common in the

the gtese .".re panned at night in a completely wired in aviary. By day

graze on one of the lawns. They drink water freely throughout the feed J

parlcdj nd busides (.rasa, they are f ud unhusked rice and sorghum IBJJ

th,/ also roliah chappatis . «s has been observed e^owhere, irig*
l^rarchy or pocking order is soon established and one individual ^Barhead
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always claims first access to their rood when it is lilled, as well as

bathing rights in their pond.

By the middle of February they become very fat and this is oven noticeable

in the thickening of their necks. In West Pakistan 1 have observed that by the

end of February they start their northward .migration and it is very notice-

able that these captive geese ccmpktely went off their feed at the end of

February and could not be tempted even with new varieties of food. They did

net resume eating normally for 2 or 3 weeks and it appears that this behaviour

is associated with the physiological changes which accompany the urge to

migrate and the need to build up fat reserves before the long northern

Journey, and that the fasting nay also be intornally regulated by similar

physiological processes.

The once yearly moult is also an astonishing process. In atout thesecond

week of July the first primary feathers are shed and within the3pace of

only three days all even primaries on each wing drop out and the birds are

completely flightless, Hoult of the retrices and secondaries follow rapidly

and in the w ild, they must rely upon the inaccessible nature of the marshy

fringes of the lakes which arc characteristic of their breeding grounds, as

otherwise they would be vulnerable to all sorts of predators including

wolves which occur in that area. The new flight feathers do not complete

their growth until about August '.5th so that the Barheaded geese are without

the ability to fly for about 3i weeks.

Experiments (Lesher and Kenduigh,'£ffect of photoperiod on molting of

feathers' 1%t) have shown that the shedding of the feathers is brought

about in some species by the changing length of daylight and darkness and

this seems to apply particularly to the Anserinae. Since this effect would

be less apparent in the more southerly latitude of their present captivity

(Khanewal is approximately 30°N whilst their breeding grounds e xtend from

36° N to 42°N) it would therefore not be safe to assine that moult in the

wild state follows the same time pattern as given above.

Amongst wild birds, the geeso are well known for their intelligence and

though regrettably my Barheads have paid little attention to my attempts to

be friendly, yet they never fail to greet with low calls, ray passing nali

who is responsible for their food dishl

MHHHHH tHt gst-^KHHHHHtXHW nnnnMM*<j<mm *< n iimi

notes and co^aJTd

Our Club has again sent a subscription of £5/- to the International Counoil

for Bird Preservation. There will be a meeting of the International Council

for Bird Preservation in November 1969 just before or after the General

Assenbly meeting of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature

and Natural Resources. Further particulars about this meeting will be given

in our Newsletter in due course.^
* * *

The Planning Commission called a meeting in August tc consider measures to

bo taken for Wild Life Preservation during the 4th Plan period. Hrs Usha

Ganguli was present at the meeting, made a strong plea fcr converting

Najafgarh Jhoel near Delhi into a bird sanctuary because of its rich bird

life. We trust appropriate steps will be taken in this direction.

* * *

It is reliably understood that the Department of icurisra (Government of

India) i» allocating funds for the dcvelcpo*;nt of the ftamala Bird sanctuary.

St,.;s will b« taken to put up a couple of hutments with adequate water supply

for which a tube well will be dug, and a nature trail leading up to the Port

wLU enable visitors to get a good view of the Sanctuary and its bird and

animal life. It is to be hoped that . development - will be undert^enin an

imaginative way so that the essential characteristics of this beautiful

•

rt are in Z way destroyed. The National Park Service of the UniUd

3^!s -f **rica has, * the request of the Editor, sent plans and drawings
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of suitable hutments and structures which are designed for National Parks

in the United States of America, and these are being followed by the Tourist

Department for guidance in putting up structures at Karnala, Tulsi, and other

places.

* # *

NOTICE
of the Annual General Meeting

The 9th Annual General Meeting of the Birdwatchers' Field Club of India wiU

be held at the residence of Mr Zafar Futehally, Juhu Lane, Andheri, at 5 p.

m. on Saturday, the 21st December 1966.

It is roquested that all those who are in a position to come, attend this

(_ nore meeting and give us the benefit of their views on making the Newsletter/and

nterestinc new activities of the Club.

A formal notice of t he meeting with the agenda will appear in the December

1968 issue.

CORRESPONDENCE

The appearance of an Oyster Catcher (?) at Colaba Sea Coast

On 1 5th September a bird slightly bigger than the Redwattled Lapwing
was found on the cement bund facing Nariuan Point feeding on the fish sprei
to dry in the morning sun. At times it took rest standing on one leg. On
closer approach I observed water drops forming at the tip of 'its beak,
sometimes 'falling down unnoticed, sometimes the bird annoyingly swinging oi

the water drops.

Bill slender, long and straight, coloured orange-red at base, black
towards the tip. Forehead and crest roudish. Head, throat, neck and tail
black in colour. Underparts and border of wing3 white; upper portion eoffe«
brown. A white line right on the throat didnt appear to have reached round
the nape. Through my glass, legs looked purple in colour. Hind toe non-ejds
ing.

Was it a sick bird; if not, what does the water-dripping signify?

T. V. Jose
Colaba, Bombay 5

The Rain Quail (Cotumix coror-.-tr.riclicus )

In the October issue of the Newsletter Kameshwar P. D. Singh has mentii

ed that his captive birds are heard calling only at night, but these quails
also call during tho day hours in the wild state and during the rainy seasol

their double note is one of the commonest sounds in the countryside. It is'l

true however that they are o)ost heard at dawn and dusk and throughout the 1

day mainly when the weather is overcast. Possibly in captivity the birds arj

a little shy and therefore do not call. Of course the crepescular habits ofJ

the Rain Quail make it even shyer in captivity.

This little game bird is very numerous during the SW. monsoon and pro-i

badly is a local migrant spreading out during the breeding season from areai
of concentration where there is more cover and food during the dier part ofJ

tho year.

The small size, and skulking habits of this little bird make it difficuj

to locate and it is able to find shelter in grass along verges of fields.
'
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Apart from its characteristic calls which reveal its presence in the
locality, birdwatcher may largely sea it when he accidently come across it

and flushes it by almost stepping onto it.

K. S. Lavkumar

olackbacked Woodpecker fChrysocolaptes festivus) in Andhra Pradesh

The most startling discovery of all my ti-7ie in India has presented
itself within the last month, with my identification of a pair of Blackbacked

Woodpeckers (Chrysocolaptes festivus Bodd.). They are apparently resident

birds — I probably have seen then before, assuming they were golden»backs.

But on August 30, 1966, a pair was feeding (and later the male was

chasing after the feiaale) in the mangoes just outside my window, some 20

ft off the ground, affording ne an opportunity for close scrutiny. I immedi-

ately noted that these birds were different from any golden-backs I had seen

before, and 1 made a sketch of their distinctive features on the spot.

The thing that distingished the male was a large white 1 triangular '

patch on its uppe r back . And the female had a deep eoIden-yellow crest , not

quite so prominent in size as the male's bright crimson one.

I waited for another opportunity to observe than, to make absolutely

certain of what 1 had seen. Then, on September 19, 1968, they appeared

outside again, this tiix in- full sunlight, and now_there was no mistaking

their coloration! both birds had white upper back, black ' backs, and wings

that became golden-yellow only on the central and outer portions; the female

had a golden crest — deep, solid golden, without a trace of another colour

in it.

They were finally driven from the deadwood top of the large mango they

were in by a pugnacious crimson-breasted barbet which was excavating its

nest cavity in one of the b ranch stubs!

As the woodpeckers had black rumps, instead of crimson, as the only

other golden-backed species I then knew of have, I presurxd they Were colour

nut ants.

The next day, on September 20, 1968, however, quite by accident, I came

across baker's and Inglis's description of the biack-backed woodpecker in

their The Birds of Southern India (Madras, 1930); and knew then this was tho

bird I had seen.

a couple of other points of information they mentioned made me wait for

another close-at-hand sighting, however; and this I had today: the male I

saw just now had a distinctly striped (not spotted) chin and throat, and a

hit is h forehead — I could not tell if it was composed of large white spots

on a brown background, as Baker and Inglish denote. I had previously noted

both birds were distinctly striped black-and-white underneath.

This morning I saw the male at what is apparently an old nesting hole

about 20 ft off the ground in a nearby coconut palm, pecking vigorously. I

do not know if this indicates nesting plans, as 1 have seen woodpeckers at

similar holes before, with no nesting following.

Ripley gives the range of Chrysocolaptes festivus festivus (Boddaert) as

« The Western Ghats strip from the Surat Dangs and Khandesh area in Bombay

south to Kerala, east along the Satpura mountain trend through central India,

north to Dehra Dun in U. P., Bihar, and West Bengal. 1

I am pleased to report this range may now be extended to include northern

liydorabad district, nndhra rradesh.
George F. Neavoll

1 Treetops < ,Meddml, Hyderabad 04s v ,

«ndhra Pradesh

3k** 26.ia.t966

MM *4
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' Image InteBsif ie r

Adtddos of the i Image Intensifier !
mentioned by Yuvraj Shivrajkumar i|

the UteS issue of Newsletter /vol. &Wffi I wonder whether he could fur-

nish more cecils of the source^of hi- information. Bei^g In a P"'«»}»
wnere^ne has to keep abreast with latest developments in science and tech

nology, I would like to know more about it.

There have, of course, been some recent <*"£°P-**
I heat ray ' photography where special cameras have been used with films

.«£Sl« onl? to SSl radiations. Pictures taken ^ total dar^Bs haj

.tan silhowttes of heat radiating objects (including human beongs) agate^^ Ur, th.se are still in the
,

a few months ago.

But I am not quite sure that the device described by the lHvraj, parti

cular* the m£ia?ure variety that could be fitted to binoculars, isnt *|
in the realms of science fiction.

V. G. Kartha

UB/\ , Sector 9, Bhilai 1

Zafar Futehally

Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers

32 Juhu Lane, Andhori, Bombay 56-AS
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The Annual Waterfowl Count

Conducted by C. D. W. Savage, Chairman

International Wildfowl Census, Lahore

From all accounts the returns of waterfowl counts submitted from various

areas last year provided valuable data about numbers of different species.

Those in a position to help must send in their returns this year also,

and the count must be undertaken this season on Sunday, 1 5th January

1969.

The form is enclosed in this Newsletter, and Mr S. V. Nilakanta has drawn

sketches of the commoner duck to help identification. It is not

>sary to send in impressive totals of birds to make any returns

55! What is of the highest importance is that the identifications

.xeaso «£ your returns to the Editor of the Mcwalcttor ,
*o Bill pae.

then on to 1* Christopher Scvr.-e in Pakistan.
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of 20-30 birda which cone in the evening und oe'.tlcd on a leafleoa tree

in tte compound of our hotel. They Beamed to be iuste-rn Grey \.agtcila but

seeing them in the ahndowo of the evening Mid - little far fron water gave

uo come doubt about th-ir identity. The next day however the suet flock

returned und we could confirm our obec rvjtion in junny light with it3

wagging tail and yelluw underpi.rta. ac*»u_ lly thic particular flock po:t3«d

by every evening throughout our otuy. It «aa aloo on the uaoc leafleaa

tree that we apotted a Shikra aitting atlll on a brunch.

On the aecond day, tic could aee a lal'ibor 'ihiatling Thrunh with ita glisten-

ing cobalt blue on the wings. We wished wc could hew heard ita whittling

oong.

All thece dayu, wc had been listening to the kutroo ... kutroo ... of the

Green Barter. On tlie third ,.nd rtot at ti.e ayo wc «oulc opot and see

both the Inrge *aic the Small Green Barbvt. It would have been difficult to

differentiate between the two purely on the baaie of their note, but the

peculiar ormep akin round the eye;, of t;e larger one r^de it cuay to

identify. The onaller one wtjj hoover core abundiiat und eaoy to spot.

It wub while going to the. Porcupine Point that HQ Q&M acrooa thut beauti-

ful bird: tno Por- diae 71ycatchcr. ?or a while it out atill but then flew

around vjI th agility.

It w.-io near the Artist Point th;it we jaw the Chestnut-bellied lluttmtch

mining UKe a mouoe and the Blueheaded Bock Thruah with chtatnut undnv
part 3 und a white bar on its wring jhowia,; prominently. It ou alao here1

,

accidentally, that we hc«rd and saw ut lclaure the beautiful tfuna with

lt3 nelodiouu aong.

Th* co-r,oner birda were the Rudvcntcd Bulbul and the hufou abucked 3hrik«.

The drongo we could ate but once.

T WWHMfw WW W WW WW w *

ajuajal g:zcxal ullting . .

.< OTIC I-.

The Annuel General Meeting of the Birdwutcht re ' Club jf India will be

held nt the reaidence of Mr 2afar r»ut.: tally, at Juhu I.inf , Andheri, ot

5 p. a., on -uturduy, 4th January 1969 . (in the' lout ticwslett^r it wuo

otatod that t' e meeting would be held on 21at Jeccmbcr 1968. Kindly

n-te the change to 4th January 1969.)

Agenda.

1 a To elect a Chairrt-n of the ratting.

2. To get a report fron tho :
:.onorary Secretary about the working of

the- Club during 1968.

3. To elect office bearers for 1969.'

4. Any other bualnrBU brou(iht fervajrd with the permission of the

Cnulrcun.

Taoae ner.btra who are unublo to attend ray kindly send in their written

suggestions to the Honorary Secretary in good tire for consideration at

.the meeting.

It will be appreciated if thoee who int. na to cor.e inform the Honorary

Secretary in advance 00 that M do not fall short of refreohntnta and

seating accomodation.
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Extracts from THE PRiSlQ£.Yf!£ UJi'TSK, Number 14, July 1V6b.

International Council for -irt F reservation

the Monkey-eating *agle

„ contioveniy which led to k-ocd results

An announcement in Dec er.be r 1967 that three immature nonkey-eating Eagles

had been brought from the Fhilippines and sent to be trained to catch

raoito at the Sari of jradford's estate, Weston Fark, Shropshire, was

given wide publicity both through a S. S. C. broadcast interview and in

the press. The news that three specimens of the rarest Eagle in the world

which is protected by law in the Fhilippines, had oeen exported caused

much surprise and concern not only in Britain but in other countries.

Full details and copies of ti;e press statements were sent to Frofessor

Rabor, Research Frofessor of the Mindanao State University and represen-

tative of the International Council for oird 1 reservation in the Philip-

pines. he immediately took up the matter with the authorities in tho

Philippines, particularly with regard to how a permit for the export of

these oirds had been granted. There were conflicting statements as to

the identification of the birds concerned. The Ehilippine press gave

great publicity to the affair and considerable controversy :nd public

feeling arose.

In the aeantit*, following on further publicity and photographs of the

birds in the British Fresc, doubts were felt as to the correctness of

their identification and in a television interview the custodian of the

birds at Weston Furk stated that although they had been received as true

fcnkey-eating Eagles, and although they were believed so to be, there

ww now doubt about their identity.

Professor Rabor requested the British Section ICbF for an accurate

identification and stated that whether the •ontrovorsial oirds in

Erglond were donkey-eating aagles or not, a very important development

for conservation,!** only of this species in particular but also for

Philippine wildlife- as a whole, had resulted in the wakening ol the

rilipinos to the cause oJ conservation and this -d^t be the beginning

3f real eonservation measures in that country

With the kind consent and full co-operation of the Earl of dradford Mr

*: Jteid-Kenry, an expert on asiatic birds of proy, and hr J. J.

'ealland. Curator of ->irds of the Zoological Society of London, visited

Veston Faric and wore shown the i-irds. They were able to state at once

-*hat these birds were not Hcnkcy-oating aagles F ithecopha/ra
.
^eueryi ,

but luvenUe Fish-eagles Haliaetus leucocaster , male and loaale, and

the thlrS bird I Br^^-Ml^t ^ information was

^ent to Frofessor Rabor.

One of the upshots of the eDntrovsrsy regarding the export of three

.peci^ns oi the nonkey-eating Eagle to Great Britain was a bill

•censored by the F^rks end Wildlife Office to be presented to -the

Aress of the Philippine rtepublic to give greater protection to

-,hese birds including a mmu* to assign areas as reserves and

ieclaring the Konk.y-eating *agle M the ^ t h£s
pbMS, and even specifying penal provisions for violators of this

In addition to the proposed legislation for betWr P™«?^ °'

^ey^ating fiagbs Professor
JTe^tSfbirtSfch?

'966, Will carry out further studios on the life of this birdjrtth a

view to its conservation (a continuation of .
the research P»J"*

Tnd^ted 1963-64). Further studies of its biology and ecology will

yield important data which can be used iamdiately fo ^f^fl^
conservation of this species, including the selection of reserve

areas where it can be assured of continued existence.

. «u or -3606 *u£ ^J^^^MctSSS
... . 9
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field assistant for twelve months. The U. S. section of the ICBP has
crntr^Hited 500 dollars and the balance has been raised by the President,
Professor Dillon Ripley. It is most gratifying that by this quick cooper-
ation the important work essential for the future of the rtonkey-eating

Eagle has been able to go forward without delay.

Transport and Trade in Wild birds

At the meeting of the P an-ame rican Section ICBPin Venezuela in narch l 968
the Chad man of the Colombian National Section, Dr C. Lehmann, drew atten-

tion to the great traffic in wild birds from Columbia. He mentioned that
in one shipment of birds to New York there were 28,OU) birds and that
more shipments were to come. H« added that ten times that number die
before shipment, also they are badly packed scne'tLaes thirty birds to a
snail cage — they are not fed and die rapidly. He estimated that fifty

died for every bird that reached its destination. Great Britain, the
Netherlands and Belgium were other sources of demand. This report was
received with great concern and a resolution calling for strict control
of this traffic wa3 adopted. Dr. Lehniann's report was again considered
at the Conference of the European Continental Section hold in Hungary in
May 1968 and the following reconurendation was unanimously agreed:

•Having noted the increase of commercial traffic in live wild birds —
'Kecomraends that ICBP should convene an international meeting on a world
scale to discuss the question of excessive commercial traffic in live wild
birds and to pross for measures to reduce, strictly regulato and control
the import of live wild birds.'

The Air Line Companies have for many years shown great concern regarding
the conditions of transport of wild birds and the International Air Trans-
port Association set up a special Study Group on this subject. As reported
in the President's Letter No, 11, in January 1967 the British Section
ICBP organized an informal conference on conditions of transport and
importation of live birds. The papers presented at this meeting together
with the discussion have been published as a Report which can be obtained
from the Secretariat of the ICBP price 6s.

Asian Continental Section

The Asian Section of the ICBP is to be congratulated for buing^he first
Continental Section to issue a News Letter. The first numbtr of the Asian
Section News (which is printed in the suae fcnuat as the President's
Lector) contains reports from India on the case ci the Indian Grey Jungle-
fowl; Japan, on the development of bird protection in the past two years;
Korea on the Status of wild life Conservation, <nd rtalaya on National
problems in bird protection. Copies of the Asian News (lor which no charge
is made) may be obtained from the Asian Section, ICBP, c/o Yamashina
Institute for Ornithology, 49 Nampeidai-machi, Shibt^a-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

3. DUlcn Ripley----

E. P. GEE

i NOTES AND COMMENTS

The death of fir E. P . Gee on the 21st October is a great loss to
Conservationists in India. He had after his retirement devoted himself
entirely to preserving India's Wild Life, and though he was principally
interested in mammals he had taken some excellent photographs of Indian
birds. He had very generously willed that all his books, manuscripts, and
photographs should be given over to the Bombay Natural History Society
after his death,

Readers will recall that at the Annual General -Meeting of the
Dirdwatcners' Field Club which was

. held on 17th December 1966, Mr E. P.
Gee was present and showed his excellent films on elephants, orchids, and

the nanas and Kasirnnga sanctuaries.

May his sou. xt.st Li pence.

... 10
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tuisi !;atic ;al pa^k

The lihuravM-.trL Oovorhwnt ia proceeding with it3 pi nu for turning

Tul3i Into a national Furk. During the SUd Ufc ifeek in October it wco

proposed to introduce a fbw chital into the forest. Unfortunately this

could not be cone but some deer and peafowl were kept in an enclosure

which has been put up recently. Apparently a panther has got into the

enclosure and hea killed the deer, -"his ia encouraging in so fur oo it

chows that carnivores still exist in this forest. Tfio encluoure has nov:

been strengthened ::.id is Going to be used as a breeding centre for deer

which will then be let loose In tl* forest.

12TH li'.'aTlirS 0- Til. VCUKloT ULVLIOKWIT COUHCIL

At the 12th meeting of the Touri3t Developntnt Council in Hew Delhi

towards the end of October it wus encouraging to ace that several reoolu*

%lcna were paused in collection v/ith Wild Ufe Tourism. It nan emphasized

that Shihar Touri3n ahould be playce down and more importance given to

Jast viewing birds and ».ni.rals in our sanctuaries.

Incidentally in a background paper pixuentea on the occasion it was

pointed out that at Ti0-er Tops in "epal half a million dollars per year

ure earned fron visitors who cart there rial nly for wild lif.. photography,

India could better that riguru if the bu3lneos was properly orgjiittd.

»##*»***mm *»**#*»«#*«

YOUNG HIBD.«'ATCT5 J
.S

Santoah (9 years) and Amind (10 years) (students of Ij-s Jantl Aru)

are to be congratulated on aeneing in a list of birds. 1 We ore almjrs

cn the lookout for birds while going and caning from our schools ....

lust winter An aid brought a .tedbrcasted Flycatcher With injured wing.

Che biro whs bleeoin* badly, xra Ara at once gave n first aid. The

Maedlnfl stopped and the bird recovered fully after 3 hours. It started

flying -rd hopping S bit, 3y noon trc bird flaw away.'

OOatSSSKtSKKB

Blue Itock Thrush visiting Indian Muacun /ardeno

?he Blue nock Thrush that visited regularly in the quadrangle enclos-

ed wit dn the na-n building of the Imioi iiuaeun (reported before in the

HewaUtter) was no more seen in the winter of 1967-68. Ito visits in

different ytara are tubul;--,ed below:

fears Arrival Xporturc

1960-61 April 1961

1961-62 Oct. 1961 >prii 1962

1962-63 Sept. 1962 30 Itorch 1963

1963-64 30 Octo. 1963 April 1964

1964-65 Sept. 1964 April 1965

1965-66 Sept. 1965 April 1966

1966-67 3 tfov. 1966 April 1967

In this connexion I would like to ipention that icy colleagues have

noticed the very bird in the winter of 1959. It nay therefore be- con-

concluded that this particular Blue Kock T!.ru.jh pe.id a regular visit

to its winter qutf-.cro in Calcutta, in the qudrr.nglc of the Indian

Kuscaa during a period of seven yeura fron 1959 to 1967.

S. S. 3aha

Indim l-Mseum, Calcutta

October 196b

»•*»«*-" IH> (MHHI If***

.... 11
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liouae Sparrows (Passer doixstlcu, j nt.stinr. in tr-es

In J. 3onbay nat. t:iat. ^oc. 52: 601 Hr Iiu.-rc.yun Abduliili recorded hav-
ing aeen - colony of five- t-ouse bparrowa nesting in the dry Leer*a of a
pain no-, cut i'or cone tiiic, t nd croopin^ a^ainat it.: stem fcrning a large
pad, <u 20 ft up under the (-rowing leaves, in Gandhi Gardens, Karachi, in
Way 1949. In the jar* note he refurred to Ticehurat end other (J. Bon buy
net. H i^t. J oc

f 28: 230) recording the race blblicuii uo nesting in bushes,
and trees especially poplar in Ncoopotaniti* An editorial note to Vt
AbdulUi'o observations referred to 3recrtin;. 3irda of Kashmir i 169 wherein
Bates and Lowtiicr state '-hat in Kuchnir irany i louse Sporrowa found in
well-wood ec country and on foreot fringes breed norc or leas in colonies

' in natural hollowa in trees.

. In the second half of October, current par, uy attention ana attrectcd
to the coir.T.otion that was being kicked up one Homing by a p.-dr or House
3parrov 3 in the compound of u church in Bandra, Qr,t>inat a batch of live
House Crows. The crows '.vcre continuously flying to un Aahok Tree (folyal-
thea lo.-.gifollo ) end unaucceosfuijy attempting to land on it about 15 ft
from the grouad. talking up to tne tree to inventigcte the Crowe 1 target
of attack, I found th.it the sporrowa had j nest in z-u tree with cheeping
young in it. The crows were trying in vfin to rifle tit neat. The nest mi
c IulgQ oao3 of dry gruoa a: a straw, stuck u ong the urooping, natted
twigs of ^i^c tree, with ,n uvul-shuped entn nee to it.

It lo difficult to understand as to abet prompted this pair of House
SpaXTOR a to select a tree in u locality where its usual favourite nesting
sites are aplenty.

J. S, Serrno

W»W * . * WWWWWW

DlVMll Greeting

Dlvali is u festival or li
;
!;ta i :x. nnny di3gntfuled and i:i cniac people

coraplcin a festival of nois^. Be abut it nay, to uo birdwatchers it is the
festival which is brought on the wings of cisSy migrants, returning to us
once again fron their nortitrly range a. October, the nonth in which Eivali
genially falia, la a go* den nonth, tha -sold of ripening grasses on the
hilltf, of fields of nillets and groundnuts ready for the harvest, the nonth
of blue ljxeo, uprrklin^ otrtaru, lird.tl.asly blue Bid00 f»d brilliant
sunshine. The heat is subdues, a c'.ill touches the sir. ,.t dewnand dusk. It
is s month of sprouti.ig fields of nheut| Q nonth of noderution when t it

sun is hot, but Uk shade is cool, languid DreoMl atir the dark green
foliage of large trees t nd sweep of the i r/ing leave a of Uic acccias and
nli-osas prep.riu.. for the long eon-^ncy till the next June ntorri •-. It is
the nonth Mien the last r4>a3 art still a Kanoqr md airna of tl* cool
weather are perceptible. It ia a fiae nonth indeed, a nonth of contentment
unfl of expectancy.

!•*<* t of dio winter aigrmta arc htrC| I have aecn Blaek -iedatarta, Comon
av/allowa, iioay ?aaior i, Pule Harritru, Tawny Pipits, Tree Pipits, Grey
v.'cgtcila; Vhitc -.taetailo, follow %^tii Is, lmnx flocks of Short-ta-d
tarke, icsser ^Oiite-thro .il-, Conr.on ..n! Green ii ndpipurs, Kestrels lvxi the
like* Passed mijr at3 wi.ic!i uit ubuida*. t during Sept> iaber have .11
puaaed, ihoujli ,l£r^-- still D«V be seen t few Spottcu r"lyc tchers f.nd

Xaohmir Hollers. For the winter i.avc co:ae hedbroasteo Plycutchero, Brown
Iji.rikou, large Grfeen Bee-eaters, ilea ix-sh Cl.-ts, Coiiured Buoh Chcts,
Pied aid desert '-heatcars and ti.v unobotrusivc ..ryntcks. Boopooa f-rc

plentiful one on tlnoet. ev. ry b. bool alunj. tl:c roods is otctlODPd a 3cy-
be.cked oarike v^iich in ti:is p--rt of th* country is a winter nijmit.
The 'jorx is true of the Indim Holler, though a few p.ini stay on and
breed in the lurge-r gjXOfoa of gnurlud -r.d ;geinp tree )•

So, nay I \/lsli a happy blrdwatchlng seaoon to all the friends of our
Club?

K. 3. lovka-nar

RtOkot, 21 Oct. 1968
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Chilis Iuav- 'ottwy

I rofor to the rosttok 'ory Ur it. a* a. Usliulah in toluac 8(11), tiov-

bK b*r 1966 oi' tU Newsletter concerning the vijlt or ti* Society's party

to'Chilk.. Lake, end Mould ercw Kr Ifellttisfc'o attention xo the urtielQ

'Chilis L.tet A Pilot Survey for a >.x«in.; po*jiid.litiea ' by K. J. i*ivkunur

published in volume 63(2), Au^u-.t 1966 of-Mm Society a Journal.

j. c. Dcnlei
Cun. tor

Bombay Natural hititory Society

IHHHHt tWHM

haln ^uail

I enjoyed :oi:v thrash tlve account -boat the Wain «uail. I v-ondcr

whetUr thia spades ia ^loo know the Callin 3 *ucil. In Jusni m hud

tot a whole collection* and we uov.J then for t f,...cin/.tinfi p^tiue. Larly

In the xornin& we us*d to ^;o to Bsnttraillftpuru '--ith o-r bub*. to of coll-

ing 4u.ii-. The rico iieldu cro the favuu-ite haunt — I aont bliifiS Acq

eo HonbirAn«hpura produces the beat wriety of rice. A ra-t was fixed in

one corner of the Oold aoi the baa.-ota of cul Un* qu ilo pl.ced nearby.

Pron the otaer end two people held xhe rope ano lnstaud of q tug-of-w r

they m-lked till they reached very over -he net and lo behold one -found

inwricbly twenty or norc.quil la. 3«w ho4 to be op-oial gBOB liconac

for thia.
lo-j HaJ 3c dl

Hew IXlhi .

Chi Iks Utke Survey

I thank i:r U.nicl for rcnindinr. ri* of Uiia crticl. ; wiloh I had read

and forgotten, ano <*oloCiae to the Society and to Ht Icvkur.ar for fool-

ishly ccnpld nine t:>ut no report jf this expedition had been publidied,

Kr Uivkun-r i.-.variably v/rites null, and tnia particular article of

hid ia evocative, illuminating, u.x. a pleasure to re.:J. Utcelfcnt though

it iu, however, it Batata no preteire of bein,, a syoteuatio, scientific

report, and thin is probably why I overlook, a it. It would have been

interesting to sec a syoturtttio, annotated li rt of speciC3 observed

'.perhaps as an apptnaix to the narrative?). Without such u thing any

aarrative account ia lively to be -n inconplete record, /or instance, Kr

^ivka^r Dukeo no action of the Snipebili.u Godwit, U.T.noOruBua acniipal-

itiition-

ta U Xssssrj but~no sosssawnt of nuabsrs ia oaae aid ulnoo this is

poaaibly a new record for tae area it v.ould have been useful. And were

the Phoenicopterus roseus unebaerved? Such inforw.tion would probably

Qot fiave b^en or-itte. from a oyatenatiC list.

H. A. Stewart ifclluiah

i. a* «*•#*#

Parakietai 1'^lrhta to roost

g

Birdwatching hao developcu in %'m habit of looking up at -he trt va

a-.d tiie op^-n sky (though a bit dm rous at tlHSSj and 1 un often reward-

ed '.vith xav 3irht of a aoiitary bird or i J.i,-Jit of birds, ".ieturnirv. from
"

office in t .« evening at .iidur, 1 3a C f limits of roocringei mH larCe

perake- ts rttvrnin, xo their roJoti«ii.' pl-cejr. UbQ flights are r^oatly fron

north to south^Durlns the kot few d..yat 00 *y e«nin s walks, x hove hid

icoro o.ecrtaii^ica of ob*»rviiv. tr.jae flints, aUcta foilco on after

nothor in rapid succession botweun 5.30 end 6-p.n. I haw eaxi^ted about

50 biroo in a big fU Jit. Of cduraa, aoas Stray birda lciaurely follow the

nam flight ensttaina ao» fitting. This ewninc 1 counted e-bout 20 «uch

flights wit',in baira hour, tbautfi I ray have niaaeo H-dte S^fsw. fiow-

cver I an uiwioua to k«-;ow throu. h a-y of our rsudarS -i these f limits ure

a loo oboorved in tho .norjii.H. afcen tiieso birdj £0 to tlxir foaoiA« crounda »

aid their ipproxifato ,tino> ^ .
,Bahadur a. Paixhiwiiu

^7ar rutehully 26 October 1>66
\ditor, Hewalctter for Biiduiixciiero s.

3 2 Juhu leaie, Andheri, Soliay


